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Abstract: Max Weber attributes the rise of modern Western society to Puritanism, 

noting that the Calvinist Protestant found, in his lonely attempt to communicate 

directly with God, a sense of human dignity and individualism in agreement with 

the rational structure of democracy. Weber, however, asserts that Confucianism 

lacks the Protestant way of thinking and hence cannot help with the rise of a 

modern Chinese society. This essay finds illustrations of Weber’s theory about the 

West in European civilian intellectuals who confronted authority with dignity, 

leading to the contemporary tradition of Western intellectuals “as the author of a 

language that tries to speak truth to power.” It also challenges Weber’s fallacy 

about China through a study of the varied attitudes of the individual vs. the state in 

Daoism, Buddhism and Confucianism, in the formation of a convention known as 

“the Pride of the Cotton-Clad,” which may play a role in building a state governed 

by law and justice and a society that respects all its citizens. 

 

I 

 

THE GERMAN sociologist Max Weber (1864-1920) has attributed the rise of 

capitalism and the modern Western political and social structure to that of Puritanism, 

and he has observed that the Calvinist Protestant found in his inner sense of 

loneliness, in excluding all mediators between himself and God and in trying to 

communicate directly with God, a sense of human dignity. This in turn brought about 

a kind of individualism in agreement with the rational structure of modern Western 

society.  

Indeed such a sense of human dignity may be illustrated by numerous examples 

of European civilian intellectuals who preserved their dignity and pride when they 

confronted kings and lords, from the Reformation through  modern times.  

Among such intellectuals who proudly defied nobilities was Samuel Johnson 

(1709-1784), the definitive English author of the eighteenth century. In 1747 he 

issued the prospectus of his magnum opus, A Dictionary of the English Language, 

addressed to Lord Chesterfield (1694-1773), but it was simply neglected by the latter. 

Seven years later, when the Dictionary was about to be published, Chesterfield, the 

aristocrat and statesman who was also a leading patron of letters in England at the 

time, wrote two reviews of the dictionary in The World, an influential periodical to 

which he was a regular contributor, commending the work. In response to that, 
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Johnson wrote a letter to Chesterfield in which he sarcastically claimed that, “being 

very little accustomed to favours from the Great,” he knew not well how to receive or 

acknowledge such a grace. Johnson went on to reject the aristocrat’s recommendation 

which “had it been early, had been kind; but it has been delayed till I am indifferent 

and cannot enjoy it, till I am solitary and cannot impart it, till I am known and do not 

want it” (Redford, I, 94-97). 

This epistle has since established itself as a little classic, and has been the focus 

of discussion for many Johnson scholars. Alvin Kernan has called the exchange “a 

great event in the history of letters and of print, the scene in which not just Samuel 

Johnson but the author, after centuries of subservience to the aristocracy, declares his 

democratic independence of patronage,” and he has argued that the letter “still stands 

as the Magna Carta of the modern author” (Kernan, 20, 105). Robert DeMaria, Jr. 

noted that this episode in Johnson’s life has been glorified by folklore, and pointed 

out that in repudiating Chesterfield, Johnson “is also claiming the rights of an older 

generation of scholars, like Erasmus and More, who retained some of the privileges of 

the monastery and whose learning put their souls, though not their lives, above 

courtliness” (DeMaria, 180). 

Then there was the story about the German composer Ludwig van Beethoven 

(1770-1827) which goes that, after a quarrel in 1806, he wrote to Prince Lichnowsky: 

“Prince, what you are, you are by accident of birth; what I am, I am through my own 

efforts. There have been thousands of princes and there will be thousands more; there 

is only one Beethoven!”(Kerst and Krehbiel, 73). The composer’s reputed disdain of 

the nobilities, as well as his confidence in his own talent, has been made even better 

known by another frequently retold anecdote. Bettina Brentano (1785-1842), who 

developed a friendship with both Beethoven and the poet Goethe, published three 

letters from the composer addressed to her, with controversial authenticity. According 

to one of the letters, the two men were taking a walk in Teplitz, presumably in August 

1812, and they saw from a distance the entire Austrian Imperial Family approaching 

them. The poet immediately stood aside and in spite of the composer’s protest, 

refused to move. Beethoven pulled his hat over his head, buttoned his overcoat, and 

strode through the crowd with his arms crossed, while princes and their retainers 

made way to let him pass. Archduke Rudolph took off his hat. The Empress greeted 

the composer. In contrast, Goethe stood at the roadside with his hat off through all 

this, making low bows to the nobilities (Marek, 276-282). 

Although this letter turned out to be, most likely, fabricated from Brentano’s 

vivid imagination, as most modern scholars have agreed, the event itself, widely 

known as the “Teplitz Incident,” has become a part of the popular folklore about 

Beethoven, and has greatly influenced the way the composer has been perceived, 

especially in a political sense, as pointed out by David B. Dennis (Dennis, 10). 

Alessandra Comini has argued that this legend, in which “the plain, dark overcoat, 

which he had buttoned up defiantly, made this unfettered god of music a man of the 

people―perfect symbol for the battle against tyranny,” and that it has become a 

“myth” due to the post-1848 revolutionary mood in Europe “that was disposed to see 

in Beethoven a fellow fighter against repression” (Comini, 17-18) . 
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In time, through numerous revolutions or peaceful evolutions, kings and lords 

have mostly yielded their power to rulers of modern states in various different names 

like chairman or president, and such affirmation of individualism and dignity on the 

part of civilians, as discussed in the above, has led to the contemporary tradition of 

the Western intellectuals as “exile and marginal, as amateur, and as the author of a 

language that tries to speak truth to power,” as Edward Said has articulated in 

Representations of the Intellectual,  his 1993 Reith Lectures for the BBC. The moral 

authority of the intellectual as a prophetic outsider, Said remarks, is not for sale, and 

he should remain independent of special interests and stick to his individualism and 

social importance. Towards the end of his lectures Said argues for more space and 

freedom for the intellectual’s activity and against acquiescent servility to authority: 

 
The intellectual has to walk around, has to have the space in which to stand and talk 

back to authority, since unquestioning subservience to authority in today’s world is 

one of the greatest threats to an active, and moral intellectual life (Said, 121) . 

 

It seems to me Weber has convincingly demonstrated that the individualism and a 

sense of human dignity, from the Calvinist Protestant to the modern intellectual, have 

played a significant role in the evolution from feudalism towards the modern society 

in the West. In examining other major civilizations in the world, however, Weber has 

reached the conclusion that Confucianism lacked the Protestant way of thinking, and 

thus would not play a role in the rise of a modern society in China.  

Based on limited knowledge of the subject notwithstanding, Weber’s rejection of 

the Chinese Confucian heritage has since been frequently parroted in one way or 

another by quite a few modern and contemporary authors, which reminds us of the 

fable of the six blind men feeling the elephant, each making his assumption through 

partial contact. To give just one example, in his highly provocative work, The Clash 

of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order, Samuel P. Huntington has argued 

that “China’s Confucian heritage, with its emphasis on authority, order, hierarchy, 

and the supremacy of the collectivity over the individual, creates obstacles to 

democratization” (Huntington, 238). It is to be challenged henceforth through an 

examination of the variations of the attitude of the individual versus the state in 

Daoism, Chinese Buddhism and most remarkably, in Confucianism, in the formation 

of a Chinese intellectual tradition known as the pride of the “cotton-clad” civilian (in 

contrast to government officials, who wore silk dress and fur coats), with its origin in 

the writings of Mencius, the Confucian “Second Sage.” 

 

II 

 

Among the so-called “Three Teachings” (san jiao) in the Chinese tradition, Daoism is 

best known for its search of personal liberation, its distrust of all social structures, 

including the government, and its disdain of authority. Of the two ancient Chinese 

thinkers generally considered to be the founders and representatives of Daoism, 

Zhuangzi often chooses to wrap up his political and social argument with a fable or a 

story, leaving room for the reader to find the message between the lines. The Taoist 
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insistence on individual dignity and freedom is best revealed in the following 

frequently cited passage from the chapter of “Autumn Flood” among the Outer 

Chapters: 

 
Zhuangzi was fishing by the Pu River. The King of Chu sent two Grand Masters to 

him with the decree: “I would like to burden you with the responsibility in my 

territory.” Zhuangzi held on to his fishing pole, did not turn around to look at them 

and said: “I have heard that there was a sacred turtle in Chu which died three 

thousand years ago. The king had it placed in a case, covered with a piece of cloth, 

and stored up in the ancestral temple. Now, what about this turtle: would it rather 

die and leave its skeleton behind to be honored, or would it rather live and wag its 

tail in the mud?” The two Grand Masters said: “It would rather live and wag its tail 

in the mud.” Zhuangzi said: “Go away, then! I shall wag my tail in the mud” 

(Zhuangzi, 203-204).1  

 

As usual Zhuangzi leaves the story to speak for itself rather than philosophize 

subsequently, but the implicit message may emerge with a little explication du texte. 

The passage starts with the description of a symbolic activity (“fishing”): that of a 

civilian enjoying himself at leisure. Note that the King, in spite of his message 

conveyed in polite, diplomatic language characteristic of the age, does not approach 

Zhuangzi by himself, but rather dispatches his subordinates, even though they are 

high-ranking officials, for the mission. Next we shall notice Zhuangzi’s defiant 

gesture (“held on to his fishing pole, did not turn around to look at them”). To him, 

being forced to serve in the government, however venerated he will be, is equivalent 

to death, and a civilian’s life, however humble, as compared to that of a turtle which 

“wags its tail in the mud,” is the only other option: to live as an unrestrained free 

human being. 

During the Age of Division (220-589), a period when there was a weakening of 

ideological control with the disintegration of the Chinese empire, Buddhism 

penetrated into China and quickly gained ground in a process of Sinicization. When 

an ancient Indian became a Buddhist monk, he left behind all his family, his clan, and 

his worldly possessions; as someone who became detached from the ordinary society, 

he no longer paid any veneration to secular power. This practice seemed to have 

moved east along with the spread of Buddhism. Gradually, however, when Chinese 

natives chose to enter the Buddhist clergy, it posed a problem in terms of the relation 

between the individual and the state. In the early fifth century, the great Chinese 

Buddhist Huiyuan (334-417), who was conversant with Confucian and Taoist classics 

before his conversion, composed the famous treatise “A Monk Does Not Bow Down 

Before a King,” which persuasively argued that the Buddhist clergy, by nature of their 

life and purpose, were far removed from the ordinary people, and therefore could not 

be expected to execute the external signs of obedience to secular authority. In an 

                                                           
1My English translation. In the Zhou dynasty, the “Grand Master” (da fu) was designation of 

the second highest category of government officials. (Hucker, 465)  
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extremely smart way, however, Huiyuan also made it clear that the authority had no 

need to fear any challenge and threat from the Buddhist monks.
2
 

 

 

III 

 

The most influential and predominant among the “Three Teachings” of Chinese 

civilization has of course been Confucianism, wherein the principles of personal 

integrity and human dignity form an integral aspect of Confucian culture which, 

however, was perennially subdued by despotic Chinese rulers in history, and simply 

ignored by many Western “China-watchers.” Ever since the New Culture Movement 

(known as the “May Fourth Movement”) of the late 1910’s, Confucianism has often 

been identified with a political conservatism that formed the basis of the Chinese 

imperial system, and targeted for criticism as the main cause for everything that has 

kept China from developing into a modern society of democracy and rule by law. In 

the early 1970’s, a specific anti-Confucian campaign was launched in an attempt to 

uproot its influence from the entire Chinese society, which was abortive on hindsight. 

Since then, however, Confucianism has again come to the center of the stage of 

controversy. While the rehabilitation of Confucianism often has the state’s open or 

acquiesced official support, radical reformers both in and out of China have continued 

the accusation of Confucianism as an obstacle to China’s modernization and 

democratization. 

To reach a true understanding of Confucian thoughts, one has to make a 

distinction, in the first place, between “Confucianism” in a wider sense, which would 

include all later developments (or, not infrequently, distortions) throughout Chinese 

history, and what I would call “classic Confucianism,” which is to be traced chiefly in 

the pre-Qin classics, especially the original texts of The Analects and Mencius. 

Second, a process of Hegelian Aufheben (sublation) is always necessary in the 

comprehension and possible transformation of Confucianism or any cultural heritage. 

Confucianism, especially after it was officially promoted during the Han dynasty, has 

indeed become an ideology for governing throughout the imperial dynasties. In the 

long process, some of its manifold aspects have been emphasized and foregrounded, 

such as its respect for authority, its emphasis on the propriety of social positions and 

respective social responsibilities, while some others have been subdued and 

neglected.  

Confucianism emerged as a response to the challenge of the age. The highly 

ritualized Zhou civilization was on its way out; the power of the central state of the 

Zhou kingdom was increasingly weakening; war among feudal states broke out each 

year. At the core of the thoughts of Confucius was the search for an answer to the 

problem: what kind of political and social structure could guarantee peace and 

prosperity of the people, and stop all wars? Confucius’ answer was a state that would 

govern by the principles of ren (“benevolence,” “the humane” or “humanity”) and yi 

                                                           
2For an English translation of Huiyuan’s treatise see De Bary, 1960, 320-326. 
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(“the righteous” or “sense of justice”). To establish such a state, one has to start from 

the grass root: the individual.  

Central to the ultimate Confucian political ideal of “governing the state and 

bringing peace to all under heaven” is the cultivation of individual personality. If the 

acknowledgement of individual rights and human dignity lays the foundation for 

Western democracy, then it is not alien to Chinese culture, as the classic Confucian 

texts abound in observations about such acknowledgement. In the Chinese tradition, 

when one refers to the Confucian concept of ideal personality, Mencius’s famous 

description of what makes a “great man” (da zhangfu) always comes to one’s mind 

first. Eloquent as Mencius’ observation is, it has originated from, and developed on, 

some of the essential thoughts of Confucius. Therefore, to fully understand the 

Mencian concept, one need to, in the first place, trace it back to the teachings of 

Confucius. 

Confucius considers the right Way (dao) and Virtue (de) to be the basis for the 

personality of a Confucian “gentleman” (junzi). He exemplifies it by a description of 

himself: “I set my heart on the Way, base myself on virtue, lean upon benevolence for 

support, and take my recreation in the arts” (VII, 6)
 
.
3
 In terms of the relation of the 

individual vs. the state, Confucius again believes that the individual, rather than 

accommodating himself to the latter in a blind and unprincipled manner, should 

“abide to the death in the good Way.” In ancient China, the idea of the world was “all 

under heaven” (tianxia), and the term “state” (guo or bang) meant not only the central 

royal government of the Zhou, but also each of the many vassal states around. 

Patriotism, in the modern sense of the word, was not known in this age. Instead, albeit 

a native of the Lu dukedom himself, Confucius seems to believe that the individual 

had his right to choose to live in whatever state where the right Way prevailed. As he 

remarks: 

 
Enter not a state that is in peril, stay not in a state that is in danger. Show yourself 

when the Way prevails in the world, but hide yourself when it does not. It is a 

shame to be poor and humble when the Way prevails in the state. It is a shame to be 

rich and powerful when the Way falls into disuse in the state (VIII, 13). 

 

It should be noted that what Confucius means here by a state “in peril” or “in danger” 

should be understood as one that proved to be a threat to the Way, not to the 

individual personally. On the surface, his advice to “hide oneself” when the Way fails 

is close to Taoist thinking, but in the context of the Master’s numerous sayings on the 

topic in The Analects, it is more an active denial of the state than a kind of passive 

escapism. 

                                                           
3For both The Analects and Mencius I use D. C. Lau’s translation in the Penguin Classics (1979 

and 1970), but on a number of occasions make alterations when I believe the translation has 

deviated from the original. Sources of citations (chapter numbers in Roman numeric and 

passage numbers in Arabic numeric) are given parenthetically in the text. I have also changed 

all the romanization spelling from the Wade-Giles system in Lau’s translation to pinyin. 
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In terms of the individual’s social relations (the ways one individual treats 

another), Confucius stresses the importance of good will and trust: “Make it your 

guiding principle to do your best for others and to be trustworthy in what you say” (I, 

8). Mutual trust should be the basis for human relation and a good society. Once, on 

being asked by a disciple, Confucius has named “the trust of his friends” as one of the 

three things he would enjoy most (V, 26). He has made a strong point on another 

occasion: “I do not see how a man can be acceptable who is untrustworthy in word?” 

(II, 22) 

Confucius considers “courage” as one of the three basic human virtues (the other 

two being “humaneness” and “wisdom”), a concept that was later further developed 

by Mencius. The Master criticizes his disciple Zi Lu for having “a greater love for 

courage” than himself but lacking in judgment (V, 7). Obviously, the Master 

acknowledges his own admiration of courage as well, but he believes that courage is 

to be subjected to benevolence: “A benevolent man is sure to possess courage, but a 

courageous man does not necessarily possess benevolence” (XIV, 4). The core of 

Confucian courage lies in a sense of the righteous. To encounter what is right, and yet 

to leave it undone shows a lack of courage (II, 24). When Zi Lu ventures to ask the 

Master if a gentleman should consider courage a supreme quality, he is told that for 

the gentleman, what is the supreme is the righteous (XVII, 23). 

Both the humane and the righteous are basic concepts of Confucian thinking, 

though the latter was not fully defined and developed until Mencius. While Confucius 

talks more about the former, he also says a few words on the latter. Born and brought 

up as a nobleman and used to luxury and comfort in life, the Master nevertheless has 

exalted the joy of a simple, plain, but principled life: 

 
In the eating of coarse rice and the drinking of water, the using of one’s elbow for a 

pillow, joy is to be found. Wealth and power attained not through the right means 

have as much to do with me as passing clouds (VII, 16). 

 

On another occasion, Confucius has observed that a “complete man” is one who, at 

the sight of profit, manages to remember what is right, who is ready to lay down his 

life in the face of danger, and who is able to remain loyal to his principles even if he 

has lived in straitened circumstances for a long time (XIV, 12). 

On the ultimate meaning of life and death, Confucius puts his emphasis on the 

former, which to a very large extent accounts for the prevailing secular, this-worldly 

concern in Confucian thinking. When asked about his idea of death, the Master has 

made his famous terse reply: “I don’t know life yet, how am I supposed to know 

death?” (XI, 12) However, if one has to choose between the two when the big issues 

of the humane and the righteous are at stake, then the decision is clear: a Confucian 

gentlemen who lives on the principle of the humane and with a purpose in life should 

never seek to stay alive at the expense of humaneness, and in order to accomplish 

humaneness should be ready to accept death (XV, 9) . 

Confucius is fully aware that human beings by nature preferred wealth and rank 

to poverty and humbleness, but when the basic principles are at stake, again the 

choice is to be made on principles: 
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Wealth and high station are what men desire, but unless I got them in the right way 

I would not remain in them. Poverty and low station are what men dislike, but if I 

suffered them while sticking to the right way, I would not try to escape from them 

(IV, 5). 

 

In other words, the individual’s attitude towards the society and the state depends 

upon whether the right Way prevails in that society or in that state, and the higher 

principles of the humane and the righteous are the final measure of his social 

behavior. 

The numerous brief passages in The Analects on the contrast between the 

gentleman and “the petty-minded” (xiao ren) provide glimpses of illumination on the 

ways of fostering a Confucian personality. The Master tells his disciple Zi Xia that 

one should aim to be a “gentleman scholar” rather than a “petty-minded scholar” (VI, 

13), which shows that intellect and learning, in Confucius’s idea, are far from 

sufficient to make a perfect human being. Eventually, what marks the gentleman from 

the petty-minded is one’s attitude in the face of profit. “The gentleman understands 

what the right is. The petty-minded understands what profit is” (IV, 16). In other 

words, the gentleman always puts his sense of the righteous first. Wealth and rank 

mean as little to him as the “passing clouds” when the righteous is at stake. The petty-

minded, on the other hand, keeps his eye on the profit only, and goes all out for his 

personal gain. 

A sense of shame also marks a Confucian gentleman from the petty-minded. 

Confucius has once remarked that a gentleman is “free from worries and fears,” and 

the reason for that is because he is supposed not to find anything to reproach himself 

for on self-examination. Frank and forthright, the individual who behaves on high 

moral principles naturally is supposed to enjoy a peaceful mind. In the Master’s own 

description: “The gentleman enjoys ease of mind, the petty man is always full of 

anxiety” (VII, 37). The Confucian high principles may be summarized in one word, 

namely his “purpose” (zhi) of life. In the Master’s own words: “The Three Armies 

may be deprived of their commander, but even a common man cannot be deprived of 

his purpose.” Such moral principles and courage often emerge in adversity, when one 

is forced to make important choices in the face of danger. In the Master’s own great 

metaphor: “Only when the cold season comes is one to know that the pine and the 

cypress are the last to shed their leaves” (IX, 28). 

 

IV 

 

The Analects is a book of records not only about the Master himself, but also about 

his many major disciples. Among the latter, Zeng Dian seems to have focused his 

attention on the cultivation of personality; he has added a sense of mission to the 

Confucian gentleman. To him, a gentleman cannot afford not to be strong and 

resolute in mind, for “his burden was heavy and his road was long, and only with 

death would the road come to an end” (VIII, 7). On another occasion he has observed 

that the gentleman is one who stays loyal to his life’s purpose in times of crisis (VIII, 
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6). It was said that after the death of the Master, Zeng Dian became the tutor to the 

Master’s grandson, Kong Ji (Zi Si). As time moved on, one of Kong Ji’s disciples 

turned out to be Mencius, later canonized as the Second Sage. A careful examination 

of the sayings of Mencius would demonstrate how the torch was carried on from one 

generation to the other in the Confucian tradition. 

Unlike Confucius, who served briefly as Minister of Justice in his native Lu state, 

Mencius remained a civilian all life. In ancient China, civilians wore cotton clothes 

whereas the officials wore silk dress or fur coats. The term “cotton-clad” (bu yi) has 

therefore become a synonym for the civilian. It was in the numerous sayings and 

behaviors of Mencius that the convention of “the Pride of the Cotton-Clad” (bu yi zhi 

ao) was firmly established in the Chinese tradition. 

Mencius is fond of discussing courage. As mentioned previously, Confucius 

seems to have accepted courage with a grain of salt; in his sayings courage is always 

subordinate to the humane and the righteous. By the age of Mencius, the concept of 

courage seems to have taken on a negative sense. That explains why King Xuan of Qi 

would tell Mencius, in such a sheepish manner: “I have a weakness: I admire 

courage.” Mencius, in his idiosyncratic challenge to popular ideas, suggests that one 

should make a distinction between “petty courage” (xiao yong) and “supreme 

courage” (da yong). The former is the kind of audacity that drives a common man to 

engage in a street fight, whereas the latter is the kind of courage to set the state right 

and to bring peace to “all under heaven.” His example of a practitioner of the latter, 

the “supreme courage,” is the founder of the Zhou dynasty, the Martial King, who led 

a successful revolution against the despot King Zhou of the Shang regime, and thus 

changing the “mandate from heaven” (IB, 3). 

Mencius has made it clear that he learned the idea of “great courage” from the 

teachings of Zeng Dian, who in turn heard it from the Master himself. Mencius cites 

Zeng Dian’s saying (a passage not found in The Analects):  

 
I once heard about supreme courage from the Master. If, on looking within, one 

finds oneself to be in the wrong, then even though one’s adversary be only a 

common fellow coarsely clad, one is bound to tremble with fear. But if one finds 

oneself in the right, one goes forward even against men in the thousands (IIA, 2). 

 

Obviously, to Mencius, the principle of the righteous lies at the core of courage. 

However, Mencius has further developed the Confucian concept of courage by 

looking into its mental basis. To him, courage is based on what a human being holds 

within himself. Besides the “heart sensitive to the sufferings of others” which is the 

foundation for benevolence, a human being is supposed to have “the heart of shame” 

which is the basis for the righteous (IIA, 6). He has made a strong point on the same 

idea on another occasion: “A Man must not be without shame, for the shame of being 

without shame is shamelessness indeed” (VIIA, 6). This has originated from 

Confucius’s observation: “To be able to feel ashamed is close to be courageous.” To 

Mencius, one of the three things a gentleman delights in is that, “Looking above, he is 

not ashamed to face Heaven; and looking down, he is not ashamed to face man” 

(VIIA, 20). In addition to “the heart of shame,” one should have “the heart of right 
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and wrong,” and make a clear distinction between what he is supposed to do and what 

not to do based on principles. In Mencius’s opinion, a great man who is able to 

achieve certain things is one who refuses to do other things in the first place (IVB, 8). 

The Book of Mencius not only keeps a record of what the Second Sage said, but 

also one, frequently quite detailed, of what he did. He has set up a role model for later 

Chinese intellectuals to maintain their own dignity against men of higher rank and 

power, including kings and princes. Indeed, even the Chinese Buddhist Huiyuan’s 

famous dictum that “a monk does not bow down before the king” probably originated 

from the Mencian example, as Huiyuan, before he converted to Buddhism, was a 

learned man conversant with Confucian classics. Unlike Confucius, who seems to 

have been an amiable, polite and soft-speaking gentleman most of the time, as known 

to us from The Analects, the Mencius as we find in the classic was a proud individual 

who exemplified the Master’s metaphoric praise of his disciple Zi Lu, “though clad in 

coarse and rugged clothes, (he) would not feel ashamed when standing right next to 

those in fur-coats.” Mencius never hesitates to speak his mind in front of rulers. On 

one occasion, in a dialogue with the King of Qi, Mencius has pressed the issue on the 

responsibilities of a sovereign, which embarrasses the King so much that, we are told, 

his Majesty “turned his face to his attendants and changed the subject” (IB, 6). 

Once, on the excuse of sickness, the King cancels an appointment with Mencius 

on very short notice, and asks to reschedule the interview for the next morning. 

Mencius replies that he too is ill and so is unable to go to the court as told. The next 

day, Mencius goes out to pay condolence to a friend. His disciples are scared, and beg 

Mencius not to go out, but Mencius insists: “I was ill yesterday, but I have recovered 

today.” After Mencius has left the house, a messenger from the King arrives to 

inquire after his illness, along with a doctor. A disciple tells the visitors that Mencius 

has recovered and is on his way to the court, and immediately sends someone to 

waylay Mencius with the message: “Do not come home. Go straight to the court.” 

Still Mencius does not go the court: instead he goes to stay at a friend’s place. When 

the friend tells Mencius that he is not showing the King the due respect, Mencius 

starts to make an eloquent self-defense. To him, in terms of “assisting the world and 

ruling over the people,” virtue is the supreme thing, more important than rank and 

age. He observes: 

  
Hence a prince who is to achieve great things must have subjects he does not 

summon. If he wants to consult them, he goes to them. If he does not honor virtue 

and delight in the Way in such a manner, he is not worthy of being helped towards 

the achievement of great things (IIB, 2). 

 

In terms of the relation of sovereign vs. subject, Confucius, in his mild way, has 

emphasized propriety: they should treat each other as proper to their respective 

position. “Let the ruler be a ruler, the subject be a subject” (XII, 11). On a singular 

occasion the Master has defined the relation as follows: “The ruler should employ the 

services of his subjects in accordance with the rites. A subject should serve the ruler 

by doing his best.” While Mencius’s idea is not opposed to the Master’s, it seems to 
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have put more weight on the individual’s dignity. The relation, in his opinion, ought 

to be a co-operative one, dependent on each other, and based on mutual respect: 

 
If a prince treats his subjects as his hands and feet, they will treat him as their belly 

and heart. If he treats them as his horses and hounds, they will treat him as a 

stranger. If he treats them as mud and weeds, they will treat him as an enemy (IVB, 

3) . 

 

While there is a difference between the ruler and his subjects in the social hierarchy, 

the dignity of the individual is not to be humiliated simply because of his lower 

station on that ladder. If the ruler does not behave as he ought to, then one is not 

obliged to treat him as one. To Mencius, a revolution, or “change of mandate,” is 

fully justifiable if the sovereign does not follow the principles of the humane and the 

righteous, as in the case of the last ruler of the Shang dynasty, Zhou, overthrown by 

rebel leaders who had been his former subjects. On the question of whether regicide is 

permissible, Mencius has a clear answer: 

 
One who assassinates benevolence is an assassin; one who murders rightness is a 

murderer. One who is both an assassin and a murderer is an outcast. I have indeed 

heard of the execution of the outcast, Zhou (the last king of the Shang), but I have 

not heard of any regicide (IB, 8).4 

 

It is on the basis of such a mutually dependent and co-operative relation between the 

prince and the subject that Mencius goes further to make his great statement about the 

common people versus the state and the sovereign: “The people are of supreme 

importance; the altars to the gods of earth and grain (symbol of the state) come next; 

last comes the ruler” (VIIB, 14). The Mencian concept of personal integrity and 

human dignity is further defined in his well-cited description of what makes a “great 

man”: 

 
To live in the wide space of all under heaven, to assume the right position of all 

under heaven, and to carry out the great Way of all under heaven; to share it with 

the people when one’s ideal prevails, to carry it on all by oneself when it does not; 

not to be overwhelmed by wealth and rank, not to be led to deviate from one’s 

principles by poverty and low station, and not to be bent in one’s Way by awe and 

force: this is what makes a great man (IIIB, 107).5 

                                                           
4Mencius’s idea is in sharp contrast to that of a Western thinker like Thomas Hobbes. Compare 

this passage with Leviathan (Hobbes, Chapter 29, 369). Ancient Chinese regard the sovereign 

as the Son of Heaven 天子 (tianzi) who is therefore supposed to enjoy the mandate of Heaven, 

and behaves according to Heaven’s Way. Hobbes believes that the sovereign is “obliged by the 

Law of Nature and to render an account therefore to God, the author of that Law, and none but 

him” (Hobbes, Chapter 30, 376). The similarity ends here. To Mencius a rebellion or revolution 

is justifiable when the sovereign has lost the mandate, but Hobbes argues for the absolute 

power of a sovereign, and does not seem to have provided an answer if that “Law of Nature” is 

not carried out by the sovereign. 
5The English translation of this passage is mine, as Lau’s is not as clear as it should be. 
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This passage provides the ultimate definition of a Confucian gentleman. From the 

Master’s saying about a gentleman’s attitude towards life and death, the righteous vs. 

the profit, Mencius, in a metaphorical language that characterizes his arguments, 

describes the choice between life and death a gentleman has to make when the 

righteous is at stake. Both fish and bear’s paw, he says, are delicious food, and if one 

can only have one of the two, one will naturally pick the more valuable bear’s paw. 

Similarly, both life and the righteous are highly treasured, but when one has to make a 

choice between the two, it should be the latter. 

 

V 

 

Such Confucian values as illustrated in The Analects and Mencius are well illustrated 

in classical Chinese literature. For an earlier sample that sings about personal integrity 

we can go all the way back to the ancient poem attributed to Qu Yuan, On 

Encountering Trouble (Li sao). In that poem, probably the earliest lyric song that 

presents an individual voice and creates a self portrait (or a persona), we already see 

the image of someone who cultivates and maintains his “inward beauty” of personal 

integrity. Despite all kinds of adversity and misfortune, he refuses to deviate from his 

principles, and eventually implies that he will choose death (suicide) rather than 

giving up his beliefs. However, the poem was a cultural product long before 

Confucianism was established as a dominant ideology, in the distant Chu state that 

was on the margin of the circle of Confucian influence. Although there are many 

similarities between the conduct of the persona in the poem and a Confucian 

gentleman, it is not to be recognized as an open affirmation of Confucian values.
6
  

Another example was Zhuge Liang (181-234), the famous statesman of the 

period of the “Three Kingdoms” (220-265) and a major counselor to Liu Bei (161-

223), the founder and first sovereign of the Shu-Han Empire. Zhuge Liang remained a 

“cotton-clad” civilian until he was visited three times by Liu Bei in person, and it was 

only then that he, seeing the latter’s sincerity, agreed to leave his farming life, an 

event that has since been immortalized in the classical Chinese novel, Romance of the 

Three Kingdoms. Later, even at the height of his political power (as Prime Minister 

under Liu Bei’s successor, Liu Chan), he always kept his civilian background in 

mind. In the famous “Memorial on Dispatching the Troops” (“Chushi biao”), he not 

only offers political advice to the young ruler, but also provides a personal account of 

                                                           
6Qu Yuan (340?-278? B.C.), to whom the authorship of the poem has been ascribed, was a 

younger contemporary of Mencius (372?-289 B.C.). I often suspect that the similarities of 

moral values between those found in On Encountering Trouble and in The Book of Mencius 

demonstrate that the Confucian school of thinking was established on the basis of age-old 

traditional values, rather than verify the immediate success and widespread influence of 

Confucian principles. 
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himself, declaring, not without some pride: “Your subject was originally a ‘cotton-

clad,’ engaged in farming at Nanyang.”
7
   

Then there was Tao Yuanming (365-427), one of the most beloved Chinese poets 

of all times, who served briefly as a county magistrate. On hearing that a superior 

official, whom he despised, was about to tour the county, and if he remained at his 

position he would have to pay the homage to that person, he resigned from the 

position, stating that he would not “bend my waist (i.e., to bow down) in front of a 

rustic fellow for the sake of five dou of rice.”
8
 He returned to his life as a civilian, 

living the rest of his life on farming. Though he lived a poor life, so much so that 

occasionally he even begged for food, he composed numerous poems about his 

content and happiness while living as one among the “cotton-clad.” 

Last but not least, we should give some thoughts to the place of Confucianism in 

modern China. Let us first consider how it started to be officially accepted and 

promoted. The critical questions that obsessed the early emperors of the Han dynasty 

were: Why did the preceding Qin Empire, so powerful in the beginning, turn out to be 

so short-lived (sixteen years only)? What went wrong? What could we do to prevent 

our empire from falling apart in the wake of the Qin? The adoption of Confucianism, 

only one of the Hundred Schools of Thoughts in the age, was a direct response to 

those questions. After the Martial Emperor (156-87 BC, ruled 140-87 BC) accepted 

his courtier Dong Zhongshu’s advice to “banish the other schools and honor 

Confucianism only,” Confucianism began to enjoy a dominant place in Chinese 

intellectual history, and its influence in Chinese culture can never be overstated. 

However, the Confucian discourse on the individual, on personal integrity, and 

on human dignity was often subdued in Chinese history. The most dramatic 

censorship was exercised by Zhu Yuanzhang, Emperor Taizu (1328-1398, ruled 

1368-1398) and founder of the Ming dynasty. After he was enthroned, Zhu had 

observed the tradition in honoring Confucianism as the official ideology, but in the 

winter of 1373, when he came upon the above-cited passage about the relation of 

ruler versus subject in reading Mencius, he was so infuriated that he immediately 

issued an imperial edict to stop honoring Mencius in the Confucian temple. 

Anticipating disapproval from his ministers, he mentioned in the edict that anyone 

who dared to remonstrate against the edict would be executed. The great inspiration 

of Mencius was manifested by what took place right afterwards. According to the 

biography of Qian Tang, a courtier, in the official History of the Ming, Qian made a 

remonstration right away, saying: “If I am able to die for Meng Ke (Mencius), I shall 

die a glorious death.” Many others followed. The emperor finally revoked the edict, 

                                                           
7For the episode in an English translation of the novel see Roberts, Chapter 37, 281-289. Zhuge 

Liang’s “Memorial on Dispatching the Troops” is also known as the “First Memorial on 

Dispatching the Troops” (Qian chushi biao) in distinction from the “Second Memorial on 

Dispatching the Troops” (Hou chushi biao), but the authenticity of the latter is controversial. 

For the citation from Zhuge Liang’s text see Xiao Tong, Juan 37, Vol. 4, 1671-1675.  
8The “rustic fellow” refers to that official whom the poet despised. Five dou 斗 of rice (about 

11 British gallons) is the measure for the monthly official salary for a county magistrate at the 

time. 
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but after a while authorized his ministers to make an abridged version of Mencius, 

which excluded 85 passages from the original text including most of what we have 

discussed above, and had it circulated as the only official edition (Ming shi, Vol 13, 

juan 139, 3981-3982; Quan; Rong; Su) . 

It failed to work. As a matter of fact, the Ming dynasty, despite its numerous 

“literary inquisitions” and ruthless persecution of intellectuals, was an age during 

which individualism rose high, especially during late sixteenth and early seventeen 

centuries. Although the founding emperor tried to stamp out the teachings of 

Mencius, they found a fresh and spirited incarnation in a work produced at the end of 

the dynasty, Huang Zongxi (1610-1695)’s Waiting for the Dawn: A Plan for the 

Prince. In the work, Huang has further developed the Mencian theory on the 

sovereign-subject relation, challenged the authority of the prince, clarified the 

responsibility of ministers, and discussed the necessity and prospect of a state 

governed by law. This book has had a profound influence on the rise of modern 

Chinese political thought, including that of the renowned reformer Liang Qichao 

(1873-1929) and Sun Zhongshan (1866-1925), the founder of the Republic of China 

(De Bary 1993). 

The continuation of the Confucian values accounted for the instant popularity of 

Western theories of democracy and human rights when they were introduced to the 

Chinese public at the turn of the century. In Yan Fu’s excellent classical Chinese 

rendition of John Stuart Mill’s On Liberty and Montesquieu’s L’Esprit des lois, 

Chinese intellectuals found a source of inspiration that was not incompatible with 

some of the fundamental Confucian moral values. Without such compatibility, those 

books would never have met with their immediate success in China.   

On the other hand, there was nothing the Chinese rulers had feared more than the 

Chinese intellectuals behaving on the Confucian principles of personal integrity. 

Among Chinese sovereigns, Emperors Kangxi, Qianlong and Yongzheng of the 

Manchu Qing dynasty could claim to have practiced the most cunning “art” of dealing 

with the problem. On the one hand, they carried out large-scale “literary inquisitions” 

and maintained high pressure to wipe out all resistance. On the other, they offered 

wealth, rank, and honor to all those who served them in blind obedience. For a long 

time, the above-cited Mencian discussion of the “supreme importance of the people” 

was known to the Chinese public in a garbled version, with the second line (about the 

state) torn out of the text. To Mencius, even the authority of the state is not as 

important as the people, and should be placed second. But to all despots past and 

present, “the interest of the state” has become the supreme. Patriotism, which Samuel 

Johnson once called “the last refuge of a rascal,” has become a cheap tool for all 

totalitarian states. 

Weber’s theory has already been seriously challenged by the rise of an Industrial 

East Asia. The economic success we have witnessed in East Asian countries such as 

Japan or South Korea, and in China today, all under age-old Confucian influence, has 

been attributed by many scholars to a Confucian work ethic in the cultural 

background. The establishment and growth of democracy and rule by law in the 

region have also proved that people with a Confucian tradition could well 

accommodate themselves to the so-called “Western” modern political system. 
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Habits die hard, though. Even today, geo-politicians and some political scientists, 

with their half-baked knowledge of Chinese culture, still argue against the feasibility 

of democracy in China. Ironically, they often suggest as a reason for their argument 

the Confucian emphasis on family, community and state. Either it is the case best 

described by Alexander Pope’s line that “a little learning is a dangerous thing,” or 

these gentlemen are simply like the ostrich that buries its head in the sands. 

As we have discussed above, although a Confucian gentleman does not seek a 

communion with God as the Protestant does, he does not necessarily lack a sense of 

his individual value and dignity. The Confucian ideal of governing the state and 

bringing peace to the world is not in conflict with a respect for the individual and a 

sense of human dignity, but rather is based on them. The cultivation of personal 

integrity and the principles of “the humane” and “the righteous” will, and ought to, 

play a significant role in the re-construction of a national consciousness. Despite the 

anti-Confucian cultural movements since the 1910’s and all the political campaigns in 

China, Confucianism has been an integral part of the culture for too long to be 

exterminated. The sense of human dignity and pride of the individual versus the state, 

the fundamental principles of the humane and the right, can and should provide a 

solid foundation for a state governed by law and justice, a society that honors and 

respects the dignity of each and every one of its citizens, that will inevitably rise on 

the eastern horizon. 
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BUDDHIST EPISTEMOLOGY AND ECONOMICS: 

DECONSTRUCTING DYFUNCTIONAL DELUSIONS  
 

Sandra A. Wawrytko

 

 
Abstract: Jerry Z. Muller argues that the recent economic malaise, “our first 

epistemologically-driven depression,” is due to the unconscious incompetence of 

those entrusted with the global economy. Recognizing that conceptual errors 

(viparyasa/viparyaya) prevent clear insight into the working of reality, Buddhist 

philosophers emphasize the importance of epistemology as a means of 

transformation by overturning (paravrtti) our cognitive confusion. Accordingly 

Buddhist philosophy has developed tools to deconstruct our dysfunctional 

economic delusions and expose the dysfunctional assumptions that have spawned 

them. This essay examines 1) philosophical flaws in the reigning economic models; 

2) the psychology of economics, now penetrating the digital world with its virtual 

economic reality; and 3) a Buddhist epistemology (anitya, shunyata/pratitya-

samutpada, an-atman) that resonates with paradigm changes in post-modern 

science, including functional counter-models from micro-lending to Bhutan’s GNH 

(Gross National Happiness) index and the movement of Engaged Buddhism.  

 

Introduction 

 
Unreality is the defining feature of the fashionable ideas of the past decade. Perhaps 

only a more serious crisis will overturn these delusive fancies. To look back on the 

ideas that shaped the past decade is to survey a scene of wreckage. . . . It is not 

often that large-scale crises are due to intellectual error, but a single erroneous 

belief runs through all of the successive delusions of the past decade. With few 

exceptions, both left and right seem to think that history is a directional process 

whose end point - after many unfortunate detours - will be the worldwide 

duplication of people very like themselves. . . . the ideologies of the past century - 

neoliberalism just as much as communism - are obsolete. . . . (Gray, 2009). 

 

THE SENSE that change is in the offing is expanding exponentially. But exactly what 

kind of change is required? We can change our political system (the American 

Revolution), change our social system (the French Revolution), change our 

technology (the Industrial Revolution), change our economic system (the Russian 

Revolution), change our ideology (the Cultural Revolution), and even change our 

interface with reality (the Digital Revolution). Yet little has changed in terms of the 

disaffectedness humans continue to experience. We can wait for evolution to change 

the species, or we can change the way we think about reality—the Buddhist option. 

The doctrines of Shakyamuni Buddha eschewed dogmatism by questioning the 

authority of mere conceptualization. Later Nagarjuna analyzed the source of our 

dysfunctionality in conceptual errors or perversions (viparyasa/viparyaya) in the 
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Mulamadhyamakakarika. The Lankavatara Sutra and the Diamond That Cuts 

Through Illusion Sutra outline the means of transformation by overturning (paravrtti) 

our cognitive confusion. 

Although Buddhism is usually regarded as a profound religion of little or no 

relevance to the real world, I will argue that it is more closely aligned with science 

than with religion in its adherence to epistemological analysis. By posing seminal 

questions about our evaluation of and relationship to reality, the deconstructionist 

methodology of Buddhist epistemology could be of great value in coming to terms 

with deluded and dysfunctional assumptions that pervade contemporary societies. 

Such assumptions are deeply embedded in the realm of theoretical speculation, but 

also suffuse our everyday lives, perpetrating malicious misinformation for us as 

individuals and as a species.   

Buddhist philosophy characterizes reality by what it is not—not permanent 

(anitya), not isolated (shunyata), and not self-centered (an-atman). A three stage 

process facilitates access to reality. The entry point of Great Faith, associated with 

religion, is to be superseded by the philosophical skepticism of Great Doubt. This in 

turn evolves into the Great Death of delusions.  Our discussion applies this process to 

our contemporary predicament, moving from dysfunctional economic theory to 

theoretical and then practical challenges to that theory.   

1) Flaws in the Reigning Economic Models: Great Faith—an analysis of the 

cognitive framework grounded in mathematical models of quantitative research that 

fueled the recent upheaval.   

2) The Psychology of Economics: Generating Great Doubt—a transitional stage 

whereby we deconstruct our deluded concepts, including stereotypical evaluations of 

human nature and social organizational principles.   

3) Emerging Alternative Models: Great Death of Delusion—what follows from a 

fresh perspective on economic relationships in terms of existing programs that 

resonate with Buddhist philosophy in combining wisdom with compassion. 

 

I.  Flaws in the Reigning Economic Models: Great Faith 

 

The “science” of economics at the center of our economic woes evolved over several 

centuries, beginning with Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations (1776), a manifesto 

reflecting the Enlightenment’s confidence that human reason was en route to 

mastering the essence of reality. By 1969 the Nobel Committee had established a 

prize in “economic science” alongside the hard sciences of physics and chemistry, on 

the basis of its “techniques of mathematical and statistical analysis” (Schumacher, 

1973, 1). Early in the twenty-first century, academic super-star “quants” (quantitative 

investment managers) and their computer technology ruled Wall Street—until once-

winning strategies led to billions in loses (Creswell 2010, B6). This mathematically-

based economic model is the focus of our attention here. However it is merely the tip 

of the iceberg in terms of a systemic delusion concerning the overarching validity of 

abstraction. 

Jerry Z. Muller has theorized that this economic malaise is “our first 

epistemologically-driven depression” in which “a large role was played by the failure 
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of the private and corporate actors to understand what they were doing. . . . The 

financial system created a fog so thick that even its captains could not navigate it.” 

Hence, “purported virtues have mutated into vices,” including faith in diversification 

of investments, mathematical models, and the “cult of ‘accountability’” (Muller, 

2009, 1). The unique characteristics of this recession are identified as “opacity,” due 

to the sophisticated mathematical tools that were assumed to reduce risk, and 

“pseudo-objectivity,” generated by the assumption that “standardized measures of 

achievement [applied] across large and disparate organizations” (Muller 2009, 2). 

Acceptable input was confined to numerical data gleaned from statistics and 

probability theory, while actual experience was deemed irrelevant. Similarly, 

Shakyamuni Buddha compared the text-obsessed Brahmins to “a file of blind men 

each in touch with the next: the first one does not see, the middle one does not see, 

and the last one does not see” (Bhikkhu Bodhi 2005, 98). 

Our task is not to cast judgment on the ultimate efficacy of competing economic 

theories, but rather to examine the far-ranging consequences of elevating a specific 

type of knowledge, a mathematically-based model and methodology of epistemology, 

to the exclusion of other knowledge sources. The essential insight of Buddhist 

philosophy pragmatically focuses on positive transformation, as encoded in the Four 

Noble Truths: 1.  life is experienced as dysfunctional (duhkha); 2. the perceived 

dysfunctionality is a result of thirsting (tanha) after ill-advised goals; 3.  to end the 

dysfunctionality, we must end the thirst; and 4. an eight point program deconstructs 

deluded thinking, behavior, and practice to insure the intended results. 

Shakyamuni Buddha espoused an epistemological emphasis of rigorously 

analyzing knowledge claims and their sources to prevent his students from becoming 

mired in dialectical games.  The Pali texts document that he avoided philosophical 

debates about the finite or infinite state of the world, mind-body dualism, and an 

afterlife as inconsequential to the program laid out in the Four Noble Truths, invoking 

the case of a person injured by a poisoned arrow that needs to be promptly removed 

rather than subjected to fatuitous speculations  (Culamalunkya Sutta).  Dogmatism is 

consciously avoided, while Buddhist doctrines are characterized as mere means, like 

the finger pointing at the moon or the raft used to cross to the other shore 

(Dighanakha Sutta). 

In the Mahayana school, Nagarjuna devoted an entire chapter of the 

Mulamadhyamakakarika to an “Examination of the Perversion of Truth (Viparyasa 

pariksa)”; “the cessation of ignorance” is said to destroy “mental conformations,” 

which Kenneth K. Inada identifies as “a central concept in Buddhism” (Inada 1993, 

142, 136). Drawing on Madhyamaka insights, Michel Bitbol has proposed “A Cure 

for Metaphysical Illusions,” which erroneously take “the empirical reality as it is 

molded by our perceptive automatisms, basic assumptions, concepts, and conventions 

for some intrinsic reality” (Bitbol 2003, 329). Bitbol argues that the sciences can 

benefit from being freed “from the spell of a reified conventional truth,” with 

Madhyamaka philosophy supplying “a patient dialectical deconstruction of the class 

of substantialist views and dualist epistemologies that we find so difficult to abandon” 

(Bitbol 2003, 332, 339). 
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A similar epistemological deconstruction can be applied to our dysfunctional 

delusions of the “science” of economics, thereby exposing the dysfunctional 

metaphysics and values that have spawned them. The hard sciences already have 

confronted the forces of complexity (initially labeled chaos) in evaluating reality. 

Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle demonstrates that objectivity has yielded to 

intersubjectivity in its recognition that the assumed observer is in fact a participant in 

the observation. Correspondingly, Buddhism is philosophically grounded in a 

recognition of dynamic interdependence (pratitya-samutpada) among the assumed 

parts of reality. Nonetheless, a Platonic infatuation with the perfect noumenal forms 

(Popper 1945) has persisted, as described by Paul Krugman: 

 
The economics profession went astray because economists, as a group, mistook 

beauty, clad in impressive-looking mathematics, for truth. Until the Great 

Depression, most economists clung to a vision of capitalism as a perfect or nearly 

perfect system. That vision wasn’t sustainable in the face of mass unemployment, 

but as memories of the Depression faded, economists fell back in love with the old, 

idealized vision of an economy in which rational individuals interact in perfect 

markets, this time gussied up with fancy equations  (Krugman 2009, 37). 

 

Devotees of abstraction, led by mathematics professors, generated a virtual economic 

reality that proved addictive. Insight into the attraction of abstraction comes from 

Alan Lightman, who waxes poetic as he remembers his life as a theoretical physicist: 

“I miss the purity. . . . work in a world of the mind. . . . The equations have a 

precision and elegance, a magnificent serenity, an indisputable rightness. . . . That 

certainty and power, and the intensity of effort it causes, I dearly miss” (Lightman, 

2000, D5). Fixation on perfection and the explicit knowledge associated with science 

leads to what Ikujiro Nonaka calls “the ‘analysis paralysis’ syndrome” (Nonaka and 

Takeuchi 1995, 42, 198); “There’s a philosophical tendency in the West, following 

Plato, to conclude that if a theory isn’t working, there must be something wrong with 

reality” (Nonaka and Takeuchi 2011, 3). Similarly, Thomas Kasulis warns us about 

the dysfunctionality of the “Wissenschaft impulse,” grounded in mathematical 

models, which favors detached over engaged knowing (Kasuli 2011). 

The problem of perfectionism is not limited to economics and business. An 

obsession with the pure elegance of mathematics has infiltrated unexpected aspects of 

our lives. Orrin H. Pilkey and Linda Pilkey-Jarvis examine the limited value of 

mathematical models as applied to coastal geology, which prevent us from grasping 

the complexity of natural processes (Pilkey and Pilkey-Jarvis 2007). Education is 

suffering from the same bane, as the presumed science of “value-added assessment” 

claims to provide objective analysis by means of standardized testing and teacher 

evaluations. Thus the New York City Department of Education has bragged we “can 

now calculate a teacher’s worth to the third decimal point by using a few very long 

formulas.” Concrete results remain elusive: although the No Child Left Behind 

initiative mandated math and English proficiency for all American children by 2014, 

82% of schools have failed to meet their yearly goals (Winerip 2011, A13). 

Condemning the Bush era law as a “slow-moving train wreck,” Secretary of 
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Education Arne Duncan has offered schools waivers to avoid the dire consequences 

of this self-deluded legislation (Dillon 2011, A11). 

Perfectionist templates have filtered down into more mundane areas, indicative of 

a pervasive systemic delusion. Embracing perfect Platonic forms encapsulated in 

breed standards, dog shows render judgments, not by comparing one canine 

contestant to another, but in terms of how closely each adheres to the ideal 

specifications set by the American Kennel Club. These standards include detailed 

requirements for size, proportion, head shape, coat, gait, and temperament. The same 

ideal of perfection applies to human beings, whose physical appearance is evaluated 

in comparison with a perfect 10. A computer program or “beautification engine” has 

been developed that applies a mathematical formula to produce a theoretically 

“perfect” version of the user (Kershaw 2008, E1). 

Addiction to the assumed perfection and purity of the eternal, unchanging 

noumena derives from the denigration of phenomena as impermanent, hence inferior. 

This in turn is fueled by an obsession with certainty, or rather the illusion of certainty.  

Traditionally certainty was guaranteed by some divine source, such as a divine agent 

or the Logos of Heraclitus. Wall Street sought it in mathematical equations and 

computer models, and thus “The principles of laissez-faire capitalism were elevated to 

the status of religious scripture, with Alan Greenspan as high priest” (Leonhardt, 

2009, 23). Immanuel Kant, a student of Newtonian science, admitted that Plato was 

overly optimistic about escaping the cave of phenomena. We could not know the 

noumena (the “thing in itself,” Ding an sich) directly. Nonetheless Kant persisted in 

his drive for certainty in the form of an “als ob” philosophy by which we could think 

rather than know the noumena, as required to maintain a semblance of law and order 

in our cognitive universe (Kant 1961, 27). Those who disagree with any of the 

concepts generate a dialectical competition that does not eschew certainty, but merely 

redefines its source—theism vs. atheism, free will vs. determinism, soul (idealism) vs. 

body (materialism). 

Karl Popper examines two assumptions that lead to a belief in the infallibility of 

our knowledge. The first is the assumed existence of “some ultimate or authoritative 

source of true knowledge,” which he urges us to reject. For the quants, mathematics 

and computer programs played that role. The second suspect assumption is “that we 

should submit to truth; that truth is above human authority.” He argues that “Taken 

together these two ideas almost immediately yield the conclusion that the sources 

from which our knowledge derives must be super-human; a conclusion which tends to 

encourage self-righteousness and the use of force against those who refuse to see the 

divine truth.” Popper’s advice, which he describes as both critical rationalism and 

critical empiricism, is that we “admit that all human knowledge is human: that it is 

mixed with our errors, our prejudices, our dreams, and our hopes: that all we can do is 

to grope for truth even though it be beyond our reach. . . . that there is no authority 

beyond the reach of criticism to be found within the whole province of our 

knowledge”
 
 (Popper 1960). 
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II. The Psychology of Economics:  Generating Great Doubt 

 

The above analyses need not consign us to “a pervasive cognitive dissonance” in 

which “intellectuals assert their beliefs all the more adamantly when the only reason 

for holding them is a well-founded suspicion that they are not true” (Gray 2009) . 

Instead, it can stimulate an openness to new approaches, whereby a fresh 

philosophical phoenix can rise from the ashes of despair by identifying the source of 

the dissonance/duhkha and dis-solving it. Zen (Sŏn) Master Seung Sahn encourages 

his students to “only don’t know,” revealing the “don’t know mind” (Seung Sahn 

1976, 35), a deconstructed mind that is both empty of conditioned constructs and 

open to unfiltered experience as a basis for knowledge. Inspired by Buddhism, 

Theodore Roszak contends that Schumacher displayed “a deliberate intention . . . to 

subvert ‘economic science’ by calling its every assumption into question, right down 

to its psychological and metaphysical foundations” (Schumacher 1973, 2-3). This 

“Keynes of postindustrial society” proposed a way beyond misguided mathematical 

models, beyond “ethnocentric, Western economics” (Schumacher 1973, 5, 7). 

       Similar doubts have been raised in the biological sciences. S. J. Gould and R. C. 

Lewontin challenge the “adaptationist program” in evolutionary theory, which 

upholds “the near omnipotence of natural selection in forging organic design and 

fashioning the best among possible worlds”
 
(Gould and Lewontin 1979, 584). Instead 

they argue for a more modest theory whereby cultural patterns, such as cannibalism 

among the Aztecs, are nothing more than epiphenomena devoid of inherent adaptive 

value. Human adaptive behaviors are compared to the architectural design element of 

the spandrel that results when a dome is constructed; although the spandrel is useful 

for adding artistic embellishment to a building, it is not part of the original design.  

Building on the work of Gould and Lewontin, Scott Atran identifies “universal 

cognitive mechanisms” essential for survival. By detecting agents in the environment 

that might pose a threat, we presuppose the existence of an external world (and thus 

evolve metaphysical theories). Causal reasoning allows us to explain events in a 

coherent way (laying the foundation for inductive reasoning). A theory of other 

minds, or “folk psychology,” opens the door to mind/body dualism along with the 

dualism of good and evil minds as well as the existence of multiple minds. Atran 

claims we are primed to believe “counterintuitions” that seem to defy common 

experience because they “draw attention to those aspects of the world that people 

wish were otherwise” (Atran 2002, 84, 113). For example, dogmatic theories in 

religion, philosophy, or even science furnish us with the desideratum of universal 

certainty. Studies by Robert Trivers have revealed that beginning in childhood, a high 

level of intelligence corresponds to high levels of deception; moreover, self-deception 

enhances one’s ability to deceive others (Trivers 2011). 

Merely noting, and cataloguing, the errors humans are prone to will not resolve 

our economic woes. The most productive strategy is to examine and re-evaluate the 

unexamined assumptions upon which such an economic system is grounded, delving 

into the underlying causes and conditions that have given way to dysfunctional 

approaches. Nor should we succumb to alleged authorities. Shakyamuni Buddha’s 

anti-authoritarian pronouncement requires Great Faith to give way to Great Doubt: 
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Be not led by the authority of religious texts, nor by mere logic or inference, nor by 

considering appearances, nor by the delight in speculative opinions, nor by seeming 

possibilities, nor by the idea: “this is our teacher” (Kalama Sutta) (Rahula 1978, 3). 

 

In examining the source and validation of knowledge claims, epistemology requires 

an assessment of metacognitive skills. The Dunning-Kruger effect proposes that 

“when people are incompetent in the strategies they adopt to achieve success and 

satisfaction, they suffer a dual burden: Not only do they reach erroneous conclusions 

and make unfortunate choices, but their incompetence robs them of the ability to 

realize it” (Kruger and Dunning 1999). Four stages can be discerned in exposing the 

cognitive bias that generates the illusion of infallibility: 1. unconscious incompetence, 

assuming knowledge that does not exist, such that there is no motivation to remove 

one’s ignorance; 2. conscious incompetence, knowing one does not know without 

pursuing a remedy; 3. conscious competence, a demonstrated possession of 

knowledge or skills; and 4. unconscious competence, whereby knowledge and skills 

become internalized. 

Buddhist philosophy recognizes a four step process for removing deception, 

including the deceptions inculcated by social conditioning. Our “continuum of 

cognition” begins with the false view of unconscious incompetence in which we 

misconstrue a state of affairs. This gives rise to conscious incompetence in the form 

of doubt, that evolves from a “nonrealistic” form to equilibrium of doubt and finally 

to “realistic” doubt. The third stage of conscious competence awakens conviction to 

challenge doubt, leading to a rational inference. Finally unconscious competence 

results in the form of “a nonconceptual valid awareness” (Hayward and Varela 1992, 

38-40). 

It is important to locate the source of our unconscious incompetence, which 

spawned the flawed economic models responsible for our current distress by 

replacing concepts about reality for reality itself. In the pressure cooker of high 

finance, risk takers were richly rewarded on the assumption that mathematical 

theories made them unassailable masters of the game. Their penchant for risk filtered 

down into the lower reaches of the economic pyramid, as individuals and families 

took on risky mortgages encumbered with balloon payments and even riskier second 

mortgages that financed a lifestyle inconsistent with their financial realities. There is a 

certain parallel here to the adrenalin-fueled behavior of mountain climbers who seek 

the ultimate high. Since Mount Everest was “conquered” in 1953, more than a 

thousand people have tried to follow in the footsteps of the conquerors. Of these, 175 

have died in the attempt, with a majority of their bodies (around 120) still littering the 

mountain (Brooke 2003, A1, A4; Bowley 2010). 

Deluded intellect is supported by the Hobbesian assessment of human nature that 

many accept as indisputable fact. Hobbes famously characterized the State of Nature 

as riddled with “continual fear, danger of violent death,” leading him to conclude that 

human life is necessarily “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short” (Hobbes 1952, 85). 

Hobbes assumes our conflict-ridden existence is fueled by competition that is 

motivated by greed and ends in violence; by diffidence or a feeling of insecurity 
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motivated by fear that leads to defensiveness; and by desire for glory or fame 

motivated by the longing for reputation, resulting in superficial values. Similar 

theories of the naturally confrontational dynamic of life, the default duhkha whose 

originating thirst (tanha) seemingly can never be slaked, is found in philosophers as 

diverse as Immanuel Kant, Arthur Schopenhauer, and Friedrich Nietzsche.  

 
If man lived an Arcadian shepherd’s existence of harmony, modesty and mutuality, 

man, good-natured like the sheep he is herding, would not invest his existence with 

greater value than that his animals have. . . . Man wants concord but nature knows 

better what is good for his kind; nature wants discord. . . . The natural impulses, the 

sources of asocialibility and continued resistance from which so many evils spring, 

but which at the same time drive men to a new exertion of his powers and thus to a 

development of his natural faculties, suggest the arrangement of a wise creator and 

not the hand of an evil spirit who might have ruined this excellent enterprise or 

spoiled it out of envy (Kant 1949, 120-21). 

 
Just as a sailor sits in a boat trusting to his frail barque in a stormy sea, unbounded 

in every direction, rising and falling with the howling mountainous waves; so in the 

midst of a world of sorrows the individual man sits quietly, supported by and 

trusting to the principium individuationis, or the way on which the individual 

knows things as phenomena (Schopenhauer 1883, 455).  

 
Might it be that the “inquiring mind” was simply the human mind terrified by 

pessimism and trying to escape from it, a clever bulwark erected against the truth? . 

. . the original Oneness, the ground of Being, ever-suffering and contradictory, time 

and again has need of rapt vision and delightful illusion to redeem itself [more 

specifically Apollonian dreams and Dionysian ecstasy] (Nietzsche 1956, 4-5, 32). 

 

From such assumptions concerning human nature has sprung Adam Smith’s vision of 

the “invisible hand of the market” as the self-regulating nature of the marketplace, a 

model embraced by proponents of the laissez-faire economic philosophy (Although 

Czech economist Tomas Sedlacek has traced the “invisible hand” back to Thomas 

Aquinas in the thirteenth century) (Sedlacek 2011). Smith remains skeptical of all 

motivations not ego-driven: “By pursuing his own interest he frequently promotes 

that of the society more effectually than when he really intends to promote it. I have 

never known much good done by those who affected to trade for the public good. It is 

an affectation, indeed, not very common among merchants, and very few words need 

be employed in dissuading them from it” (Smith 1952, 194). Yet, among high living 

Wall Street traders and exorbitantly affluent CEOs the promised corrective of the 

alleged hand has yet to assert itself.  

 

III. Emerging Alternative Models: Great Death of Delusion 

 

Having identified the conceptual errors implicated in the economic crisis, we can now 

address the means of transformation, overturning (paravrtti) our cognitive confusion. 

As the Lankavatara Sutra (Saddharma-lankavatara-sutra) opens, Buddha emerges 
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from the depths of the ocean/wisdom to impart “the self-realization of Buddha 

knowledge” to King Ravana (Red Pine 2012, 21). Buddha conjures up a visual feast, 

while warning “Those who view such things as real / they don’t see the Buddha / nor 

do those who imagine nothing / only those who transform their existence.” Ravana 

immediately experiences “an awakening and transformation of his consciousness,” 

realizing “what appeared was nothing but the perceptions of his own mind, and he 

found himself in a realm free from such projections” (Red Pine 2012, 29, 31) . 

Subsequent chapters elaborate on the cognitive process and the structure of 

consciousness. The mind itself is credited with creating the magic show of Maya that 

we ourselves must penetrate. 

The Diamond That Cuts Through Illusion Sutra (Vajracchedika-prajnaparamita-

sutra) tracks the transformational process in an accomplished discipline of the 

Buddha, Subhuti, distinguished for his intellectual expertise in emptiness.  In the 

second chapter Subhuti initiates a dialogue with the Buddha by requesting 

instructions for following the bodhisattva path. The ensuing exchange, which at times 

tempts the unfocused reader to marvel at its redundancy, subtly allows Subhuti to 

come to his own realization. By chapter fourteen Subhuti has begun his 

transformation when he exclaims concerning the sutra that “a perception of its truth is 

no perception of its truth. Thus does the Tathagata speak of a perception of its truth as 

a ‘perception of its truth’” (Red Pine 2001, 221). This follows a formula repeated 

throughout the text—“x is not x, and therefore is called x”—that is applied to key 

Buddhist doctrines, including merit, the Pure Land, bodhisattvas, Buddha as well as 

moral and metaphysical concepts such as goodness, space, and time. By calling into 

question the entire process of conceptualization and its linguistic expression, we 

liberate ourselves from self-fulfilling prophecies and self-perpetuating delusions. 

The parameters of a Buddhist economics were sketched by E. F. Schumacher in 

his groundbreaking work, Small is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered. 

Schumacher elaborated on Right Livelihood from the eightfold Path, the last of the 

Four Noble Truths (Schumacher 1973, 53). Roszak aligns Schumacher with a 

“subterranean tradition of organic and decentralist economics . . . . the tradition we 

might call anarchism, . . . a libertarian political economy that distinguishes itself from 

orthodox socialism and capitalism” (Schumacher, 1973, 3-4). In a chapter entitled “A 

Machine to Foretell the Future?” Schumacher seems prescient about the ultimate lack 

of prescience among quantitative investment managers, having foreseen where the 

lust for mathematical certainty leads us: 

 
Strange to say, under the influence of laboratory science many people today seem 

to use their freedom only for the purpose of denying its existence. . . . It is the 

intrusion of human freedom and responsibility that makes economics 

metaphysically different from physics and makes human affairs largely 

unpredictable. . . . In his urgent attempt to obtain reliable knowledge about his 

essentially indeterminate future, the modern man of action may surround himself 

by ever-growing mountains of data to be digested by ever more wonderful 

mechanical contrivances: I fear that the result is little more than a huge game of 

make-believe (Schumacher 1973, 229-30, 240). 
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What would such an economic system require of us epistemologically? John Cage 

may offer an important clue. After studying Zen Buddhism with D. T. Suzuki, Cage 

began to see music as a change agent “to open the minds of people who made them or 

listened to them to other possibilities than they had previously considered” 

(Kostelanetz 1994, 42).  More specifically, Cage identifies that change with “giving up 

Bach,” insofar as the allure of Bach’s music “suggests order and glorifies for those 

who hear it their regard for order” that permeates their deluded existence. Rejecting 

established definitions of orderliness represents no small change. Once we have 

deconstructed our cherished, but flawed, conceptual frameworks Cage rightly asks 

“what do we have left?” (Cage 1973, 262-63). 

In Buddhist terms what we have left is a deconstructed reality, one in which the 

delusive constructs of permanence, inherent separateness, and egocentrism are 

exposed as conceptual errors. By seeing through the Maya of such distortions, the old 

sense of order dissipates. It is no longer comfortable and comforting because it is no 

longer valid. It was part of a self-limiting dream world, a game that was presumed to 

inescapable. The rules of that game are not universal laws of Nature, merely 

misinterpretations of our experience or misguided wish-fulfillments. Most 

importantly, we must remove the self-deceptions that provide us with erroneous data 

that in turn leads to erroneous behaviors, just as the quants deceived themselves about 

the efficacy of their computer models and statistical data.  

The proposed model is not a manifestation of mysterious spiritual intuitions, but 

rather is supported by ongoing scientific research in the fields of quantum physics, 

biology, cognitive science, and psychology. Some scientists cling to the dream of a 

simple unified theory of everything embedded in the very term “universe.” See, for 

example, Edward O. Wilson, Consilience: The Unity of Knowledge (1998) and Brian 

Greene, The Elegant Universe: Superstrings, Hidden Dimensions, and the Quest for 

the Ultimate Theory (2003). Others are exploring the outer reaches of complexity in 

ways that reinforce Buddhist theories. Mary Clark challenges “absolutist science” 

(aka scientism) fueled by “excessive hubris” by presenting a detailed compendium of 

data from numerous sources ultimately focused on the emerging discipline of conflict 

resolution
 
(Clark 2002, 47). Clark concludes that flexibility and openness to “new 

traditions and new meanings” are most salutary for survival (Clark 2002, 404). 

 

1. Impermanence (anitya) 

As we have seen, the quants at the center of the economic crisis were dazzled by the 

glittering specter of their self-discovered universal, eternal truths. Among Francis 

Bacon’s “Four Idols,” the fourth and final form of idols seems to apply here,  “Idols 

of the Theater” that “have crept into men’s minds from the various dogmas of systems 

of philosophy” due to an over-reliance on sense experience, rejection of sense 

experience, limited data, or a confusion of philosophy and theology” (Bacon 1952, 

110). Inspired by Bacon, David Ritz Finkelstein seeks to expose “an idol of classical 

epistemology” that assumes physical laws mirror mathematical models or can be 

mathematically modeled.
 
Calling for an iconoclastic “conceptual quantum leap,” 

Finkelstein recommends “replacing reality by actuality”
 
as we become aware of how 
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conceptualization arises from actions (Finkelstein 2003, 370). The epistemological 

priority of impermanence in Buddhist philosophy avoids the idolization of absolutes 

so foundational to classical science. Finkelstein traces the conceptual evolution from 

Aristotle’s spatial and temporal absolutes to Galileo’s temporal and spatial/temporal 

absolutes. The next stage is Einstein’s space-time continuum. While Galileo rejects 

space as “an invalid reification,” Einstein adds to that the invalidity of time 

(Finkelstein 2003, 368). Both the Diamond Sutra and Nagarjuna relegate time and 

space to the level of provisional truth (Red Pine 2001, 402; Inada 1993, 117-18). 

  

2. Emptiness (shunyata) and interconnectedness (pratitya-samutpada) 

In emptying out “false absolutes” Finkelstein’s intent is to “relativize” them in the 

sense of revealing an underlying “interactivity.” Hence our simple and elegant law of 

Nature is in fact the result of “the dynamical process,” which becomes “the sole 

variable under study” (Finkelstein 2003, 366). Finkelstein invokes Heisenberg’s 

Uncertainty Principle to illustrate what the Buddhist philosopher refers to as pratitya-

samutpada or interdependent origination: “The act of determining a property is an 

interaction between experimenter and system that now has significant consequences 

for both. Such reciprocity was expected by some on philosophical grounds long 

before experimentation at the photon level made it manifest” (Finkelstein 2003, 372). 

Interconnectedness also reveals emptiness, in the sense of the lack of any 

distinct, discrete entities. Hua Yan Buddhism generally prefers to speak of this as 

Totality, as seen in the riveting imagery of Indra’s Net in book thirty of the 

Avatamsaka (Huayan) Sutra, appropriate entitled “The Incalcuable.” When Mind 

King inquires about the huge numbers spoken of by Buddhas, Shakyamuni Buddha 

produces amazing calculations squaring ever larger numbers. After arriving at thirty-

three digits, he proclaims that incalculable and unspeakable sums loom beyond. Truly 

a quant’s worst nightmare! Such unspeakable numbers are compared to the 

inestimable number of Buddha discourses, voices, lands, reality bodies, 

embellishments, principles, meditations, etc., as well as qualities of sentient beings, 

bodhisattvas that function as interpenetrating and mutually reflective jewels in what 

has come to be known as Indra’s Net. The point, however, is not to dissuade the 

listeners from inquiring further, but rather to embolden them to move beyond mere 

abstraction. Buddha concludes the chapter by proclaiming, “Enlightening beings can 

see them all” (Cleary 1993, 904). Fazang famously designed a powerful 

demonstration of mutual interpenetration for Empress Wu Zetian, constructing a hall 

of mirrors surrounding a Buddha image placed in the middle of the room. As he 

exclaimed, “Right here we see an example of one is all and all is one—the mystery of 

realm embracing realm ad infinitum is thus revealed.” He then provided “an example 

of the small containing the large as well as of the large containing the small” by 

holding a crystal ball in his hand that reflected the myriad mirrors (Chang 1971,  24). 

The wisdom of interconnectedness manifested by Indra’s Net has attracted 

attention in the scientific community as an alternate gestalt (Clark 2002, 8-11, 55). 

David Bohm speaks of “the totality of existence as an undivided flowing movement 

without borders. . . . whatever part, element, or aspect we may abstract in thought, this 

still enfolds the whole and is therefore intrinsically related to the totality from which 
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it has been abstracted” (Bohm 1994, 171). Chaos or Complexity Theory states that 

when a butterfly flaps her wings in one part of the world, a hurricane occurs across 

the globe. We now know that a few key strokes in a New York hedge fund office can 

result in mass protests against government austerity programs in Greece. As 

Finkelstein observes, “completely visualizing anything ‘as it is’ [static, unchanging] is 

self-contradictory. ‘As it is’ means without external intervention, in which case the 

system is sitting alone in the dark, unperceived” (Finkelstein 2003, 373). With 

perception, and a realization of connectedness, comes compassion. 

 

3. Non-self (an-atman) 

For true compassion aroused by wisdom to be implemented, we must address what 

many Buddhists believe to be the most difficult delusion to dispel, the illusion of ego-

self. This demands revised definitions of our identity, of human nature. As we have 

discussed, the Hobbesian view assumes conflict and competition are the default 

position, based on the “natural” human motivations of greed, fear, and self-

aggrandizement. This has become a self-fulfilling prophecy—low self-esteem leads to 

low expectations, and a presumed need for external controls (the Leviathan).       

      Consider two recent cases involving powerful companies—Google and Apple. 

Reflecting a Hobbesian mindset and capitalist “ethic,” Nick Bilton posed the 

question, “Is Google too big not to be evil?” Citing the demands of a highly 

competitive market, Bilton concludes, “Our distrust of big companies may just be part 

of the natural evolution start-ups” (Bilton 2012, B6). In so doing he is merely 

succumbing to popular perversions of Darwin’s evolutionary theory as survival of the 

fittest. Yet Timothy D. Cook, chief executive of Apple, has seemingly defied the 

accepted wisdom when he forthrightly addressed human rights issues of exploited 

workers in Apple’s Chinese supply lines.  

       Are economic incentives so hard-wired that moral values and compassion must 

always be sacrificed as the price of success? Gould and Lewontin argue against “the 

Panglossian paradigm” upheld by many evolutionary theorists that “regards natural 

selection as so powerful and the constraints upon it so few that direct production of 

adaptation through its operation becomes the primary cause  of nearly all organic 

form, function, and behaviour” (Gould and Lewontin 1979, 584-85). Clark agrees that 

such reductionist “oversimplications” are rampant and also dangerous (Clark 2002, 

57). Current research has in fact emphasized the priority of cooperation in assuring 

human survival. Steven Pinker had compiled an impressive trove of data from a 

variety of fields strongly suggesting that violence and cruelty have been declining for 

centuries in human societies (Pinker 2011). Pinker credits a gradual rise of rational 

thinking for our moral progress as a species, much as Buddhists regard compassion as 

a natural result of wisdom. It is noteworthy that fellow scientist Peter Singer has 

heralded this work as “a supremely important book,” indicating an openness to 

exploring new approaches, new templates, and new solutions to age old problems 

(Singer 2011). 

       Buddhist philosophy offers an analysis of human nature challenging common 

assumptions. Although it recognizes roughly the same three sources of conflict noted 

by Hobbes and others, these are not assumed to be part of our inherent nature. Instead 
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they are regarded as external maladies, the Three Poisons of anger/hatred (fear and 

insecurity), greed/lust (greed and competition), and ignorance/delusion (the desire for 

fame and superficialities). Inspired by the Diamond Sutra, Hui-neng outlines a three 

part program that addresses each of these poisons. Fixation on thought leads to anger 

and hatred. Fixation on material forms leads to greed and competition. Fixation on 

fixation leads to deluded ignorance. Accordingly, Hui-neng advocates “no thought,” 

“no form,” and “no attachment” (Hui-neng 2006, 140). Today “no thought” would 

include not being fixated on conceptual frameworks that encourage dogmatism and 

simplistic theories. “No form” responds to rampant materialistic values. Most crucial 

and profound of all is “no attachment,” which prevents us from becoming fixated on 

not becoming fixated. It requires us to empty out even the concept of emptiness itself.  

What is called for is an epistemological revolution, a revolution in what we think 

we know about our environment and about ourselves. Krishnamurti spoke in just such 

terms, calling for “change in the content of consciousness” that has spawned “the 

world of corruption, violence, brutality, vanity, and all the structures that bring about 

war.” Our narrow, deluded sense of individual ego along with our sense of 

community and culture are all constructs of thought, as are our fears, insecurities, 

religions, and materialistic ideologies (Krishnamurti 1996, 282-83). Like Hui-neng, 

Krishnamurti’s recommendation is to empty out these deluded contents: “the mind [as 

construct] is basically a delusion” (Hui-neng  2006, 144). 

While the theoretical soundness of the above arguments may be persuasive to 

some, lurking in the background is likely to be a lingering skepticism as to the 

practical applicability of such an approach. Blind adherence to reigning models leads 

many to assume we are doomed to rely on Smith’s “invisible hand,” as dictated by 

Hobbesian assumptions. Some transformative post-deconstruction alternatives have 

appeared that allow us to think outside the box of dysfunctional delusions regarding 

the economy, not all of which are associated with Buddhism. What they share is a 

willingness to question the accepted economic wisdom that has proven so 

dysfunctional, and a corresponding commitment to a wisdom that accepts 

responsibility for compassionate outcomes.  

 

4. Microcredit 

Muhammad Yunus has proven that small is not only beautiful, but also profitable 

(Yunus 2012). Directing funding to people at the lowest levels of the economy, often 

women, can have dramatic effects. Yunus envisions a radical reorientation of human 

priorities—“The only thing we’ll have to do is to free them from the mind-set that 

puts profit-making at the heart of every business, an idea that we imposed on them 

through our flawed economic theory” (Leonard 2010, BU7). Unfortunately, the same 

overreach that characterized large economic institutions may now be infecting this 

fledgling alternative after its very success drew the attention of the traditional 

business community. India’s largest micro lender, SKS Microfinance, has lost 70% of 

its value since going public in 2010. The government has charged lenders with risky 

loan practices that have driven some lenders to bankruptcy and even suicide. Yunus 

has responded to these developments in an essay appropriately titled “Sacrificing 
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Microcredit for Megaprofits,” declaring “[p]overty should be eradicated, not seen as a 

money-making opportunity” (Yunus 2011, A19). 

 

5. GNH 

Economic indicators are faithfully followed in almost all countries to track and 

promote the GDP—Gross Domestic Product. However, in the Buddhist kingdom of 

Bhutan, the GNH (Gross National Happiness) index has been promoted since 1972 by 

King Khesar, who argues that “ultimately without peace, security and happiness we 

have nothing” (GNH 2008). Nine dimensions are being scientifically studied and 

evaluated:  Psychological Well-being, Time Use, Community Vitality, Culture, 

Health, Education, Ecological Diversity, Living Standards, and Good Governance.  

       More recently French President Nicholas Sarkozy created the Commission on the 

Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress, led by Joseph Stiglitz 

and Armatya Sen, to develop appropriate measures for tracking his country’s GDH. 

The Commission engaged in a wide ranging review of economic models and 

measurements, including statistical data, to determine their effectiveness as well as 

their applicability to complex social contexts. Speaking at the Sorbonne Sarkozy 

declared, “A great revolution is waiting for us. For years, people said that finance was 

a formidable creator of wealth, only to discover one day that it accumulated so many 

risks that the world almost plunged into chaos. . . . The crisis doesn’t only make us 

free to imagine other models, another future, another world. It obliges us to do so” 

(Samuel 2009). Britain’s Prime Minister David Cameron has followed suit, 

implementing a program in 2011 run by the Office of National Statistics to chart 

Gross National Happiness. 

 

6. Engaged Buddhism 

In Asia the Engaged Buddhism movement offers options to the social, economic, and 

political models of the developed world. A founder of this group, Thai Buddhist 

Sulak Sivaraksa, avidly opposes “the new imperialist mentality” that threatens to 

engulf the developing world through manipulative control of its leaders (Sulak 1988, 

91). His message penetrates to the core of Buddhist epistemology: “we must 

reconstitute our consciousness to be less selfish—less greedy, less hateful and less 

unaware in order that we can reconstruct our society to be more just and 

participatory” (Sulak 1988, 96). Sulak has offered the Buddhist Sangha as a social 

model designed around the ideals of “cooperation, propertylessness, egalitarian 

democracy” that guides followers through “a code of nonviolent ethics and social 

welfare” (Sulak 1992, 102). 

Thich Nhat Hanh is another Buddhist leader involved in this global challenge to 

dysfunctional values and institutions. His Sangha is guided by 14 Precepts, beginning 

with two epistemological directives: 

 
Do not be idolatrous about or bound to any doctrine, theory, or ideology, even 

Buddhist ones. All systems of thought are guiding means; they are not absolute 

truth.  
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Do not think that the knowledge you presently possess is changeless, absolute truth. 

Avoid being narrow-minded and attached to present views. . . . Truth is found in 

life and not merely in conceptual knowledge. Be ready to learn throughout your 

entire life and to observe reality in yourself and in the world at all times (Nhat 

Hanh 1987, 239-40). 

 

Wisdom is the foundation on which effective practice can be built: “Where there 

is suffering mindfulness responds with the energy of compassion” (Nhat Hanh 

2003, 211). Thich Nhat Hanh has been deeply involved in applying these 

principles to communities in conflict, ranging from American veterans of the 

war in Vietnam to Palestinians and Israelis.  

 

7. The Business of Caring 

Our final example extends Schumacher’s scope from “Economics as if People 

Mattered” to a Buddhistically appropriate “Economics as if All Sentient Beings 

Mattered.” The Helen Woodward Animal Center in San Diego has developed a 

unique program whereby its compassionate mission is supported by thriving business 

ventures. In addition to facilitating traditional pet adoptions, homeless pets are 

“marketed” as a valued product by connecting with the community in various ways, 

such as Pet Encounter Therapy offered at senior centers, children’s shelters, 

psychiatric facilities, and hospices. Boarding facilities are available at Pet Club, an 

Equine Hospital services the community, and educational programs provide classes 

both on and off site. Most importantly, this successful business model is being taught 

to shelter managers and staff from around the world through Animal Center 

Education Services (ACES). Director Michael Arms argues that true compassion 

needs to be founded on wisdom—protestations of love for our fellow creatures is 

meaningless unless we are able to translate it into caring action. This philosophy—the 

Business of Caring— is reflected in the center’s mission statement: “Helen 

Woodward Animal Center's passionate belief that animals help people and people 

help animals through trust, unconditional love, and respect, creates a legacy of caring. 

Sharing this philosophy with others, the Center inspires and teaches, locally and 

globally, the importance of the animal-human bond.” Insights into the organization’s 

working philosophy, as well as the obstacles it confronts, can be gleaned from Scott 

Brigante’s documentary “The Business of Caring,” San Diego based Reel to Real 

Foundation (2011). 

 

Conclusion 

 

We have seen a range of sources that attribute the global economic crisis to flaws in 

the knowledge claims of financial experts. More specifically, the mathematical 

models espoused by quantitative investment managers have emphasized 

methodologies of risk assessment that they assume provide absolute control over 

market outcomes—Great Faith. However, errors in calculating and implementing 

such models have engulfed the world in duhkha, exposing a deeper systemic flaw, a 

dysfunctional epistemology unrealistically tethered to conceptual schemes—Great 
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Doubt.  Deconstructing our obsession with abstraction and eschewing ideologically-

driven dogmatism, a variety of individuals offer alternatives combining wisdom with 

compassion in the Great Death of delusion. 

        Our discussion began with a quotation from John Gray’s pessimistic essay, “The 

End of a Dream.” However we should emphasize that the end of the dream is the 

moment of awakening. Deconstruction offers a way out of the cunning schemes for 

quick profits that have wrecked havoc on our economy. As delusion ends we may 

open ourselves to alternatives that offer true sustainability. Such was the strategy 

underlying Cage’s use of atonality or “proto-tonality” in his compositions, which 

aimed at the “disintegration of harmonic structure” to undo the damage of our 

deluded abstractions (Bach included). Cage urges us to maintain “an ambiguous tonal 

state of affairs” that rejects the familiar comforts of past harmony: “in a bombed out 

city the opportunity to build again exists. This way one finds courage and a sense of 

necessity” (Cage 1973, 62-64). 
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PHILOSOPHY AND THE QUESTION OF ITS UTILITY 
 

Devendra Nath Tiwari

 

 
Abstract: Philosophy begins with some problem caused by some or the other sense 

of illusion, doubt, confusion, inconsistency, incompleteness, etc., we confront  when 

we become reflective or self-conscious of in a theorization, or conceptualization on 

a concept and the reflecting on continues untill the problem is clarified or the 

confusion is removed. The removal of the problem is not the end of philosophical 

reflection because, being a rational animal and moreover a reflecting being, a man 

may again confront with some or the other problem. This is relational to his 

rational hunger. The paper under discussion critically observes the theories that 

take philosophy as vision of reality, description of the vision into ultimate, 

speculation into the substance, etc. It critically examines theories that take 

philosophy as subjective or objective reflection and observes it as a cognitive 

activity par excellence; a reflective or self -conscious activity on the objects of 

knowledge that are intelligible being. Since Philosophical reflections aim at 

conceptual clarification, interpretation and lastly wisdom, the question of a risk 

against philosophy does not hold merit. Philosophy fulfils human aspiration 

because of which its individual and public utility can neither be denied nor be 

overlooked.  

 

Introduction 

 

IT IS GENERAL opinion of a major group of scholars that, in the present age of 

materialistic need, philosophy has no future of its own because of the simple reason 

that it cannot satisfy material desires. They think that materialistic spirit has destroyed 

mental peace and has deformed human relations. Therefore as a remedy Yoga, ethics 

and spiritualism, in an easy and consolidated form should be the future of philosophy. 

The former view does not give importance to mental peace and prosperity while the 

latter, being a consolidated course to be followed or practiced does not give 

importance to any enhancement and enrichment of thoughts. The former is a 

prediction lacking insight while the latter is a practice lacking philosophical interest.  

Philosophy is taken by the masses as a vision of reality, a description of the 

ultimate vision, speculation into substance, etc. If this is philosophy then doing 

philosophy is limited to metaphysical speculations of seers and saints who claim to 

have that vision; they claim to have dialogue with the truth or the reality.  

In traditional practices, metaphysics is taken as a theory involved in determining 

the real or ultimate nature of things, questions about the reality of external things, 

their kinds, modes and epistemology based on proving them. Modern thinkers take 

the term for the study of things transcendental to what we know but have more 

intrinsic reality and value than empirical things. I use the term ‘metaphysical thing’ 
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for thing–in–itself without splitting it into transcendental and empirical. More 

precisely, I have taken the term ‘metaphysics’ in the sense of a mode of thinking in 

which the thought and the thing or the essence of thing–empirical or transcendental–

are considered exterior to language that refers to or represents them. However, in both 

of the senses metaphysical things are transcendental and independent from the mind.  

Metaphysics and metaphysical things as the object proper of cognition have been 

criticized by the scholars of repute as a course of proper philosophy.  Scholars have 

given different sets of arguments for the refutation of metaphysics. I am not repeating 

them here. My argument follows thus. Being transcendental to knowledge a Thing–

in–itself–metaphysical or physical–is not the object of knowledge. Objects of 

knowledge to my mind are all those beings that are not only expressed by but are 

infused by language also. I have made a difference between the thing and being.  By 

the term ‘being’ I mean concepts, an idea/ thought, an object of awareness in nature, 

the object that is expressed in the mind by language, but this is not the case with the 

thing. Ideas or thoughts as figure in cognition are also existences. They are intelligible 

existences. Objects belonging to the past, present and future can figure thus because 

the language presents them so in the mind. If philosophy is a cognitive activity par 

excellence then the intelligible beings are only objects of a philosophical reflection 

and therefore they can be called philosophical objects in contrast to the thing–in–itself 

that according to realists and idealists exist independently of knowledge.  By the term 

‘thing’ I always mean the thing–in–itself in Kantian jargon, the reality isolated from 

language.   

I ask a question: why is there philosophy at all? What is the truth of saying ‘none 

of us or all of us is a philosopher? If philosophy is taken as the construction of 

metaphysics, it will be the subjective activity of the metaphysician, his intellectual 

game. If it as seer’s speculation is taken into account then a philosopher is a person 

gifted with divine revelation, and it then will not be different from mystical 

experience and then none of us in that sense is a philosopher. 

Different from the aforementioned metaphysical view, Philosophy, for us, begins 

with some problem caused by some or the other sense of illusion, doubt, confusion, 

inconsistency, incompleteness, etc., and we confront them when we become reflective 

and the reflecting on continues untill the problem is clarified or the confusion is 

removed. The removal of the problem is not the end of philosophical reflection or 

philosophisation because man, being a rational animal, may again confront some or 

the other problem. This is relational to his rational hunger. Thus the problems caused 

out of certain rationalization, conceptualization with which we confront in the process 

of understanding, rationalizing, analyzing and interpreting some conception invite 

philosophical reflections that continue till clarity and completeness of concept popular 

in communication are accomplished. Anybody who is dedicated to such self-

conscious activity for a clear vision of the concept as it figures in communication is a 

philosopher.  
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I 

 

After refutation of metaphysics by A.J.Ayer (1982), philosophical thinking shifted to 

the analysis of language for clarity and conception of meaning. Rorty’s writings on 

de-epistemolisation and “Recent obituaries of epistemology’ by Susan Haak, (1990)” 

completely ruined the metaphysical design of doing philosophy. With the dawn of 

post modernistic influence, we are noticing a materialistic rush at the global level.  

This has questioned the utility of philosophy. Politicians and policy makers in 

education have started thinking as to why to spend a huge amount of budget for a 

discipline having no material production. The whole scenario has made the persons 

doing philosophy chaotic about the future of philosophy. In the name of mounting up   

philosophy, they do involve themselves with ethics, yoga, and spirituality as a remedy 

against the destruction caused by post -modernistic influence on the life. Will they not 

do more harm to philosophy? 

Philosophy is identified with philosophy of language and analysis. Is 

philosophical activity like peeling an onion? Analytic philosophers think that 

philosophical problems are caused by the misuse of the language or confusion caused 

by the improper use of language or when language goes on holiday. And the only 

remedy for healing those problems is to analyze the language to the extent of 

liquidation of the problems. Problems are removed when by analysis we get clarity of 

the thought expressed in the language. This analysis is analogous to the peeling of 

onion because after peeling we realize that nothing is hidden either in the parts 

analyzed thus or in the whole separate from the parts. Philosophical analysis is 

different from grammatical analysis and hence from peeling the onion in which we 

separate the parts from the whole that is decomposed.  Philosophical analysis is a self 

-conscious activity in which not only the language and the meaning it represents are 

given objects of analysis but also their awareness, cognitive ground of proper 

analyzing and self awareness of the awareness are also involved.  This activity is not 

like flying the fly from the bottle because the purpose of philosophical reflection and 

the analysis it involves is clear understanding of the concept as it is popularly known 

in communication.  When the problem through analysis is removed and clarity is 

achieved, one gets wisdom and bliss.  

Theories like linguistic analysis, semantic analysis, functional-analysis, analysis 

of cognition, cognitive philosophy, cognitive–holistic analysis of language and the 

autonomy theory of language–all influence the minds of those persons doing 

philosophy. Holistic theory of language has just germinated and the plant of 

autonomy theory of language has to yet to grow as a solution to our philosophical 

problems. It is hoped that these philosophies will move forward to their maturity in 

the years to come. 

 

II 

 

Since the dawn of culture and civilization there have been attempts to understand our 

knowledge. Generally it is supposed that the world of our knowledge consists of the 

duality of mind and matter, mind as thought and matter as thing or body. The former 
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is internal and the latter is external. Attempts made to consider this dichotomy have 

given birth to a number of realistic and idealistic theories. Here I shall confine my 

discussion to only a few of them: those requisite to come to a conclusive position. 

Then on this position I can proceed to present a philosophical response to the dialogue 

on philosophy and knowledge. The former is universal and the latter is individual or 

particular. Buddhist logicians assume that the former is construction of mind and thus 

they are not existences and the latter are real and hence existences but are beyond 

description.  External things are always individual, discrete and desperately real but 

the mind cannot know them. The mind can know only thoughts, that is, the universals 

and they are not real. The latter is only perceived and what is perceived is real. The 

former is caused due to confusion between the imagined constructions and external 

real. They give utmost importance to indeterminate knowledge we can have by instant 

perception of the real and the determinate cognition is all constructions.  The real is 

not the object of philosophy but of sādhanā and the latter does not add any reality to 

serve the cause of philosophy. Here philosophy dies and religion flourishes. Advaita 

Vedantins assume that our world of experience and knowledge comprises of the 

subject and the object. None out of the thoughts and the things are real; the real 

transcends the two. Being beyond our grasp the transcendental cannot be an object of 

knowledge and philosophical reflections.  Intuition is given primacy to which reason 

is subordinated. All that the mind knows is illusory and it cannot know the real, which 

can be known only through intuition. The real can be known only by being so.  

Philosophy is subordinated to religion that is sādhanā and is placed as having no 

philosophical purpose to fulfill. The whole constructive reasoning of logicians like 

Nagarjuna, Dharmakirti, Jayarasi and to some extent Sriharsa was centered on the 

refutation of reasoning.  Reasoning and logic in their hands have nothing to live for 

and this is only to pave the way to knowledge of the real which is beyond the grasp of 

reasoning and the senses.  Their intellectual exercise was anti-intellectual in its 

purpose. 

The dichotomous position of the duality of the world of thought and the world of 

external things has been resolved in different ways. I am putting herewith some for 

evidence. 1. Realists accept the two–the universals and individuals as independent 

existences that contact only in knowledge. 2. The two are independent but for 

knowledge the latter is subordinated to the former. 3. None of them are existences and 

they are false impositions of the existence that is real and transcendental to both of 

them. 4. Both of the two are real but as parts only. They are parts of the 

transcendental real. 5. The transcendental is consciousness and that is all pervading. 

The individuals and universals are only ignorance or false dualities.  In responding to 

the controversy of objects of knowledge–individual, universal or both several theories 

emerge out in Indian and Western philosophical traditions. 

In brief the problem of the external and the internal shifted to knowledge. Taking 

knowledge into consideration, different subtle issues are raised regarding the nature of 

knowledge, its difference from objects of knowledge, object of knowledge and 

external things, kinds of knowledge, verity and validity of knowledge and finally 

limits of knowledge.   
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By accepting the duality of the thing in the external world and the thought that is 

the duality of individuals and universals, if we proceed in philosophical reflections by 

taking any of the two as real and the other as imaginary then any of the two will be 

ignored from being the object of knowledge. If the two are taken as the objects of 

knowledge then their knowledge will have to be assumed as transcendental to both of 

them. The knowledge is always the knowledge of the objects that is non-difference of 

knowledge and object of knowledge has to be assumed or the difference between the 

knowledge and the object of knowledge has to be accepted.  Both of them cannot be 

non-different because of objects characterized as ‘other’. Otherness is the character of 

objects and not of their knowledge. Buddhists accept the indeterminate (nirvikalpaka) 

knowledge as original that grasps real. For them the determinate knowledge is by 

construction and hence cannot be the knowledge of the real. Now, if knowledge is 

always the knowledge of the objects, it must be in all cases determinate otherwise the 

object known will not be identified as the object. If we accept that we can perceive an 

individual, but being instant particular it is known as object by the construction of 

mind through inference etc.. then we get a unique dichotomy of perceiving the 

individual or real and knowing the universal or constructed. This is just like the 

saying that I perceive an ant but I know the elephant in that perception. If it is 

knowledge then it must be determinate and discrete. Even we know the ‘doubt’ or 

doubtful cognition because it is determinate and discretely known so. Otherwise we 

cannot know that something is doubtful. Inference to be implied after perception 

cannot be determinater of that determinate cognition. The knowledge of svalakşņa or 

indeterminate different from constructions or determinate is possible only when it is 

determinately and discretely known so.  

The way of philosophy is not that of meditation (Sādhanā). Overlooking 

philosophy for giving way to sādhanā is not the way of a wise. A wise is called so 

because he has determinate knowledge of the entire general and the specific 

problems. He takes the objects of knowledge (that object may be imaginary) not as 

unreal   but as determinate and distinct. This something may be construction but the 

knowledge of that is determinate, otherwise it will not be distinctly known as 

constructed even. Construction means different and not imaginary.  Language is the 

differentiator of the objects of knowledge in knowledge. It is the determiner of the 

knowledge and it is it by which distinct knowledge of the reality or objects is 

accomplished. 

It has been a general opinion of Western and some of the Indian schools of 

Philosophy that language and thought are different and the former is the tool through 

which latter is expressed. Reality is independent of thoughts. Thought may be the 

thought of a reality that is existent or of non-existent. Reality is perceived by senses, 

mind makes those senses as thought and when thoughts needs to be expressed, 

language comes forward. Here, philosophical problems are shortlisted as confined to 

language, thought and reality. One may observe that throughout the discussion I have 

been refuting others’ conceptions to come to a different conception and thus may ask 

is it philosophical?  Am I doing philosophy herein? If I reflect on a concept for a 

comprehensive vision of it in its totality then I have to go through all conceptions of it 

popular up to my time. It is the concept on which our day–to–day communication is 
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based on. An ordinary illiterate person may not know your or my conception of a 

reality but he understands the reality as communicated to him in day–to–day 

practices. It is possible because of the existence of the concept of that reality. 

 

III 

 

Philosophy is the discipline of reflecting upon the problems involved in conceptuality 

of the concepts. Difference between the concept and conception of the concept are 

well known to those trained in the discipline. Concepts are ubiquitously given. Our 

communication is based on the identical cognition in between the speaker and the 

audience and this is possible because the concept is revealed in both –in a speaker 

before he speaks and in the audience after the grasping of the garbs spoken by the 

former. This may alter in case of conceptions of the concept. Conceptions are not 

ubiquitous; they are formed. The same concept is embodied in a multitude of 

conceptions with the difference of attention, articulation and cultural allegiances of 

the persons. Conceptualization of the concept may forms conceptions of the same 

concept different. However, if the conceptions of the speaker and audience are non-

different or embodies the same concept, there is possibility of mutual understanding, 

sharing and communication. The concept is communicable but when it is articulated 

in the garb or dressed up with our allegiances, communication may be altered or may 

not take place with the deviation from the concept as it is popular in communications. 

Concepts are universal. To express this universal we use garbs and that manifest the 

concept embodied through our allegiances with another set of them for the cognition 

and thus one apprehends the concept in one’s own allegiance.  

i. There is difference between thinking and reflecting. All disciplines are 

occupied with thinking, but reflecting on problems caused in this or that thinking or 

ideology is concerned with philosophy. Other disciplines think for the conceptions 

while philosophy reflects on problems involved in the conceptualization of those 

conceptions for clarity and wisdom; the conceptualization by thinking is enriched in 

proportion to the information one gathers from tradition and modernity. Conceptual 

thinking in this view is complete if it is advanced with the latest conceptions formed 

in different disciplines of thinking. The scholars doing it are supposed to be the 

masters of the thinking on the concepts. This is what most of the scholars do in the 

name of philosophizing. But philosophy is not confined to that stereotyped thinking. 

It is cognitive activity par excellence in the sense that in a philosophical reflection one 

becomes self-conscious of the problems emerged in thinking or in a conceptuality of 

the concept. It is a direct dialogue with the problems of which one becomes conscious 

of and the dialogue stops the moment the problem is clarified. It is in brief, a 

reflection that starts with one or the other problem or confusion caused out of analysis 

of cognition as it flashes forth in cognition and stops when the problem is removed or 

when a solution to the problem flashes forth and self -conscious activity gets freedom 

from the problem.  

ii. Humans think, speculate and perceive the world around. Their thoughts may 

belong to the categories namely physiological, psychological, logical, cosmological, 

ontological, metaphysical, epistemological, axiological and so on so forth. These 
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speculations are housed in philosophy because of the idea that their contents figure as 

object in a philosophical reflection. When the mind reflects on the self or 

consciousness as the immediacy, reflection is called subjective and in objective 

reflections it is taken that the consciousness instead of turning upon itself, goes 

forward to an object that is the object that confronts consciousness. All thoughts and 

theories stand proper only as objects of philosophical reflections and only that way it 

can be said that philosophy is reflective awareness. However, it cannot be said that it 

talks to a Meta philosophy or philosophy of philosophies because the latter stands as 

object in a philosophic reflection and, hence, it is philosophy proper. 

Is Philosophy a subjective or an objective reflection? Some thinkers consider 

philosophy as a subjective reflection; they think that contemplative consciousness is 

not directional to the objects but to consciousness itself. This is because 

consciousness is the object of reflection, and that is not a type of object 

consciousness. But this definition differentiates philosophical reflection from other 

reflections concerning different types of objective –consciousness which leads to 

contemplation and hence religion where no dialogue is possible. Those who accept 

philosophy as an objective reflection may say that reflection does not yield a disease 

of treating consciousness as an object. Consciousness cannot turn to itself and 

therefore there is no possibility of a self awareness of self awareness also. According 

to them, consciousness is directional; it is consciousness of some or the other object. 

If this is so then there will not be a possibility of philosophy because consciousness 

can get no freedom from object consciousness and hence no possibility of being self –

consciousness and hence its autonomy is questioned.  

The third view on the nature of reflection is concerned with the theorists who 

accept that philosophy transcends all modes of subjective and objective 

consciousness. Here lies the autonomy of philosophy. To be self-conscious means to 

occupy a non-objective form of consciences. But if this is so then that form of 

consciousness will not be free from subjective form of it.  If philosophy is taken as 

self-conscious activity concerned with the problems involved in the conceptuality of 

the concepts and if arguments and counter arguments are applicable within it and not 

outside the system, how is discourse possible? How can we argue with, communicate 

and convince others to an activity acclaimed as cognitive? It cannot be taken as a 

matter of rational tastes and temperament. The situation may lead to religion if 

philosophy as a constant dialogue with the mind is accepted. Over all, if concepts are 

abstractions- abstracted differently on the basis of different experiences of different 

attributes and functions, and, hence, different to one-another, how can dialogue and 

communication be possible? How can one claim a better philosophy comprising full 

compatibility and adequacy? Can abstraction without language be possible? And even 

if possible, can it be of any philosophical significance without language? The 

problems raised above are concerned with the centrality of language in a 

philosophical activity. 

The generally accepted view of philosophy as subjective, objective or non-

objective reflection considers cognition in relation to language, reality (not only 

logical but ontic as well) and truth that comes from the epistemological proofs and 

justification. In such reflections, all the three are separate entities. We know that self 
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consciousness flows when the objective flow of mind or object consciousness is 

stopped and vice versa and this flow is not exhausted with the satiation of some 

specific problem. There is always a possibility that the mind is bothered by one or the 

other problem. If they are separate, philosophy, as self-conscious activity, will not be 

possible because it will not be then the self awareness confined to the awareness of 

the thoughts/ideas which are only intelligible objects.  Philosophy is acclaimed as 

critique of knowledge not in the sense of experiencing and abstracting, verifying or 

confirming them but in the sense of self-awareness of the principles and laws in the 

very formation of the concept and in analyzing the problems there of which belongs 

to the object of awareness.  

Philosophy has a transcending nature. It reflects not merely on the objects it 

confronts but on its reflections thereof. It is not identical with the history of 

philosophy but, philosophy that has a history of its own. Distinct from history of other 

disciplines of learning, history of their philosophy is possible. In a reflective- activity 

we are confronted only with the problems –practical or theoretical- as the object and 

not with the things-in-itself –internal or external. 

The idea of philosophy as autonomous provides us the points for reflecting on the 

question ‘what is not philosophy.’ It is properly taken that philosophy has no definite 

definition because different theorists have different conceptions of it. However, all 

agree on the point that it is a reflection independent from any kind of prejudice, 

bigotry of authority or assumption. It is not just logical induction or deduction 

because it exercises its excellence even on them so as to find their indisputability, 

clarity and proper conceptualization. It trusts worshiping neither of philosophers nor 

their system but the ideas and arguments made by them, to bring to light the problems 

involved in the conceptuality of the concepts in different theorizations and to expose 

the stages of rationality they reach.  

 “Refutation of metaphysics” and inefficiency of epistemology have weakened 

the argument given by the theorists who accept philosophy either as subjective or as 

objective reflection. The view of it as non-objective reflection does not say anything 

about the transcendence from the subjective. What actually is the nature of 

philosophical reflection? In fact, philosophers are concerned with the  objects that 

figure in a knowledge and not with the things internal or external. We perceive the 

objects by the eyes, acquire sense-data from the thing perceived, and on the basis of 

such acquired data, the mind constructs the object of knowledge. That object of 

knowledge is a cognitive unit. This cognitive object is free from the thing and the data 

even; it is the object with which philosophers are concerned. I can say it is a 

philosophic object, an intelligible being. Anything without being revealed in the mind 

cannot be the philosophic object. Similarly, the object of philosophical reflection, 

namely the theoretical problems involved in the conceptualization of the concepts, 

inconsistencies in theorization, confusions, etc., are cognitive or intelligible units that 

are thoughts or ideas as expressed by language for which I use the term “being or 

beings” with small “b” with contrast to the thing or thing –in itself for which I use 

‘Being’ (with capital ‘B’) and they are the object of philosophical reflections.  No 

problem is external; every problem by nature is at the level of ideas or thoughts and 
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only they can be analyzed and clarified by a self-conscious activity. We in a reflective 

activity become self -aware of objects awareness in nature.  

 

IV 

 

Most of the problems in philosophy arise out of wrong conception that language, 

thoughts and reality are different. Thoughts are again dividedly understood as rational 

in some theories and as spiritual in some other theories out of which the former is 

relegated by the latter in spiritualistic philosophies. Similarly reality is taken by some 

as physical, some as spiritual while language in most of the cases is considered as 

linguistic, material product, a reference or representation of the reality.  Reality is also 

observed by theorists as metaphysical, physical, object–empirical, logical, ideational, 

revealed and in so many kinds. The most repeated view is that thought is original and 

is different from language that is employed later to express the thought. Reality is 

different from thought and language, and language is used to represent or refer to the 

reality of which we have acquired thought by perception or experience. The whole 

corpse is a remedy to make the process of understanding the thought, language and 

reality. Philosophically the position is different. Whenever we know, think or reflect 

on a reality we never find it necked without language. There is no thought that we 

have and we do not know and that we know is always infused with language. Isolated 

from language no thought, no reality is thinkable. The reality we know is confined to 

thought and thoughts are not only infused with but are expressed by language also. 

We know a reality as the language presents it in the mind and the reality transcending 

language is a mystery and hence of no philosophical importance.  

Philosophy as cognitive activity par excellence overcomes the problem of 

relation caused by the theories who believe in separateness of cognition, language and 

reality in a reflection. The being of language and the meaning are expressed by 

language itself. The cognition expressed by language is determinate as it is infused by 

language and is self-veridical as it is revealed. It is self-veridical and, hence, 

foundational to epistemological proofs, justifications and evidences advanced later on 

for convincing others about the verity of the cognition revealed first by language 

itself. Had the knowledge expressed in the mind not been determinate and veridical, 

reliability and leadership in the philosophical reflections would not be possible and 

then there will be no meaning of autonomy of language. Truth and falsity based on 

epistemological proofs, verification, confirmation, falsification, compatibility, 

incompatibility, adequacy, dissatisfaction, etc; serve only as a demarcating line 

between logically truth and falsity of the cognition on the basis of availability and 

absence of referents in the experience. But the verity of cognition revealed in a self-

conscious activity is foundational in all activities of testifying, verifying or falsifying 

on the basis of experience for convincing others about the verity in a logical/empirical 

manner.  

Throughout history, we find philosophers mostly concerned, in a particular 

period of time respectively, with intuitive speculations, faith, reasoning, emotion and 

experience. In Early Greece, the intuition as we find in Socrates, Plato and Aristotle, 

encompassed faith in the medieval period, and the dominance of perception and 
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conjecture in the history of western philosophy analyze the situation of human 

experience, faith and knowledge. Contemporary western philosophy is marked as the 

critique of experience with a wonderful analytic skill.  However, the possibility of 

reflecting on the nature and function of knowledge, nature and role of language in 

knowledge and the determination of object-proper  for a holistic rationalization is still 

open before philosophers and I hope, reason with analytic excellence will shift 

reflections on those issues of philosophy-proper.  

Is philosophy a cognitive activity par excellence because of being a reflection on 

consciousness itself? The reflecting consciousness at the same time cannot be 

reflected. Moreover, consciousness in–itself is transcendental to its reflections and 

thus, it is logically impossible to say that consciousness stands in an objective mode 

in a self–conscious activity.  Metaphysical or physical things or thing–in–itself, being 

transcendental to a reflective activity, are objects of contemplation and hence of 

religion in broader sense of the term. But metaphysical theories /concepts/thoughts 

and different sorts of ideologies are included in the object proper of the reflecting 

activity. The problem that causes incentive for reflecting comprises of confusion, 

inadequacy, inconsistency and ill universalization, etc., or any of them in a 

conceptualization and the purpose of reflecting on them is to remove those 

confusions, etc., for clarity and conception. This way of doing philosophy has a 

constant future and hence needless to conjecture a death of philosophy. It was 

reflective, it is and it will be reflective activity.   

In brief, philosophical reflections are different from the subjective and objective 

modes of reflection based on the idea of problems as problems themselves. There can 

be no problem by itself. All problems are problems for self –consciousness. Problems 

revealed in the mind are awareness in nature and this awareness nature makes the 

flow of self–conscious activity possible. Reflective consciousness starts when the 

objective consciousness stops and stops when the latter starts and the same is 

applicable to subjective consciousness as well. There is difference between subjective 

and objective consciousness. In the former, consciousness turns to self or minds while 

it is directional to out worldly objects in the latter.  The former is not different from 

contemplation while the latter is a type of object consciousness and the reflective 

consciousness includes theoretical problems caused by the former and the latter mode 

of thinking. This very character of philosophical reflection differentiates philosophy 

from other disciplines on one hand and considers the philosophy of religion, 

philosophy of sociology, philosophy of Art, philosophy of history, philosophy of 

science, etc. distinctly as included in the realm of philosophy on the other hand. Daya 

Krishna   rightly observes ‘here is a region, a realm, a set of problems. It only needs a 

name and we submit that the word philosophy' can adequately perform this function 

(1955).  

 

V 

 

i. The other aspect of the present discussion on philosophy concerns with utility of 

philosophy. Philosophy is not only the reflective activity on the situation of human 

experience and knowledge or on their cognition but it concerns fulfilling human 
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aspiration also. Philosophical traditions of the East and West accept knowledge not 

only a formal reasoning, information, induction, deduction, calculation, computation, 

etc., but as virtue also and hence philosophy is not confined to formal/logical 

reasoning (śuşka tarka) only but it is value and hence practice also.  It belongs to the 

tradition of wisdom that comprises knowledge and cultivation –individual and social 

(jňānasanskārahetva). Seers, sages, scholars preached what they practiced and 

practiced what they thought. Their preaching is not for formal knowledge but for the 

welfare of the universe, for cultivation of the individual and the social self also to the 

extent of wisdom or even to the liberation. Taking the human aspirations and utility of 

philosophy in satisfying them in view, a talk about the utility of philosophy can 

relevantly be initiated.  Now, I proceed to point out the human aspirations that 

philosophy and only philosophy can fulfill. 

Since the world is growing materialistically applied, can philosophy emerge in 

future as something applied?  I am utterly against the idea that philosophy can serve 

as if it is a managerial science, health science or technology because then it will lose 

its identity and that will be suicidal of philosophy. Managing of the thought for a 

better technology is a good idea, but philosophy as a managerial science is worst. 

Three decades ago, philosophy was the guide of management and technology as well. 

Philosophical knowledge, for a philosopher, is not data or theory impregnated 

perception and experience. It must be free from such impregnations and from our 

allegiances to physiological, psychological and ontological commitments. Philosophy 

liberates from theory impregnation, ambiguities, confusions and our allegiances to 

metaphysical and cultural things. By metaphysical things we very remotely mean the 

things- in- themselves transcendental or empirical entities separate from the 

knowledge.  Philosophy for freedom of thoughts from our allegiances can only serve 

as a philosophy in its true spirit.  

Nowadays, philosophy has to be given primacy. It is a known fact that fire can 

burn but the idea of fire cannot and philosophical reflections for the clarification of 

the idea of fire can dawn wisdom, peace and bliss. The tool cannot cook but the 

cooking agent can manage well for the tool even. In precise, philosophy should not 

and cannot be converted into management, sociology or any of the disciples known as 

applied rather, as I think, to save the social virtues and human values on one hand and 

to enliven even those applied areas of learning for a better defense against the danger 

of cyberlogy which is growingly trying to construct human persons as cyber units on 

the other hand, they need to be married with philosophy. If science is married with 

philosophy, it will apply its weapons for safety and progress of life on the earth. It 

will not use its atom bombs to destroy humanity, which is of the supreme value. 

Commerce and management if wedded with philosophy will not misuse the capital 

and refrain from furnishing data for promoting terrorist activities and disorder, rather 

use it for acquiring wisdom and welfare of life. Technology will not then turn humans 

as cyber units rather; it will try to better creativity, progress and the liveliness of 

human relations.  

A discussion on utility of philosophy must encompass  our aspiration  for freeing 

our thoughts from different physiological, ontological, religious and cultural 

allegiances lying very deep into the structure of our consciousness and enforcing  our 
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thinking and reflections to an extent of  misleading and confusing conclusions which 

cause conflict and chaos in mind–individual and social. By reflective analysis, 

philosophy helps to distinguish real from the mixture and philosophical thinking 

redeems our thoughts from the different allegiances. This is redemption or freedom 

from ignorance and, positively, a way to wisdom.  

ii.   Thinking directs life and the direction determines the distinction of the life of 

the people of the different period. In India, philosophy has never been welcomed as a 

dry exercise. The seers preach what they live. Thoughts must be disinterested and 

independent from different allegiances of mind: otherwise, they may misguide the 

thinking. The openness of thoughts and thinking useful for uncovering wisdom within 

must dawn in a self -conscious activity. Since discriminating knowledge of what to do 

is good (hitapratisādhana) and what is harmful and hence to be avoided 

(ahitapratişedha) is determined by philosophical reflection, escaping the light of 

philosophy, not only individual but social life also cannot run properly 

There are so many factors that may cause sick thinking. By the term ‘sick 

thinking’ I mean confusing or illusive thinking, disguised ideologies and misguided 

by the passions of mind.   Sickness of thoughts cannot be cured by taking medicines, 

surgery of the body or mind or putting on of the jewels or offering alms to the deities 

or psycho-analysis of mind. The diseases caused in or the illness of the thoughts, 

make the sufferer cynical, desperate, restless and ignorant. Thoughts can get cured 

only by philosophy that is a therapeutic system of thoughts. Philosophical systems in 

India as clinics or systems of cure of thoughts are most practical and applied 

discipline of which morality, religion and spirituality serve as engineering, 

management and technology respectively, in the cure of the diseases because of 

which philosophy is genuinely and meaningfully called the science of spirituality.  

iii. From the Utility perspective, the problem of the schools of philosophy is to 

remove the defects or illness of the thoughts for which the knowledge of metaphysics, 

epistemology, axiology, etc serves as objects of reflections. The problem of those 

systems is to know the nature and causes of suffering and their purpose is to act as 

means for giving rise to wisdom. For such a system, the illness of thoughts and 

thinking is the sole cause of suffering against which philosophy is the only remedy.  

No doubt, management has occupied the position of a guide of the recent era of 

science and technology for which it feeds data. In such a situation, the idea of applied 

and professional philosophy in the recent times has attracted research and courses, 

specifically in India, very quickly towards environmental, social, ethical, political and 

religious issues. Philosophy is taken wrongly to have the function like cement. But, 

philosophy never believes in cementing rather in opening or digging out the 

theoretical problems involved in the conceptuality of the concepts. In the name of 

‘applied’, if philosophy is identified with management of ethics, yogic postures and 

spiritual techniques, will it not involve in non-philosophical activity and then 

independence of philosophy as cognitive activity par excellence will be put to risk. In 

that case there will be no possibility of studies like philosophy of history, philosophy 

of technology, philosophy of sociology, ethics, etc. Will it not then amount to an 

unfortunate chapter in the history of philosophical reflections?  
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All systems of Philosophy are useful methodical therapies that ensure the 

eradication of the diseases or suffering with its causes in their own ways. There are 

three major diseases that cause all sorts of suffering; they are categorized as those 

pertaining to body, to language and to thoughts or thinking.  Ayurveda and different 

medical paths occupy with the cure of disease of body, the philosophy of language 

and grammar engages with the cure of the abuses of language for clarity of thoughts 

and finally, the systems of philosophy serves as a therapy against the ills/diseases of 

thoughts or reasoning.  Our thoughts are not always sound and sometimes we get 

wrong conclusions from our misguided and confusing reasoning. Contemporary 

Phenomenological method emphasizes freeing our thinking and thought from 

different sorts of superstitions and allegiances we have learned since birth. This 

method is inevitably essential for any philosophical endeavor. As a remedy of 

removal of ignorance and consequent causes of suffering lying deep in one’s very 

structure, philosophy is covetously a very practical discipline.
1
 Philosophy is the only 

cure against the ills of thoughts and thinking, a therapy that transforms the life and 

personality of a wise.   

Suffering is the basic problem of all the heterodox and orthodox systems of 

Indian philosophy. It is caused by ignorance, illusion, confusion and that is the reason 

they form the problems of those philosophies. In Buddhism, it is the first of the four-

fold truths (āryasatya); in Jainism, it is the secretion of material elements that 

penetrates the conscious atoms and leads to bonds and hence suffering. Sāmkhya and 

other orthodox systems including vyākaraņa and Ayurveda observe suffering as the 

basic problem the eradication of which is the purpose of these philosophies. They 

believed methodical diagnosis helping exclusive and everlasting eradication of 

suffering.   We can understand these systems as clinics of treatment of suffering with 

its causes lying very deep into the very existence of human beings.  

iv. I observe that even the materialistic system of Cārvāka, howsoever; its 

philosophy is misunderstood by History writers, as a way of life based on a hedonistic 

ideology of “eat, drink and be merry.” It is very prudent about pointing out a healthy 

and happy living of the present. How can one live a merry life if his stomach is 

disordered by eating foul meal? He will be more conscious about truth that his 

stomach is not just a dustbin where anything unhygienic, digested at the risk of 

damaging his liver, can be put in. He will be more caring about keeping his kidneys 

healthy while drinking alcoholic products and more and more caring about protecting 

himself from being affected by AIDS while enjoying irregular sex where he is not 

sure of being safe. Being merry requires a morally balanced conduct for oneself and 

for others as a prerequisite of a happy present life and such a conduct is not possible 

without healthy and balanced thoughts. 

v. Philosophy is a critique of knowledge. Knowledge is indivisible and only by 

analysis, it can be made understandable to those who can understand it only through 

piecemeal. No practice, no grammar is possible without analysis of indivisible 

cognition. Scientists analyze external things by breaking them into atomic parts. 

                                                           
1 kāyavāňgabuddhivişayā ye malāh samavasthitā. Cikitsālakşaņādhyatmaśāstrai teşām 

viśudhaya. Vākyapadīya, 1/146 
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Psychologists analyze the psyche by implication through the functions of its faculties, 

but philosophers analyze cognition, including cognition of scientists and 

psychologists as expressed in language. Analysis demands a cognitive base that 

serves as the objects of analysis; otherwise, it may not fulfill any philosophical 

purpose. Bliss is not acquired by satisfaction of one’s interest or by inferring the 

faculties of mind through the actions performed by it but by knowledge only and the 

cognition of the objects of knowledge in a self –conscious activity serve as the basis 

of philosophical analysis. As cognition in itself is indivisible, analysis serves as the 

instrument not only in making the indivisible understandable to learners through 

piece-meal scheme, but in facilitating us in making agreement, transparent and 

rational satisfaction also which ultimately provide bliss. It is the bliss providing 

character of philosophical reflections that philosophy, in the East and the West, has 

been a very popular discipline of learning and investigation since the dawn of culture 

and civilization. 

Philosophical or reflective analysis, different from grammatical, linguistic or 

syntactical analysis goes very deep into the very structure of a problem whether it is 

concerned with science or religion. It analyses the problem into simpler to the extent 

of liquidating it. It helps in observing whether the problem is real or imposed. 

Analyzing the problem gives rise to universalizing and agreement. There is no 

conflict on real and the philosophical enquiry liquidates it if it is unreal or imposed...  

For illustration, I am taking a problem of quarrel between two persons belonging to 

two communities. One has a religious bigotry that “Khuda is the only God and there 

is no other God” while the other believes that “OM is the only God.” They stick to 

their belief about the cultural difference of the terms as the reality about “God”.  Their 

bigotry of using the terms of their likeness goes to the extent of wounding the person 

who uses the word which the former dislikes. They do not even agree to disagree for 

using the same word ‘Khuda or OM’ and the fighting flames a communal riot. 

Philosophy can be employed for liquidating the fight. If there is a philosopher, he may 

invite dialogue in between the two parties. He will analyze the different meanings of 

the words on the use of which they fight.  

The analysis may be done in the following process- What do you mean by the 

term “Khuda/OM”? Is it the God, the creator? Does God create the universe out of 

nothing? Is the Universe a mixture of mind and matter? Is he the creator of all 

creatures in the universe including you and me or only your creator? Is it one or 

many? Is he the preserver and the destroyer of the universe? Is he just and loving 

father of fathers? I think, both of the parties will agree to accept the points.  Now the 

philosopher may invite a dialogue on the issues of their difference. Is it Khuda/OM as 

reality that concerns with quarrel or the language you use to denote?  As the two 

terms are separately used by two different communities and there are a number of 

communities on the earth that use different terms for the same reality, the reality is 

not the concern in the quarrel.  If the quarrel concerns with language Khuda/OM, it is 

about the name and the God can be addressed with so many names in the same 

tradition because of infinite qualities. There are thousands of languages that are used 

by people for the same ultimate reality.  If it is so then is it not that the quarrel is not 

concerned with the reality but with the difference of tones and marks an issue that is 
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imposed on God. Philosophy tells that what is imposed can only be removed and the 

reality remains untouched by such impositions. The philosopher should not don the 

false plumes of the shaman, the priest or the prophet. If he is ashamed of his job, he 

may as well leave it, rather than deceive the people with regard to a function that is 

not his own (Dayakrishna 1955, 233). 

There is difference between the concepts given and concepts revealed when 

presented so by language. Unless the given concept is not revealed by some 

manifestant, no understanding and hence no doing, in case of absence of incentive, is 

possible. Subjects other than philosophy study these concepts on the basis of doings 

performed, but Philosophy concerns the nature and analysis of concepts as they are 

expressed in the mind, and then it observes how and how far different theories 

belonging to different disciplines are successful in approaching the different aspects 

of the concept as revealed or expressed in the mind, and all cognitive activities are 

possible only through language. Language, for philosophy, is not exactly what the 

water is for the fish rather it is very like the gills of the fish.  

Conclusively, philosophy is a cognitive activity par excellence: a self-conscious 

activity that starts with some or the other problem to which it confronts and removal 

of them for clarity, and conception which is the goal that it achieves. It as the 

reflection on cognition is a constant process with which all rational beings are 

concerned naturally. Philosophy is a reflection on the cognition and on the objects 

that figure in that cognition. It reflects on concepts as they flash when presented by 

language. Philosophical problems may arise when the concept as popular in 

communication is not expressed accurately or is presented by language incompletely 

and deviatedly in different usages and conceptions. It is only by analysis that the 

problems are made clear, and this clarity prompts for philosophical reflection to the 

extent of  distinctly complete understanding of the concept.  A reflective activity does 

not perceive cognition separate from the language and the reality different from how 

the language presents it. Since philosophical reflections aim at conceptual 

clarification, interpretation and lastly wisdom, the question of a risk against 

philosophy does not hold merit. It is only by taking human aspirations that philosophy 

fulfils in view that the question of future of philosophy is warrantable.  
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HAPPINESS, FATE, AND THE LAW OF  

NO SELF-SUBVERSION 
 

Xunwu Chen

 

 
Abstract: Using the story of the protagonist Lin Daiyu in the Chinese classical 

novel A Dream of Red Mansions as the literary paradigm, this paper explores the 

traditional Chinese philosophical concept of wu ji bi fan (extremity produces self-

destruction; extremity turns X into its opposite) as the law of existence and 

happiness. The paper first discusses the two precepts of the law. It then 

demonstrates why Lin Daiyu arrived at a destination that was totally opposite to 

what she so determinately and intensively wanted; why Lin Daiyu had not achieved 

that she desired; why she could not maintain that she had had; what was the 

“invisible hand” that had subverted her enterprise; and what had denied her the 

dream that she dreamed and the aspiration that she aspired. Therefore, the paper 

also indicates the distinction between moral desirability of existence and ethical-

existential desirability of existence. 

  

HOW WE ought to live our life? In Western philosophy since Socrates/Plato, this 

ethical question is generally casted in terms of two concerns: (1) What kind of life do 

we want to live? Or what is X? (2) How to arrive at the kind of life that we want to 

live? Or how can we arrive at X? This understanding of the question is inadequate. In 

comparison, in Chinese philosophy, the question is understood somehow differently. 

In addition to the parts of what is X and how to arrive at X, the question includes also 

another part: How to stabilize and maintain the kind of good and happy life that we 

want to live? That is, how to stabilize and maintain X which we want and arrive at? In 

other words, in Chinese philosophy, the ethical question of how to live our life is not 

only a question of what a good, happy life is and how to arrive at happiness. It is also 

a question of how to stabilize, maintain, and continue the kind of good, happy life 

which we have arrived at. Needless to say, the subject-matter of how to stabilize, 

maintain, and continue the kind of good, happy life which we have arrived at is, and 

ought to be, an important subject-matter of ethics.  

Therefore, this essay explores the ethical and ontological bearing of the law of 

wu ji bi fan (物極必反 extremity produces self-destruction; when X arrives at its 

limit, it turns into its opposite) on human existence, and happiness. It contends that 

the law is of non-self-subversion of happiness and fate; following the law is a 

necessary condition for us to have true, enduring happiness. It demonstrates that in 

the twilight of the ethical life, the creativity of free will liberates, and the alluring 

abyss of the law of wu ji bi fan constrains; free will brings about energy and points us 
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to the shining city, and the law of wu ji bi fan dictates how energy can be fruitfully 

spent and points us to the real earth. The existence of the law of wu ji bi fan presses 

the free will to make enlightened, wise choices in the ethical life, reminding us of the 

norms of prudence, wisdom, and creativity in the ethical life.  

At the end of the day, the essay introduces a dialectical perspective of happiness, 

emphasizing respect for the fathomless law of happiness or “the invisible hand of 

happiness” on the one hand and insisting a distinction between a wise choice and an 

unwise choice of free will, as well as between moral desirability and existential-

ethical desirability in the ethical life on the other hand. It demonstrates that the 

diameter of one’s freedom in the ethical life corresponds always to the caliber of 

one’s cognition of necessity, to rephrase Hegel, Marx and Engels here. 

  

I 

 

The concept of the mutual transformation of two opposite conditions or states of 

being is not alien to Western philosophy. At the dawn of Western philosophy, 

Socrates talked about it. In Phaedo, Socrates asked: Did everything necessarily come 

from its opposite? In the dialogue, while Socrates was not conclusive on the point that 

everything necessarily had its opposite, he insisted that those things having their 

opposites necessarily come from their opposites, e.g., the beautiful come from the 

ugly, and life come from death (Plato 1997, 70E1–72B4). That said, Socrates did not 

raise the question of how to stabilize, maintain X—that is, to prevent X from turning 

itself into its opposite—if one desired X to endure. Say, how to stabilize, maintain 

happiness and to prevent a life of happiness from turning itself into one of suffering? 

With regard to happiness, Socrates’ question was exclusively of what happiness was 

and how to arrive at it. In the Republic and elsewhere, Socrates insisted that the just 

person be necessarily happier than the unjust one; that true happiness be akin to a mix 

of  honey and water, not either honey (intellectual pleasure) alone or water alone 

(physical pleasure). Meanwhile, the question of how to stabilize, maintain true 

happiness and to prevent a state of happiness from turning itself into a state of 

suffering was no part of Socrates’ question. 

Hegel, a master of the dialectics of existence, recognized the possibility of the 

mutual transformation of opposites too. Yet, he never raised the question of how to 

stabilize and maintain X if one wanted X to endure either. For example, in 

Phenomenology of the Spirit, Hegel talked about the Consciousness’s transformation 

from one state of existence, say, X, into its opposite state of existence, say Y, 

following the dialectical pattern of position–negation–negation of negation. He 

indicated the condition in which the Consciousness as X would turn itself into its 

opposite, Y: when the quantitative changes of the Consciousness as X accumulated to 

a certain point, the qualitative change of X would occur. Still, when all was said and 

done, Hegel did not ask the question of how to maintain X if X is desirable. His 

concept of negation contains a richer insight that X will turn itself into its other once 

it accumulates a sufficient amount of quantitative changes. But it falls short of a view 

of the law of non-self-subversion in existence. 
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Hegel’s critics including Marx, Engels, and Nietzsche did not see the lacuna in 

Hegel’s philosophy. Nietzsche’s radical call for bringing some style and character to 

one’s existence had a point. But his audacious assertion that one should owe society 

nothing but contempt showed an unfortunate insensitivity to the stability-endurance 

problem of existence in the world. Nietzsche might be a good rebel and revolutionary. 

He was definitely not a builder or maintainer. Thus, while it remains a question of 

whether one can arrive at true happiness by following Nietzsche, it leaves no doubt 

that one cannot keep happiness by following him. No Nieazscheans can stay in 

happiness! To some extent, the story of the protagonist Lin Daiyu, which will be 

discussed below, illustrates the truth that no Nieazschean can be truly happy or can 

stay in happiness; a Nieazschean’s Achilles’s heel is that he or she always indulges in 

living in extremity, never asking the question of how to keep happiness. Marx and 

Engels indicated that when the production force of a society developed into a certain 

level, the production relation in that society would be forced to change 

correspondingly and when the economic foundation in a society changed, the 

superstructure of the society would also change correspondingly. Their view still does 

not break any new intellectual ground for an appreciation of the law of non-

subversion in existence. 

The phenomenological account of Dasein given by Heidegger in Being and Time 

does not concern about how to stabilize and maintain Dasein’s authenticity. It sets 

aside the question of happiness. The question of Dasein in Being and Time is: What 

makes a Dasein authentic? How can Dasein arrive at its authenticity? The question is 

never of how can Dasein stabilize and maintain its authenticity. Thus, for example, in 

Being and Time, anxiety is the call for Dasein to be awakened to its task of liberating 

itself from inauthenticity and arriving at authenticity, but not a call for Dasein to be 

awakened to the danger that it may turn itself from authenticity into inauthenticity. 

Heidegger did not recognize the truth that arriving at authenticity was merely the first 

step of the long march of ten thousand miles, to borrow a metaphor from Mao 

ZeDong; that even if Dasein arrived at individual authenticity, it still had the task to 

stabilize, maintain the achieved authenticity; its authenticity could turn into 

inauthenticity under given conditions.  

Albert Camus followed the same footsteps of Nietzsche. He never raised the 

question of how to arrive at and keep X. He could have done so in The Myth of 

Sisyphus. The Myth of Sisyphus revealed what a self-subverting enterprise Sisyphus’ 

endeavor was. The image of Camus’ Sisyphus revealed heroism of perpetual struggle, 

but not any wisdom of success in achieving and maintaining happiness. That Sisyphus 

was once the wisest man on the earth until he was punished by Zeus and that 

Sisyphus’ enterprise was synonymous to self-subversion together created a titillating 

irony.  Camus rightly called our attention to the tyrannical force in our existence. Yet, 

he never bothered himself to raise the question of why his Sisyphus was inevitably led 

to the opposite of his intended destination. Following Camus, one may become a 

hero, but cannot be happy, let alone that one can keep happiness. The environment in 

which Camusian heroes lived might be absurd. That said, Camusian heroes were not 

wise either. From a different angle, the story of the protagonist Lin Daiyu suggests 

that it is unwise to be a Camusian. Noteworthy, mainstream existentialist 
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philosophers today are misgiving about the possibility of happiness. This reveals a 

clue: the ways of existence which they advocate cannot lead us to true happiness.  

All the same, since the dawn of Western philosophy, a lacuna exists in Western 

philosophers’ interpretation of the question of how to live one’s life: the absence of 

the concern of how to stabilize and maintain what is desirable. But we cannot talk 

about a good, happy life without addressing this concern.  In addition, the concern of 

how to avoid arriving at the opposite of the intended destination of one’s endeavor is 

also absent. But the problem of arriving at the opposite destination of one’s intention 

is one of the most common, urgent existential and ethical problems. For example, we 

pursue love, but arrive at hate. We pursue happiness, but arrive at suffering. Whose is 

at fault, we or Providence? We or Fate? All the same, we are not happy and cannot 

keep happiness. That is the problem! 

 

II  

 

In Chinese philosophy, the question of how to live one’s life includes both the 

concern of what is a good and happy life and how to arrive at that good and happy life 

and the concern of how to stabilize and maintain a good and happy life. The teaching 

about the law of wu ji bi fan in Chinese philosophy epitomizes Chinese approach. For 

Chinese philosophers, wu ji bi fan is a natural law of existence, having particular 

bearing in the ethical life and happiness of humankind. The law indicates how to 

avoid arriving at the opposite of X, that is, one’s intended destination in one’s 

endeavor, and how to stabilize and maintain X which one has arrived at. By this 

token, the law contains the most crucial code of human happiness. 

Now, what is the law of wu ji bi fan? Yi Jing reads, “The dragon that reaches the 

highest point feels regret because being at the highest point and being full, it [dragon] 

cannot endure (亢龍有悔, 盈不可久也 Kang long you hui, ying bu ke jiu ye)” (Fang 

1999, 10).  It also reads: “When the sun arrives at the middle point of the sky, it will 

slope to the West. The moon waxes only to wane (日中則昃, 月盈則食 Ri zhong ze 

ze, yue ying ze shi)” (Ibid., 363). The moral of the above statements in Yi Jing is that 

whatever arrives at its limit turns into its opposite. Its ethical bearing in happiness and 

the ethical life is the concept that living in extremity is self-sabotaging and self-

subverting. Dao De Jing makes the same point. It reads: “From calamity, happiness 

arises; from happiness, calamity is conceived” (Laozi 1996, 108/ch.55). It further 

reads: “What is harmonious is stable and constant … When things arrive at their 

limits, they turn into their opposites. Going to the limit of something violates the dao. 

What violates the dao will perish” (Ibid.). It thus warns us: “He who stands on tiptoes 

is not steady. He who strides forward does not go”(Ibid., 95/ch24). It then advises us: 

“Blunt the sharpness. Untie the angles. Soften the light. Becoming one with the 

world, this is called profound identification”(Ibid. 109/ch.56). Another Chinese 

classic, He Guan Zi: Huan Liu (鶡冠子: 環流) makes the same point too. It reads, 

“When things reach their limits, they will turn into their opposites. This is called the 

law of the universe (物極則反, 明曰環流 Wu ji ze fan, min ye huan liu)”(Si Ku 

Chaun Shu, 2:554).  
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In terms of content, the law of wu ji bi fan has two precepts that correspond to the 

two meanings of the word “ji (極)”. When the word “ji” is read as a verb, it means 

doing things in an extreme manner. Accordingly, the concept of wu ji bi fan says that 

when we pursue things by extreme manners, we will arrive at the opposite of our 

intended destinations. For example, when asked about governing, Confucius said, 

“rushing things only slows them down (事欲速, 則不達 shi yu shu, ze bu da)” 

(Confucius 1996, 13:17). To rush things is to pursue things in an extreme manner. To 

pursue things in an extreme manner will not lead one to the intended destination, but 

to its opposite. Admittedly, what should be counted as an extreme manner can only be 

determined in particular contexts. All the same, employing extreme manners in our 

endeavor is self-sabotaging, more than counter-productive. Thus, the first precept of 

wu ji bi fan is: never employ extreme manners to pursue what one wants or otherwise 

one will arrive at the opposite of one’s intended destination (P1). 

The word “ji (極)” can also be read as a noun, meaning the limit. By this token, 

the concept of wu ji bi fan is that when things arrive at their limits, they turn into their 

opposites. By this token, Laozi said: “To hold and fill to overflowing is not as good as 

to stop at the right time and point. When we sharpen a sword-edge to its sharpest, the 

edge will not last long” (Laozi 1996, 89/ch.9).  Huai Nan Zi also reads: “When things 

reach their limits, they turn from growth to decline. When happiness reaches its limit, 

suffering follows. When the sun reaches the middle of the sky, it will slope to the 

West. The moon waxes only to wane (物盛而衰, 樂極生悲, 日中而移, 月盈而虧 Wu 

sheng er shuai, le ji sheng bei, ri zhong er yi, yue ying er kui.)” (Liu 195/ch.12).  It 

advises us: “If something is too strong, it is easy to be broken. If something is too 

soft, it is easy to be crooked (太剛則折，太柔而卷 Tai gang ze zhe, tai rou er juan)” 

(Ibid., 201/ch.13). Commenting on Yi Jing, Cheng I said:  “When a thing arrives at its 

limit, it turns into its opposite. Therefore, when a good fortune reaches its limit, a bad 

fortune follows. . . . Going to the limit of something always turns it into its opposite. 

This is the principle of the universe” (Ruo 1994, 146). He also offered this argument 

for the law of wu ji bi fan: “We can find examples around us in daily life. When we 

go east and reach the limit of the East, our further advancing movement will lead us 

to the West. When we climb high and reach the highest point, our continuous 

climbing will lead us downward (Ibid.).” 

Admittedly, what is X’s limit may vary in contexts. All the same, as a formal 

condition, going to the limit of X is self-sabotaging and self-subverting, more than 

counter-productive, if one desires X to endure. Therefore, the second precept of the 

law of wu ji bi fan is: never go to the limit of X, let alone to go beyond the limit of X, 

if one desires to stabilize and maintain X; or otherwise, one turns X into its opposite 

or something else (P2). 

At the end of the day, what Chinese philosophers have said above has directing 

bearing in the ethical life and the happiness of humankind. In the ethical life, the habit 

of going to extremity—either doing things in extreme manners or going beyond the 

limits of things—is a common human propensity. This exhibits most strikingly in 

daily life when we pursue what we consider to be valuable, for example, fame, rank, 

wealth, sexual pleasures, power, and likewise. Dao De Jing thus reads: “The Way of 
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the universe reduces whatever is excessive and supplements whatever is insufficient. 

Humankind practices the wrong and unnatural way. The way of mankind is to reduce 

the insufficient to offer to the excessive” (Laozi 1996, 115/ch.77).  

In sum, in Chinese philosophy, the question of how to stabilize and maintain 

what one wants is always a part of the question of how one ought to live one’s life 

and has important bearing in the ethical life. Those who fail to ask the question cannot 

be happy or stay at happiness. 

 

III 

 

A Dream of Red Mansions provides a paradigmatic literary illustration of the Chinese 

understanding of the law of wu ji bi fan. The novel explores the errors of various 

protagonists indulging themselves in extremity; as a result, those protagonists who 

sought with extreme manners what they desired always arrive at the opposites of their 

intended destinations; those protagonists who pushed things beyond their limits 

always turned things into their opposites and therefore, suffered ill-fates. Because 

they indulged in extremity, various protagonists in the novel self-sabotage and self-

subvert their own enterprises. 

The story of the protagonist Lin Daiyu (林黛玉) gives us a glimpse into the 

relation between fate and the law of wu ji bi fan. It also illustrates the nature, content, 

and scope of the law.  Two things are noteworthy. First, Lin Daiyu’s way of life is 

morally praiseworthy and noble. In light of this, from the moral point of view, her 

way of life is inspiring. Yet, from the ethical and existential point of view, her way of 

life is not wise but self-sabotaging and self-subverting. Therefore, her paradigm helps 

us with drawing a distinction between moral desirability and ethical-existential 

desirability, reminding us of the tragedies of Nieazschean heroes. Second, Lin 

Daiyu’s way of being is characterized by employing extreme manners and going 

beyond the limit of thing, reminding us of Camusian Sisyphus. Therefore, the 

problem of her way is an archetype problem that the law of wu ji bi fan addresses. 

As a moral consciousness, Lin Daiyu was the embodiment of nobility, poetry, 

beauty, good, and authenticity. As an existential consciousness, Lin Daiyu suffered a 

fatal shortcoming as other existential consciousnesses do: she had the propensity to 

indulge in extremity; like other Nieazschean heroes, she was unwilling to meet the 

world in the half-way. Her constant push beyond the limit of things and the extreme 

manner by which she pursued her ideals, beliefs, and desires brought her not only to 

the opposite of her intended destination, but also turned what she desired and had into 

their opposites: love into bitter resentment, happiness into suffering, and the like. 

They ultimately subverted her enterprise. Lin Daiyu’s story expounds an old Chinese 

saying, “When the water is too clear, no fishes can live [in it]; when a person is too 

critical of things, no one can be his/her company (水至清則無魚, 人至察則無徒
Shui zhi qing ze wu yu, ren zhi cha ze wu tu).” It brings stock value to a piece of 

wisdom that the Chinese poet of Qing dynasty Zheng Banqiao (鄭板橋 1693–1765) 

bequeathed to us: Not to be critical of everything is the best policy of existence (難得

糊涂 Nan de hu tu). 
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Like the Nieazschean Superman, Lin Daiyu failed to walk a balance between 

opposites of different kinds, which turned her as a poetic conscious-ness into an 

unwise existential consciousness. For example, she took no balanced approach toward 

the world in which she lived. To a great extent, she was a Nietzschean rebel, having 

nothing but contempt for the mundane world. She was thus taken captive in pursuing 

the height and alienated from the world. She was a Sartrean being-for-itself that 

would like to roll back the stone of commonplace. Doing so, she failed to recognize 

one truth: to be critical of the world was one thing; to reject or disregard it was quite 

another; to live a Socratic examined life was one thing; to demand that either the 

world was totally up to one’s ideal or the hell with the world was quite another; to 

aspire for the self’s authenticity, the self’s being poetic, true, and classic, as well as 

self’s being outstanding was one thing; to reject the world and everyone because of 

its, his, or her commonplace was quite another. 

Reading Lin Daiyu’s story, one cannot help asking: Why did she arrive at a 

destination totally opposite to what she so determinately and intensively wanted? 

Why had not she achieved that she desired? Why could she not maintain that she 

desired and had? What was the “invisible hand” that had subverted her enterprise? 

What had denied her the dream that she dreamed and the aspiration that she aspired? 

The invisible hand asserting its grip was the law of wu ji bi fan. The existence of this 

law makes the Nieazschean way self-destructive, the Camusian way self-subverting, 

and the Sartrean way self-sabotaging. It brings into prominence the distinction 

between a wise free will and an unwise one in the ethical life. What we can, and 

should, learn from her story warrants a detailed review here. 

To start with, Lin Daiyu’s extreme “un-worldliness”—her poetic presence, her 

classic authenticity, and her radiant nobility and her refusal to be tainted by the 

world—led her only to part further from, and ultimately leave, the world, not to be 

with the world. Her existence constituted a staunch contrast to the inauthenticity, 

hypocrisy, and vulgarity of a lot of people of her time and our time, no question of 

that. That said, living in extremity, she created one problem for herself: no one was 

good enough to be her comrade. Even Jia Baoyu, her predestined lover, could not stay 

as her company, as symbolized by the fact that he could not understand her music and 

art throughout the novel. Xue Baochai, her true rival in beauty, intelligence, 

personality, and love could not continue to be her comrade. Shi Xiangyun, her good 

comrade and friend, complained constantly, openly, and strongly that she was too 

aloof and critical of everything and of everyone. Grandmother Jia, her powerful and 

indulging supporter, could not be liberal enough to understand and entertain her way. 

The fact that the tune of her music was even too high for Miao Yu, her spiritual twin, 

whose way was already very extreme in the eyes of common folks, suggested that her 

way was too extreme for the world.  

In the novel, being too outstanding, Lin Daiyu thus found herself to be extremely 

lonely. The following lines of her poem could be applied perfectly to her: “Proud 

recluse, with what hermit are taking refuge?/ … / So lonely in dewy garden and frosty 

courts / When swans fly off, crickets chirp, does your heart ache?/ There is none in 

the world worth talking to” (Cao 1982, 526/ch.38). Proud reclusiveness is the very 

characteristic of Lin Daiyu. “None in the world worth talking to” was the very 
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problem that Lin Daiyu had! Anthony C. Yu rightly indicates, the above poem and 

two of other her poems about Chrysanthemum in the same occasion express Dai Yu’s 

desire for “companionship, communication, and communion” (Yu 1997, 232–233). 

Indeed, Lin Daiyu’s poem above was true not only of chrysanthemum, but also of 

herself. Her existence was not only outstanding and distinctive, but too outstanding. 

Morally, nothing is wrong to be outstanding as Lin Daiyu was. That said, ethically 

and existentially, those who are too outstanding are truly lonely! Lin Daiyu was truly 

outstanding and lonely!  

Problematically, Lin Daiyu pursued her outstanding existence in an extreme 

manner and by pushing things beyond their limits. As a result, she pursued love, but 

was led to bitter complaint and resentment. She asked for proof of love, was left with 

obsessive self-torturing. Her earthly life was devoted to searching for and living in the 

absolute—the absolute love, the absolute beauty, the absolute truth, and the absolutely 

poetic world to live in. She wanted the absolute perfection of everything. Indeed, one 

cannot help wondering: Had she had her way, would she not have suspended the 

filthy world, dismantled the ugly society, and canceled the dusty universe? As a moral 

consciousness, Lin Daiyu was an outstanding moral paradigm and standard. She was 

a poetic embodiment of free will, truth, good, and beauty. Meanwhile, she was a 

paradigm of indulging in extremity and being self-subverting too. She pursued what 

she desired in a manner of self-subverting. What she pursued was also not stable.  

Her feeling as a guest in the Jia family conveyed symbolically a sense of 

distance—the emotional, spiritual, and social distance—between her and the mundane 

world and a sense of her alienation from the world. The metaphorical image was that 

she had no place, not even an embarrassing place, in the Jia family. She did not lack 

familial love and care at the outset. Yet, in spite of her struggle, she could not fit 

herself in the family. Her stubborn determination to pursue what she aspired for, 

instead of being willing to negotiate, only made her situation worse. She did not want 

to adopt herself to the world, but wanted the world to live up to her! She refused to 

negotiate with the world and thus did not have a deal from the world. She remained as 

a metaphysical outsider, an ethical alterity, a cognitive stranger, and a political non-

ally to the world. That is the beauty of her existence, but also the Achilles’ heel of her 

endeavor! 

While her existence prophesied a poetic future, such a poetic future was not 

connected with the present properly. Xu Shanhe observes: “Dai Yu indulges herself in 

the ideal. . . . Disregarding whether society would tolerate her” (Xu 2006, 37). Cao 

Xueqin’s Lin Daiyu was a true, noble young woman caught in a world which she 

could not fit in and in which she determinedly pursued her dream in a manner of 

“tearing part metal and cracking stone (斷金裂石 duan jin lie shi).” The line “the 

substance comes as a pure one and will leave as a pure one, not sinking into some foul 

ditches or mires (質本潔來還潔去, 強於污淖陷渠溝 zhi ben jie lai huan jie qu, 

qiang yu wu nao xian qu gou)” epitomized her sentiment of being and her earthly 

journey (Cao 1882, 383/ch.27). The line was a celebration of her spirit, courage, 

nobility, authenticity, and glory, but also a condolence of her failed adventure. It 

celebrated that her heavenly substance remained true, authentic, and beautiful to the 
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end of her earthly journey. It glorified that she had preserved herself in the end of her 

journey. Meanwhile, the line was a condolence of an adventure wherein the truest, 

purest and most glorious love could not endure in a prejudiced, biased, and 

inauthentic world. It was a sad acknowledgement that a noble, poetic, and glorious 

substance did not fit in the world and had no place in a prejudiced, biased, and 

inauthentic universe. It was a moan for an adventure of love wherein at the end of the 

day, her best choice could only be “better shrouding the fair petals in a silk bag, and 

with one cup of pure earth, burying the extraordinary beauty (末若錦囊收艷骨, 一杯

淨土掩風流 mo ruo jin nang shou yan gu, yi bei jing tu yan feng liu).”(Ibid.) It raised 

a profound question of how to live one’s life in the mundane world in order to be true, 

good, and happy. 

By this token, from the ethical-existential point of view, Lin Daiyu was unable to 

walk a proper balance between ideal and reality, the aspiration for the absolute and a 

willingness to bear with the relative, the utopia and the flesh/blood. First, her 

uncompromised manner of questing for authenticity led her go to extremes in 

intolerance, alienating her from the world and others. She conceived the world simply 

as something hypocritical, filthy and unworthy, rejecting the way of the world. On 

this point, “(Xue) Baochai’s generous, tactful and tolerant manners are sharply 

contrasted to (Lin) Daiyu’s way of ‘allowing no dust in the eyes (目下無塵 mu xia 

wu chen)’” (Ibid., 69/ch.5). Second, she could not walk a balance between aspiration 

for the glory and living with the commonplace, aspiration for the perfect and living 

with the imperfect, living with her Apollonian aspiration for the other world and 

facing the necessity for her to live in this world, her free will and existential causality, 

as well as aspiration for spiritual fulfillment and preserving physical health. As a 

result, her Apollonian sentiment and way was so extreme that instead of bringing the 

world to her, it turned the world away and against her.  

It is helpful to recall that Lin Daiyu’s problem with the law of wu ji bi fan was 

allegorically referred to in Chapter 87. There, Jia Baoyu and Miao Yu passed by Lin 

Daiyu’s quarter and heard Lin Daiyu playing the lute. Then,  

 
They heard the strings being re-tuned. 

“The tune of the main string is too high!” Maio Yu exclaimed. “The others may 

not follow the scale of it [the main string].” 

. . . 

The color draining from Miao Yu’s face and she exclaimed, “Why does she 

change to play such a high note? The tune is enough to tear apart gold (metal) or 

crack stone! It is too extreme!” 

“So, what is wrong with being extreme?” Baoyu asked. 

“It cannot last!” Maio Yu answered apprehensively. 

Even as she said this, they heard the main string snap. Miao Yu turned pale, 

stood up and hastily started off. 

“What is the matter?” Baoyu asked? 

“You will know later on. Don’t ask.” Miao Yu answered in a strange tune and 

hurried off (Ibid., 1252-1253/ch.87).  
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Miao Yu’s observation above summarized Lin Daiyu’s problems: (1) her tune was too 

high, and others could not follow her; and (2) her tune was too high to the extent that 

it could tear apart metal and crack stone, but also could not last! Lin Daiyu was not 

conceiving an ideal world as the reference to criticize the real world. Instead, for her, 

it was: gave me the ideal or gave me death! She died in chapter 97, exactly 10 

chapters after the above scene. 

Indeed, Lin Daiyu was too unearthly that others could not be her company. She 

was too unearthly that she could not last in the earthly world! That was the problem! 

Miao Yu “understands that the great technical risks Dai-yu takes with her qin are a 

direct reflection of her emotional extremity” (Levy 1999, 147). Lin Daiyu could have 

been a paradigm for the world. She could have been the standard for the world. 

However, she was too unearthly to the world. Therefore, she remained more as an 

absolute other to the world. The extreme manner by which she pursued her ideal and 

sentiment of being in the world and her propensity to go beyond the limit of thing 

only separated her from the world even farther.  

Lin Daiyu’s problem of living in extremity exhibited most strikingly in the saga 

of the Bao-Dai love. The love was an eternal and non-duplicable masterpiece (千古絕

唱 a qian gu jue chang): poetic, glorious, and inspiring. It was a paradigmatic 

illustration of true love of its time and all times. However, the love ended in the 

opposite of its intended destination. Its Achilles’ heel was its extremity. On this point, 

Lin Daiyu should remind readers of Camusian Sisyphus to some extent. Her single-

mindedness (痴 chi) in pursuing the Bao-Dai love, her manner by which she pursued 

the love, her standards which she set for the Bao-Dai love, and the value of the love 

that she attempted to realize all were extreme. They backfired as the rule of wu ji bi 

fan affirms its grip. 

First, Chi was an exclamation point and beauty of Lin Daiyu’s way in pursuing 

the Bao-Dai love. However, with chi, Lin Daiyu turned her love into excessive 

demands on Jia Baoyu, which, in turn, produced grief, anguish, and conflict in her. 

For example, because of her chi, Lin Daiyu would be angry at Jia Baoyu if she felt 

that Jia Baoyu had not treated her with equal chi. Grandmother Jia complained about 

the constant quarrels between Lin Daiyu and Jia Baoyu by lamenting: ‘Not a day goes 

by without something to worry about [these two]. How true the proverb is that 

“enemies and lovers are destined to meet!’” (Ibid., 417/ch. 29). “Love and enemies 

were destined to meet!” Grandmother Jia’s observation contained both a dialectical 

perspective of the relationship between love and its counterpart and keen view into 

the bearing of the law of wu ji bi fan on the ethical life. 

Jia Baoyu and Lin Daiyu were “enemies” because they were lovers! They were 

lover-turned “enemies” because of their inability to strike a proper balance between 

the self and the other, proximity and distance, inside and outside, close and far, 

certainty and uncertainty, having and having not, many (much) and few (less), 

flexibility and dogmatism, and likewise. Lin Daiyu was worse of the two. Lin Daiyu 

demanded excessively to cancel the space between her and Jia Baoyu, but actually 

created more distance and developed more barriers between him and her. She 
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demanded excessively Jia Baoyu to understand her, but incurred more and more 

misunderstanding between them. 

As Wang Meng notes, Lin Daiyu’s chi turned the Bao-Dai love into a kind of 

“spiritual torture (精神酷刑 jing shen ku xing)” to her: full of “suspicion, criticism, 

reproach, anxiety, jealousy, grievance, and fear” (Wang 2005, 58). Nothing morally 

wrong with Lin Daiyu’s chi. But ethically and existentially, her unbridled chi self-

sabotaged and self-subverted her own enterprise. Her chi led to her constant, 

excessive, and unreasonable demand for proof of love from Jia Baoyu (Ibid., 62). As 

a result, it brought her anguish, forlornness, jealousy, despair, and endless suffering. 

As the law of wu ji bi fan dictates, “Jealousy comes from true love, ugliness comes 

from beauty. This is the dialectics of love.” (Ibid.) Equally crucial, Lin Daiyu’s 

constant and excessive demand for proof of love from Jia Baoyu only sentenced their 

love to death, symbolized in her nightmare in Chapter 82 wherein as she “demands 

more for his pledge of love, Bao Yu cuts his chest open to show her his heart, only to 

find the heart missing” (Yi 2004, 42). The unbridled flame that her chi brought about 

consumed the Bao-Dai love.  

C.T.Hsia asked suggestively, “Could he [Bao Yu] meet her demand for proof 

only at the cost of his life? Paoyu dies when he discovers the loss of his heart, but 

would he have lived if he had ripped out his heart and handed it to Daiyu?” (Hsia 

1969, 275–276; Yi 2004, 42–43). Hsia’s question could be asked reversely of Lin 

Daiyu: Could her love live if her demand were met? This is not a question that 

scratches where there is no itch. It is one reminding us of the law of wu ji bi fan. 

Secondly, because of her chi, her Apollonian aspiration of love was excessively 

high. There was a sad tune in the fact that even Jia Baoyu could not understand her 

love because of its extreme nature.  Levy rightly observes, “The power of Dai-yu’s art 

is such that it might even break the power of karmic destiny, if only her real perfect 

listener, Bao Yu, could ‘hear’ it” (Levy 1999, 147). If only he had understood it! Yes, 

her art and her love would tear apart the moon, dismantle the sun, split the earth, 

cancel the time, and eliminate space, if only he could understand them! Had he 

understood her, had the world understood her, things would have been different, and 

there would have not been A Dream of Red Mansions! But she was too good and too 

transcendent to the world, including her destined lover, Jia Baoyu, to understand. 

Wang Meng observes: the tragedy of the Bao-Dai love lied also in the fact that they 

often “did not understand each other (對不上號 dui bu shang hao)” (Wang 2005, 58). 

Thirdly, the otherness of the Bao-Dai love was so radical that it was a threat in 

the eyes of the Jia family. Jia Yuanchun resisted it at the first sign. Lady Wang was 

deeply worried about it when it was known to her. Anthony C.Yu criticizes 

Grandmother Jia: “She will destroy their love and thereby their lives in the name of 

her love for them. That is the tragic irony worthy of perpetual tear” (Yu 1997, 218). 

But to be fair, Lin Daiyu’s love was far outside Grandmother Jia’s horizon. It was a 

metaphysical, cognitive, and ethical other too alien for Grandmother Jia.  

In light of the above, few of us would disagree with Song Jing on this point, 

“Unless we have the death of Dai-yu, the subject matter of Hongloumeng is not fully 

established” (Song 1966, 271; Yu, 1997, 246). Ethically and existentially, Lin 
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Daiyu’s death realized her earthly existence which was too outstanding to the extent 

that it appeared to be too extreme to the eyes of the earthly world to accept. Her death 

was an affirmation of her uncompromised distinction and otherness and of her “tune” 

of life and love, which could tear gold (metal) apart and crack stone and was simply 

too high for the world. This existential non-fitness into the world was not an 

indication that Lin Daiyu’s way was in any way morally blameworthy. Indeed, 

morally, one could even say that it was beautiful and poetic. However, to be a morally 

beautiful song or poem is one thing. To be a sustainable being in the world is quite 

another. Each requires different conditions to live. 

It is worth mentioning that Lin Daiyu died with resentment to and complaint of 

Jia Baoyu (Cao 1982, 1368-1384/ch.97-ch.98). Wang Meng points out, at the end of 

the Bao-Dai love affair, “[because the love is too deep], love produces complaint, and 

complaint produces hatred” (Wang 2005, 66). Also, with symbolical values, in 

Chapter 116, Lin Daiyu was completely indifferent to Jia Baoyu in the Fairyland of 

Disillusion: there, her excessive qings had turned into indifference. The 

transformation of Lin Daiyu’s love into complaint or indifference, like the 

transformation of Jia Zheng’s strict fatherly love into fatherly hatred of Jia Baoyu, 

followed the same rule: when things go beyond their limits, they turn into their 

opposites or something else.  

In short, a lesson that the story of Lin Daiyu has taught us is about the law of wu 

ji bi fan. Xunzi said: “Nature has its laws. These laws do not exist for the sake of (the 

sage-emperor) Yao, nor do they cease to exist because of (wicked king) Jie” (Xunzi, 

1996, 246/ch.17). The rule of wu ji bi fan did not suspend itself even for the sake of a 

dazzling wonder such as Lin Daiyu. 

 

IV  

 

In conclusion, the question of how to stabilize and maintain happiness is an 

indispensable part of the question of how to live our life in order to be happy. It is 

difficult to arrive at a good, happy, and authentic life. It is even more difficult to 

stabilize and maintain one. The question of how to avoid arriving at the opposite of 

happiness is also a crucial part of the question of how to arrive at happiness.  

The rule of wu ji bi fan indicates both how to avoid arriving at the opposite of 

happiness and how to stabilize and maintain happiness, not self-subverting our own 

enterprise. In pursuing those good things such as love, authenticity, truth, beauty, and 

excellence or desiring things such as sexual lusts, wealth, prosperity, power, social 

rank, or other social accomplishments, we must avoid employing extreme manners to 

pursue what we want, and going to the extremes—that is, going beyond the limit of 

thing. We must overcome the habit to indulge in pursuing extremity. The burden of 

judgment on what is the limit of something is heavy, and the responsibility to choose 

the right action is heavy too.  

The limit of something is the most difficult thing to know. It depends on (1) the 

thing itself, (2) what it is related to, and (3) the environment and conditions in which 

the thing exists. Thus, for example, six miles per day may be the limit for a normally 

healthy man in his late 30’s, but not the limit for a soccer player in his early 20’s. All 
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the same, the ethical and existential consideration of stabilizing and maintaining X 

and of not-being led to X’s opposite is independent of the moral consideration of the 

praiseworthiness or blameworthiness of X. What makes X good does not necessarily 

make X stable. X’s worthiness and value has no bearing in why we should not pursue 

X in extreme manners.  

A few clarifications are in order here. First, existence in extremity and existence 

in perfection are two different states of affairs. Existence in extremity is not a 

necessary or sufficient condition for existence in perfection. X does not achieve 

perfection by going to extremes in its existence, but by properly balancing its 

components and its different external relations. Going to extremes is not going to 

perfection. Conversely, a rejection of extremity is not a rejection of perfection. 

Another clarification is this. Nothing is wrong with X’s turning into its opposite 

if X itself is undesirable. For example, it is a good thing when suffering turns itself 

into happiness. Positive, desirable self-negation exists. The law of wu ji bi fan does 

not imply that the transformation of something into its opposite is bad. Thus, we do 

often expect “when suffering [calamity] arrives at its limit, happiness follows (否極泰

來 pi ji tai lai)” in life. The law of wu ji bi fan says only that something cannot 

maintain itself if it goes to its “ji” or we cannot maintain something if we pursue it 

beyond its limit or in an extreme manner.  
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ARE CHINESE SCIENCES SCIENCE? 
 

Weimin Sun

 

 
Abstract: In this paper I look at Chinese sciences from a historical and 

comparative perspective. The main concern of the paper is to find a sensible 

characterization of science that can help us capture the common nature of all 

scientific inquiries, ancient or modern, Chinese or Western.  With such an 

understanding of science, we can justify Chinese sciences as genuinely scientific, 

and appreciate some unique styles of inquiry in Chinese sciences.  

 

I. Introduction 

 

ARE CHINESE sciences science? The answer seems so obvious that the question 

looks trivial. First, must Chinese sciences be science by definition? Second, even if 

there are any concerns before, works like Joseph Needham’s multi-volumes of 

“Science and Civilization in China” should have put out any doubt about the 

existence of Chinese sciences. Why is there a need for writing a new paper on this 

topic?  

Behind its deceptive simplicity, this has been a quite contentious problem in 

recent years. First, Chinese sciences cannot become science simply by definition. 

Look at the meaning of the term “Chinese science.” The notion of science we use 

today is a Western one. Ancient Chinese did not have a corresponding category to the 

modern Western conception of science. The current Chinese term kexue (科學) was 

introduced to China from its Japanese translation of Western science. So, when one 

combines the terms Chinese and science (kexue) to form a new term “Chinese 

science”, it is possible that ‘Chinese science’ is an empty term with no reference.
1
 In 

most contemporary discussions of Chinese science, the term is a placeholder for a set 

of subjects that resembles modern Western sciences in various degrees, such as 

astronomy, mathematics, physics, chemistry, medicine, agriculture. The issue whether 

the Chinese studies of these subjects are indeed scientific is often not addressed. But 

we cannot take it for granted that Chinese sciences must be science. Fool’s gold is not 

gold; American Indians are not really Indians; and many people have argued that 

creation science is not science. I am not saying that Chinese sciences are like these 

cases, yet these examples show that the names alone cannot tell us about the nature of 

the things they refer to. We need to examine the nature of the subjects that are called 

Chinese sciences, and to decide whether they are truly scientific.  
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University at Northridge, 18111 Nordhoff Street, Northridge, CA 91330, USA.  
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1This is actually the case with the notion of Japanese science. In Japan, science simply means 

Western science. For Japanese, there is no Japanese science, though there are many Japanese 
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This seems to be exactly what Joseph Needham and his team have done with 

their impressive studies of sciences and technologies in ancient China. After 

Needham’s work, is there any doubt about the legitimacy of Chinese sciences?  Here 

we encounter a real issue:  behind the impressive scope and unprecedented depth of 

Needham’s studies of Chinese sciences, there are some serious concerns with his 

methodological assumptions.  

The key issue is how to characterize what science is. If science is understood in 

terms of modern science established since the period of the Scientific Revolution in 

17
th

 century, then there was no science in ancient China. Ancient Chinese sciences 

had never reached the height of modern sciences with respect to the scope and depth 

of knowledge. But this is nothing surprising, and by the same standard we have to say 

that there was no science in ancient Greece, India, Egypt, or any other ancient 

cultures. Needham’s approach is to see whether ancient China has anything 

resemblant to modern Western sciences. In such an approach, modern sciences are 

used as a reference point to judge previous scientific attempts. Adopting this 

methodology, Needham claims that Chinese had made a lot of achievements in many 

different scientific subjects such as mathematics, astronomy, chemistry, and physics. 

Needham argues that Chinese made significant contributions to the development of 

Western sciences and technology. Such discoveries fit Needham’s general 

understanding of science quite well, since to him science is one great river where 

different steams converge. In such a picture, there is no essential difference between 

Western and Chinese sciences. In his optimistic tone, Needham says:  

 
…ancient and medieval Chinese secular texts are always sensible, rational and 

comprehensible, if not too corrupted by copyists. … For philosophers of course we 

would hardly dare stand guarantee, but where the practical men were concerned, 

the reckoners and star-clerks, the leeches, the miners and the ironmasters, there can 

be no possible doubt. If one cannot be sure of the details of the Mohist specification 

of crossbow-artillery, if some of the mathematical and astronomical methods of the 

Chhin and Han escape our penetration, it is because age has almost irretrievably 

jumbled the words. Even then, if one can once be quite sure what the ancient author 

was talking about, the whole pattern becomes clear and emendations may follow of 

themselves (Needham 1959, xliv) .  

 

Needham’s approach is typical among scientists and scientific-minded philosophers 

such as logical positivists. Such an approach takes modern sciences as the paradigm 

of rationality, and aims to understand the history of science in a pattern of 

accumulative progresses. Science is an objective, value-free, and universal enterprise 

that is independent of any particular culture. Though modern science was first 

discovered in the West, it does not imply it could not have developed in the East. It is 

unfortunate that modern science did not emerge in China, yet that seems to be only an 

unlucky historical incident. As Needham has argued, Chinese have made many great 

scientific discoveries, which were equal or better than what their Western 

contemporaries had at the time.   
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Needham’s approach assumes that ancient scientific achievements in China 

should be rediscovered or at least reinterpreted in terms of modern Western sciences. 

This is the central if implicit methodology in his grand project on Chinese 

civilization. In such a process, Chinese sciences are defined by the modern scientific 

standard and are integrated into modern sciences: the parts that fit modern standard or 

resemble modern sciences become scientific and are classified accordingly.  

As Kuhn shows, this methodological assumption is typically reflected in 

scientific textbooks and philosophical discussions about science. It is presumed that 

our contemporary sciences provide the best theories of the world, and the historical 

accomplishments have to be understood in terms of contemporary sciences. A 

historically important theory (such as Phlogiston Theory) may get no mention in a 

contemporary science book because it does not fit the current picture, while a little-

known theory at the time (such as Mendel’s Gene Theory) may enjoy a prominent 

place in later sciences. In a word, the history of science is constantly rewritten in 

reflection of the advances and interests of contemporary sciences. Despite its 

efficiency and convenience for modern scientific researches, such an approach often 

distorts the history of science and fails to illuminate what was really going on. G. E. 

Lloyd comments: “To talk of the ancient’s chemical theories, for instance, is bound to 

distort what they were doing, since chemistry as we know it today is a product of the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries … But teleology is even more pernicious, in that 

it assumes that the ancients aimed to approximate to modern ideas – and as they did 

not get there, they must have failed miserably” (Lloyd 2004, 1).  

When historical contexts are neglected, some extraordinary claims can be made 

about Chinese sciences. People from different fields have claimed to find modern 

sciences in ancient Chinese texts. For examples, John Gribbin discovered that the 

theories of relativity were already present in ancient Chinese theory of cosmology, 

and Carl Jung identified elements of psychoanalysis from the Book of Changes.
 2
 This 

seems to imply that ancient Chinese already knew these modern sciences, which 

seems absurd.  These claims reinterpret the ancient Chinese texts with no regard to 

their historical contexts. Other cases are more complex. For example, Needham 

studied Chinese alchemy and rewrote many Chinese alchemists’ discoveries in terms 

of modern chemistry. Yet it is quite clear that Chinese alchemists did not really 

understand the underlying chemical principles, and did not even try to do chemistry as 

a scientific subject; instead they tried to find life-extending pills, on which they failed 

miserably most of the times. Similarly with Chinese astronomy or geomancy, quite a 

few claims can be interpreted in contemporary astronomy or physics, yet ancient 

Chinese had very different understandings of such phenomena from today’s scientists. 

For example, in 1054 AD of Song dynasty, Chinese astronomers observed the 

supernova explosion, which gave rise to Crab Nebula today. Yet Chinese astronomers 

had no idea about the nature of their observation, and they interpreted the 

                                                           
2See John Gribbin [1975], and Carl Jung, Foreword to The I Ching or Book of Changes. 

[1950/1967]. 
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phenomenon as the visit of a guest star (which stayed for more than one year).
 3
 From 

such an observation, no one should draw the conclusion that Chinese had conceived 

modern astronomical theories.  

These concerns are not limited to interpretations of Chinese tradition. It seems 

that we have to address the issue how ancient people understood their practices before 

we decide what they were doing are scientific or not. Birds can fly really well but 

they don’t have the science of flight; similarly, ancient people might have displayed 

some practices that can be understood as scientific, but it does not imply that they had 

such sciences. For example, most cultures had some kind of incest taboo, though few 

if any of them knew the genetic reasons behind such practices. With any scientific 

tradition in consideration, we must ask the following questions in order to have a true 

understanding: 1) what are the goals of their pursuit? 2) What are the issues that they 

were concerned about? 3) What is their methodology?  

We need to settle a conceptual question first: what is the definition of science? In 

order to decide whether the subject is a scientific one, we have to clarify the criteria 

of science. This is a complex issue, which is made more difficult by the facts that 

different scientific traditions often have different goals of pursuit. As Kuhn argues, 

even theories from the same tradition may not share the same set of goals or issues. 

This will be explored in great detail here.  

There are two related questions in comparative studies of science. The first one is 

about cross-culture understandings. Can Westerners or contemporary scientists really 

understand Chinese science? There are two kinds of understanding in play. A 

Westerner could learn Chinese medicine as a traditional Chinese doctor did, and 

master all the details of its theory and practice. Yet this is only understanding in 

original Chinese terms. In order to explain Chinese medicine in the framework of 

Western medical system, one needs another kind of understanding, which connects 

the Chinese conceptual system to the Western conceptual system. But this kind of 

understanding faces a dilemma, as Lloyd puts it: “We cannot, on pain of distortion, 

impose our own conceptual framework. Yet we have to” (Lloyd 2004: 2). One horn of 

the dilemma is that it is hard to avoid distortion when we force our conceptual 

framework onto the other, and the other horn is that we cannot make sense of the 

other framework if it is not interpreted in our own. In the case of learning Chinese 

medicine purely in the traditional Chinese way, what one gets is not an interpretation 

but at best a replica of the other conceptual system.  

The other issue is about comparison and evaluation of scientific theories from 

different traditions, which is a more complex issue.  As Kuhn shows, it is difficult to 

compare and evaluate different paradigms, even in the same scientific tradition. But 

the questions must be answered: how can we tell which theory is a better one? Which 

theory should we accept? Can we ever compare and evaluate these theories in a 

rational manner? Kuhn and others rejected the cumulative picture of logical 

positivism, based on their discovery that all observations are theory-laden and as a 

result there is no pure observational base that serves the epistemological foundation. 

                                                           
3Xi Ze-zong was the first to point out that Chinese had observed supernova 1054. See Xi 

[1966].  
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Yet what is an alternative? Social constructivists believe that reality is socially 

constructed, and claim theory choice is not free from social and political factors. 

Cultural relativists further argue that there is really no objective truth anymore, and as 

a result theories from different scientific traditions cannot be compared at all. But 

these are not viable options. Intuitions about scientific progress and scientific 

objectivity are so strong that the extreme relativist view simply does not fly. The 

detailed discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this paper, which focuses on 

the criteria of science.  

 

II. Criteria of Science 

 

We need to find an understanding of science that can make sense of scientific 

inquiries of different cultures and at different times. We need to leave out peculiar 

modes of separate scientific inquiry and focus on more essential elements. In 

particular, we need to be aware of the explicit or implicit bias that only modern 

Western sciences are truly scientific.
4
  

There are many attempts to characterize what science is, yet most of them are not 

fit for our inquiry. Such attempts can be classified into three camps: sociological, 

philosophical, and historical. Sociologists of science (e.g. Robert K. Merton) tend to 

characterize science in terms of institutional structure of science in a society, such as 

universities and scientific organizations, and their relations to other parts of society. 

However, such an approach can only apply to modern sciences that have developed 

since 17th century in Europe. In the ancient societies, there was no scientific 

community in today’s sense, and there was little institutional support for science per 

se.  Many scientific discoveries were made as a result of personal interests rather than 

out of professional needs. There were no scientists in today’s sense who earned a 

living by aiming at attaining knowledge of nature. So the sociological approach to 

science does not work for our purpose, since by this criterion, there would be no 

science in all ancient civilizations. Philosophers have also been deeply concerned 

about the criteria of science. Karl Popper’s proposal that genuine sciences must be 

falsifiable sets up the stage for later philosophical discussions on how to separate 

proper sciences from their pseudo-scientific counterparts. The recent debate 

concerning the scientific status of creation science underlines the importance of the 

problem. It is important to see whether such philosophical approaches can be useful 

for our inquiry. Even if they fail to deliver, we may learn some valuable lessons that 

are helpful to our investigations.  

In his 1953 talk, Popper contrasted falsification with confirmation. What he 

found is that some well-confirmed theories have little scientific value. The examples 

he examined are Freud’s theory of psychoanalysis, Adler’s individual psychology, 

and Marx’s theory of history. These theories are well-confirmed by many successful 

                                                           
4It is not impossible to argue that only modern sciences are genuinely scientific, though such an 

approach faces serious objections, and has no use for cross-culture understanding of science. 

For a more detailed discussion, see Lloyd’s objection to the Great Divide in chapter 2 of his 

2004 book.  
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cases, yet there seems to be something wrong with them when compared with 

Einstein’s general theory of relativity. Popper’s insight is that those three theories 

cannot be falsified, since whenever they are threatened by some false predictions, 

some ad-hoc explanations are introduced to account for their predictive failures. The 

theory itself is never in doubt and so can never be falsified. On the other hand, 

Einstein’s theory could be easily falsified by Eddington’s eclipse observations 

(though it was in fact confirmed by them). So the criterion of falsifiability explains 

our intuition that such theories are not genuine scientific theories.
5
  

Popper’s demarcation criterion received many discussions inside and outside the 

philosophical community. One major complaint is that Popper’s picture of scientific 

practice is so naïve and distorted that it makes his criterion irrelevant to real scientific 

debates. It is reported that many eminent scientists were as dogmatic about their 

scientific beliefs as religious believers, including Einstein himself.
6
 Many great 

scientific theories also introduce apparently ad-hoc explanations to avoid their 

predictive failure. A famous example is failed predictions of the orbit of Uranus from 

Newton’s theory of gravity, which leads to the postulation (and eventual discovery) of 

another planet, Neptune.  Popper’s falsifiability criterion does not capture the real 

distinction between science and pseudo-science. As Imme Lakatos commented, 

“Popper’s criterion ignores the remarkable tenacity of scientific theories. Scientists 

have thick skins. They don’t abandon a theory merely because facts contradict it” 

(Lakatos, 1980, 3-4). Instead, Lakatos uses his notion of research programme to solve 

the demarcation problem. First, he explains the notion of research programme and its 

functions: “the typical descriptive unit of great scientific achievements is not an 

isolated hypothesis but rather a research programme. Science is not simply trial and 

error, a series of conjectures and refutations” (Ibid., 4). Besides core assumptions, we 

need auxiliary hypotheses, and “even more importantly, the research programme also 

has a ‘heuristic’, that is, a powerful problem-solving machinery, which, with the help 

of sophisticated mathematical techniques, digests anomalies and even turns them into 

positive evidence” (Ibid., 4) Second, the science/pseudo-science distinction should be 

drawn at the level of research programme, rather than at the level of hypothesis (as 

Popper did). According to Lakatos, science is marked by its progressive nature: “All 

the research programmes I admire have one characteristic in common. They all 

predict novel facts, facts which had been either undreamt of, or have indeed been 

contradicted by previous or rival programme” (Ibid., 5). To put it more generally, a 

true scientific research programme is progressive in the sense that it can correctly 

                                                           
5This finding led Popper to regard the criteria of falsifiability as the most important feature of a 

scientific theory, and used it not only as the criterion of demarcation but also as a criterion of 

evaluating scientific theories. For example, Popper claims that the easier a theory is falsifiable 

the better the theory is. Such applications of falsifiability in theory evaluation are more 

controversial and less plausible. They are not related to our main concern in this paper, which is 

more about the issue of demarcation. 
6When asked about what he would do if Eddington's observations failed to match his theory, 

Einstein replied:  "Then I would feel sorry for the good Lord. The theory is correct." (see 

Rosenthal-Schneider, 1981)  
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predict novel facts. A pseudo-scientific one is degenerative as it fails to predict novel 

facts, though it may find a way to explain away their failures. For example, Newton’s 

theory and Einstein’s theory are greatly successful at their predictions of important 

novel observations, while Marxists of the later 20th century could provide 

explanations to significant events only after they have happened but failed miserably 

at their predictions.   

Lakatos’s proposal is not without its problems when it is understood as an 

attempt to define science. The definition would be too narrow, since a long-

established research program may be so successful that it has little significant novel 

problems to solve, yet that certainly doesn’t imply it is not scientific anymore. Even 

with a research programme that has lost its momentum, such a lack of progress should 

not deprive its scientific status. For example, medical sciences in the past often went 

through a long period without significant progress, but it seems absurd to say that 

they were pseudo-scientific. The definition would also be too broad, since a pseudo-

scientific research programme may still get some novel predictions right. 

Confirmation is cheap, as Popper would say. Lakatos likes to focus on the ability of a 

research programme to handle its anomalies, yet serious anomalies often accompany 

progressive theories for a long time. In conclusion, Lakatos’s definition seems to be 

more concerned about whether a research programme is good or bad, but less about 

the demarcation problem whether a research programme is scientific or not.  

In this interesting analysis of whether astrology is a science and why, Paul 

Thagard went further with Lakatos’s approach. After reviewing several failed 

attempts at the definition of science, Thagard claims: “A demarcation criterion 

requires a matrix of three elements: theory, community, historical context.” Pseudo-

sciences are defined as the following:  

 
A theory or discipline which purports to be scientific is pseudoscientific if and only 

if:  

1)  it has been less progressive than alternative theories over a long period of time, 

and faces many unsolved problems; but 

2)  the community of practitioners makes little attempt to develop the theory 

towards solutions of the problems, shows no concern for attempts to evaluate the 

theory in relation to others, and is selective in considering confirmation and 

disconfirmations (Thagard,  227-8). 

 

According to this criterion, today’s astrology is pseudoscientific, since not only does 

it face many unsolved problems, its practitioners also care little for the solution of 

these problems. However, this may not be the case in the past. In particular, 

“astrology should be judged as not pseudoscientific in classical or Renaissance times, 

even though it is pseudoscientific today” (Ibid.,  229). 

Thagard’s definition is also criticized, especially for his requirement of a more 

progressive alternative theory. Thagard later modified his proposal, and gave up the 

search for definitions of science or pseudoscience. Yet Thagard’s original proposal 

has some interesting aspects. Go back to the initial question “what is science” and 

examine what the term ‘what’ means. Suppose we’re concerned about whether X is 
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science or not. What kind of thing is X? X may be a claim or a statement; X may be a 

theory, a paradigm in the Kuhnian sense, or a research programme; or X may be a 

kind of practice committed to by a group of people. Popper’s concern is whether a 

hypothesis is falsifiable or not. Apparently it seems to be concerned only with a 

statement, yet whether a statement (especially a theoretical one) is falsifiable depends 

on the structure of a theory. When auxiliary hypotheses are considered, there is often 

no straightforward way to decide whether a hypothesis is falsifiable or not. Compared 

with Popper’s focus on hypothesis, Lakatos’s attention to research programme is 

more appropriate.
7
 A research programme includes the systematic structure and 

mechanism of a theory, and more interestingly, it includes a temporal aspect that 

reflects the program’s historical success of problem-solving. This temporal feature is 

not present in the ordinary understanding of a theory, such as the analysis of scientific 

theory from Logical Positivism. Following Lakatos’s path, Thagard’s approach 

considers one more layer of the issue: the community of practitioners and their 

attitude toward a research programme. Scientific inquiries cannot be separated from 

their practitioners. I believe that Thagard’s approach is a promising one. For our 

purposes, it is very helpful to understand science as an activity rather than as a theory. 

A research programme may be dormant for a period of time due to reasons other than 

internal struggles with anomalies. These causes may include shift of political interest, 

lack of institutional or economical support, or a significant loss of talents. Even so, as 

long as its practitioners are still sincere about resolving anomalies to the programme, 

it seems reasonable to say that such practices remain scientific.  

Thagard seems to identify progress with science, that is, whatever is progressive 

is scientific, and vice versa. This is a popular assumption, yet it is problematic. As 

Kuhn points out, even the subject of painting was regarded as progressive in Europe 

for a long time (Kuhn 1996, 161). More general, within a paradigm, any subject can 

be progressive. If every discipline becomes scientific by such a standard, it cannot 

illustrate the unique nature of scientific inquiries.  

Lloyd and Sivin, in their book “The Way and The World,” aim to look at the 

issue from a holistic view that includes historical, cultural and social contexts.  

 
We are not comparing things or concepts but whole processes. We look at ideas, 

their uses, the social interactions that elaborated them, and their adaptation to state 

power as dimensions of a single phenomena. We try to reconstruct how people at 

the time understood their own practices and concepts, rather than how authors of 

modern textbooks would evaluate their work  (Lloyd and Sivin 2002, 9). 

 

They believe such an approach is able to better tell us what science is, at least in 

ancient times. In particular, they are looking at the following questions:  

 

                                                           
7The same can be said about Kuhn’s notion of paradigm. It actually has richer conceptual 

resources than Lakatos’s notion of research programme, which was not further articulated due 

to Lakatos’s untimely death.  
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What did it take to become a philosopher, scientist, or physician in ancient China 

and Greece? Did it depend on what stratum of society one came from? How did 

those who took up these endeavors m ake a living? Did that affect the inquiries that 

pursued and the way they pursued them? What part did their technical work play in 

their careers? Do the answers to all those questions vary according to the period or 

the discipline? (Ibid., 16) 

 

There is no doubt that these questions are important and valuable, yet it is not clear 

that the answers to them can help us find out what is science. Actually this approach 

must rely upon some basic assumptions about science in order to classify ancient 

practices as scientific ones, so it seems to be circular.  In order to identify either a 

scientist or a scientific idea, you need to know what is a scientist or a scientific idea, 

which goes back to the original issue.
8
 There were many different ideas or concepts. 

Political, moral, and religious ideas were abundant in ancient cultures and were often 

emphatically debated by the learned, yet they are not scientific ideas.
9
 There were also 

different disciplines in ancient cultures, even according to Lloyd/Sivin’s 

classifications. So we need to figure out what is science before we can search it in 

these cultures. 

In his 2004 book Ancient Worlds, Modern Reflection, Lloyd suggests that “we 

should delineate science rather in terms of its goals or aims,” instead of defining 

science in terms of results which are always changing (Lloyd 2004, 14). Science has a 

set of constitutive goals of “understanding, explaining, predicting (and many would 

nowadays add controlling, by exploiting the knowledge gained from human ends)” 

(Ibid.). For Lloyd, not all kinds of understandings will count as science: only those 

about natural world are: science should be defined as “a matter of the ambition to 

arrive at some understanding of the phenomena of the external, non-social world – of 

the natural world” (Ibid.). Such an approach has many virtues. First, this definition is 

broad enough to include many scientific attempts in the history and in different 

cultures. Almost all known cultures have made serious attempt to understanding the 

world surrounding them. In this sense, scientific pursuit is a universal attempt of 

human kind. Such a definition also allows some failed attempts in the past to be 

scientific:  “those failures still rank as science (I should say) if they meet the basic 

requirement of aiming at understanding, explaining, and predicting ‘natural’ 

phenomena” (Ibid. 2004, 15).  So even the theory of phlogiston is proven to be 

wrong, it was a scientific theory. We cannot guarantee our contemporary sciences 

won’t become false in the future, but this does not lead us to question their scientific 

status today. Further, such an approach helps us delineate different fields of sciences, 

by locating the specific phenomena or issues that human beings tried to understand 

                                                           
8 This is similarly the case with Kuhn’s dependence on scientific community: what 

differentiates scientific communities from other communities? Kuhn eventually answers this 

question directly, in a way similar to Lloyd’s later proposal. 
9Llyod and Sivin focused a lot on the general learning class (like their discussion of Confucian 

school), but that does not shed much light on scientific ideas or scientists. Many 

scientific/technological advances in ancient China were made by the anonymous technicians or 

little-known scholars. They were often transmitted secretly within a family or a clan. 
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and explain. Anatomy and astronomy are different because of the issues they aim to 

investigate. Other territories can be similarly carved.  

There is another virtue of such an approach: it makes the comparative studies of 

different scientific traditions possible. Given the common goals of 

understanding/explaining/predicting/controlling, we can compare how well different 

theories accomplish these goals if they are dealing with the same domain of 

phenomena. First, prediction and control work only at the observational level. All 

scientific traditions face the same challenge of predicting what is going to happen 

empirically. Such a power of prediction gives human beings better control of nature 

and provides great freedom to our life. Second, even though theories may need to 

have higher level understandings and explanations, at the fundamental level, what 

need to be understood or explained are those phenomena that we observe.  

Lloyd has some reservations about the prospect of cross-culture comparisons. 

One lesson we learned from the fallout of logical positivism is that all observations 

are theory-laden. So there is no pure observation basis that is the foundation of 

comparison. It is further argued that the basic cognitive tendencies are different in 

different cultures. Also, what is observed or at least recorded and studied is often 

determined by pragmatic interests and social needs. So there is often no common base 

for comparative studies. These themes are further developed in Lloyd’s 2007 book 

Cognitive Variations. I think these challenges can be met, though I will only give an 

outline of replies here. First, Van Fraassen (1982) offers an ontological way to define 

the observable sphere, which can help sidestep the problem of theory-laden 

observations. Second, as Lloyd admits, cognitive variations across cultures are not 

significant enough to shatter the observation base. The basic cognitive abilities are 

essentially the same across races and cultures. Lastly, differences in pragmatic 

interests won’t have an impact on the possibility of comparative studies – it just adds 

another layer of differences across cultures. 

Some problems remain with Lloyd’s definition of science. It may be too narrow 

and too broad.  It is too narrow because Lloyd restricts sciences to the studies of 

natural world, and excludes social affairs from the scope of scientific inquiry. Yet in 

many ancient cultures, Chinese culture in particular, there is no sharp distinction 

between matters of Nature and matters of human society. There is also no reason to 

think that studies of social phenomena such as social structure, government, and 

economy, cannot be scientific. Though he is aware of such problems, Lloyd worries 

that social phenomena are often unique to a society (for example, the celebration of 

Christmas), and as a result it makes cross-culture comparison meaningless. I think 

Lloyd’s worries are not well grounded. First, many ancient cultures share many 

common concerns about social issues (e.g. how to govern a state and how to deal with 

social relations), and the similarities in social affairs between societies outweigh the 

differences. So some variations on social issues across cultures are not sufficient to 

exclude studies of social sciences from being scientific. Also, as Lloyd points out 

himself, even with natural phenomena, different cultures may focus on distinct 

aspects of the natural world and so accumulate different kinds of scientific 

knowledge. So differences in the focus of study alone do not warrant the separate 

treatment of natural and social phenomena. Finally, even if there were no shared 
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issues that two cultures both aim to understand, this wouldn’t disqualify studies of 

such issues in each culture non-scientific. It certainly makes cross-culture comparison 

almost impossible, since they are really dealing with different fields,
10

 but this does 

not make the study in each field non-scientific.  

In his 2004 version, Lloyd’s definition of science does not require any further 

characterizations other than the aims and goals of scientific community. This seems to 

make the definition too broad. One objection is that this definition is so generous and 

permissive that it includes pseudoscience (such as astrology) as scientific theories. 

Lloyd’s reply is that astrology aims at understanding and predicting human affairs 

(such as the fortunes of individuals and states). So it has a different set of goals from 

astronomy, and since it deals with human affairs instead of natural phenomena, 

astrology is not scientific by Lloyd’s definition. This reply is not effective from the 

above considerations. Lloyd further explains that astrology might have led to 

development of true sciences, such as astronomy. Lloyd argues that astrology, as it 

was practiced in ancient Mesopotamia, Greece, and China, investigated the regularity 

of heavenly phenomena (such as eclipses), and eventually such studies became a 

subject (astronomy) independent of astrology. Such an explanation attributes 

astrology some values derived from astronomy. Yet this does not seem fair to the 

ancient practitioners of astrology, who did have a clear set of goals on their own, and 

had accumulated a significant amount of data that were often useful (though not 

completely true). A better reply is to admit (following Thagard) that astrology, as it 

was practiced in the ancient world, was a scientific inquiry, and it was a different 

subject from astronomy since its goals are concerned with the fortunes of human 

beings and societies. The same analysis applies to similar subjects like alchemy. What 

about modern astrology? They are clearly not scientific, so where to draw the line? 

One can follow Thagard again and argue that modern astrology is degenerative and is 

not scientific. Yet a better argument can be made that modern astrologers have a 

different set of goals: they don’t aim at the true understanding of the relation between 

stars/planets and human beings, but rather aim at profit. These modern astrologers 

pretend they have true understanding of what they are doing, and use it as a tool to 

make money. In this sense, they are not scientists at all.  

There is a more serious challenge to the attempt to define sciences merely in 

terms of its goals and aims. A religious community may aim at true understanding of 

the world, but if their fundamental beliefs cannot be shaken by any empirical 

findings, then their practice is hardly a scientific one. So in order for a practice to 

scientific, the practitioners need to have a scientific attitude. What is a scientific 

attitude? One important element is that practitioners of a scientific subject must 

respond to empirical pressure that is forced on their theories by observations. Though 

Popper’s picture of constant threat of falsifiability may exaggerate a little bit, any 

scientific theory has to meet the challenges from the failed empirical predictions. 

Normal sciences, as Kuhn describes, attempt to “force nature into the performed and 

relatively inflexible box that the paradigm supplies” (Kuhn 1996, 24). Once 

                                                           
10For example, it is pointless to compare the study and understanding of snow by Eskimos with 

the study and understanding of rainforest by Amazon tribes.  
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anomalies accumulated and crisis emerged, it is inevitable that new paradigms are 

introduced to relieve the mounting empirical pressure.  

In his 2009 book, Lloyd reaffirms his approach to define science “primarily in 

terms of the ambition to understand the world around us” (Lloyd, 2009, 160), yet he 

also noticed: “There can be no society that does not use what we may call trial and 

error method to extend their knowledge” (Ibid., 164). Lloyd further claims: “On one 

view, then, the practice of experimentation may be seen as just a more systematic and 

controlled version of those methods” (Ibid..). In this way, Lloyd connects ancient 

scientific practices with modern sciences. The difference between them is not an 

essential one, but is a matter of “degree of systematicity and self-consciousness” 

(Ibid.). Lloyd’s interests in this chapter seem to be more focused on the historical and 

social contexts of scientific practices, and on how to resolve the tension between the 

narrow and broad definition of science. Assuming that Lloyd’s definition of science 

includes a broad understanding of scientific method, e.g. the trial and error method, is 

his definition a satisfactory one?  

It is not exactly clear what the trial and error method means and what roles it 

plays for Lloyd. From his explanations and examples, Lloyd seems to take the trial 

and error method as a kind of conscious and active way to attain knowledge through 

empirical tests. The emphasis is that a method of trial and error is not random trial or 

random observations, but is guided by particular interests and theories. This is in 

principle no different from modern experiments, which are designed and interpreted 

within a theoretical framework, though it is more general than the standard method of 

experimentation, and can cover the subjects that cannot be experimented upon, such 

as astronomy. But this is not a necessary condition, since random observations may 

also lead to meaningful discoveries. Also, Lloyd did not clarify the consequences of 

failed trials, and how the scientists should respond to such failures.  

I will now clarify the notion of scientific attitude and argue that it is the missing 

component of the definition of science. I think there are two basic elements to 

scientific attitude. One is concerned with how to understand the relation between 

theories and observations, and the other is concerned with the metaphysical 

assumptions about nature (including both the natural world and the social world). We 

have seen in the above discussions that a scientific community must take empirical 

challenges seriously. The primary goal of scientific inquiry is to explain and predict 

everything at the empirical level. If a theory makes a false prediction, then the theory 

is put under pressure to resolve the issue. If the theory cannot successfully resolve the 

issue after repeated efforts, then the pressure starts to mount. This does not imply 

such a theory must be abandoned – a flawed theory is not abandoned until a better 

alternative emerges, since it is often better to have a flawed theory than to have 

nothing. But this says that the theory is not quite adequate and needs to be revised. In 

the history of science, the demand of empirical adequacy is the driving force for 

scientific development. Compared with other disciplines such as art, law, religion, 

and philosophy, science is unique in such a requirement for empirical adequacy.
11

 

                                                           
11For example, mythological stories may offer great understanding of and give explanations to 

empirical phenomena. They may even give predictions and help control the nature, but they are 
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Second, a scientific practice requires some metaphysical commitments. For example, 

scientists believe that there are inherent stability and regularity in nature, even though 

things may look pretty random and chaotic. Such stability and regularity is 

independent from both human caprice and arbitrary divine intervention. The ancient 

Greek concept of ‘logos’ and the Chinese concept of ‘Dao’ reflect such stability and 

regularity of nature in their different systems. Also, such stability and regularity are 

known to human beings, at least in principle. Such commitments seem to be common 

in all scientific traditions we are interested in, and they are essential to any scientific 

inquiry. Today we have a much more sophisticated picture about the science and its 

relation to the world, yet, using Lloyd’s term, the difference between today’s sciences 

and ancient sciences is a matter of degree of systematicity.  

To summarize, the criteria of science can be characterized in the following ways. 

First, at least for the purpose of cross-culture comparisons, it is necessary to look at 

how science is practiced in a society. We need to know what the community of 

practitioners aim at, and how their practices look like. Second, science is defined by a 

particular set of goals that involve understanding, explaining, predicting, and 

controlling the world around us. Particular subjects of science are classified by the 

specific issues that are targeted by such goals. Third, the community needs to take a 

scientific attitude toward their practices, which means that they are willing to take up 

empirical challenges to their theories and that they assume nature behaves in an 

objective and stable way that is knowable to us in principle. Together they constitute 

the essential conditions for scientific inquiries. From the above discussions, I think 

that this definition is broad enough to cover scientific practices from different 

cultures, and is also narrow enough to distinguish them from non-scientific ones.  

 

III. Chinese Sciences 

 

Given the above criteria, it is easy to see why Chinese sciences are indeed science.  In 

the history of Chinese civilization, we can see clear and conscious efforts to 

understand, explain, and to predict natural and social phenomena. Such efforts are 

obvious in many different fields, including mathematics, astronomy, agriculture, 

physics, chemistry, and many applied areas of technology. Needham’s studies of 

Chinese science and technology provide a nice window to showcase what Chinese 

scientists had accomplished. Chinese scientists also had a scientific attitude toward 

their inquiries. Using Sivin’s study of Chinese astronomy as an example, we can see 

how empirical observations put a tremendous pressure on Chinese astronomy, as the 

calendrical systems were repeatedly revised in light of new observations (Sivin, 

1995a, II). Also, even though Chinese astronomers were sometimes greatly frustrated 

by the inaccuracy of their calendrical systems, most of them never gave up the 

objective regularity of the heavenly movements.
12

 Such an assumption about 

                                                                                                                                           
not scientific theories if they don’t aim for empirical adequacy and cannot be challenged by 

empirical findings.  
12Sivin (1995b, V) gives a detailed analysis on this issue, and he concludes that “despite the 

crisis in astronomy that began in the Later Han, the urge to make astronomy a science again 
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objectivity and regularity in nature is prominent in the writings of Chinese 

philosophers, and is ever-present in empirical inquiries of Chinese scientists. So by 

the above definition, Chinese indeed had sciences.  

The fields of study are characterized by the empirical problems its practitioners 

set up to understand, explain, predict and control. For example, astronomy is 

concerned with the behaviors of heavenly objects and the regularities of their 

movements. Astrology, on the other hand, is concerned with the relations of heavenly 

objects and human affairs.
13

  Even though the two subjects were not as clearly cut in 

China as it was in Greek, we have enough evidence to show that Chinese were aware 

of their differences and Chinese astronomers were conscious of what they were 

studying. Similarly, despite the huge conceptual difference between Western and 

Chinese medicine, it is easy to identify this subject given its obvious field of inquiry, 

in which we also witness the scientific attitude of its practitioners.  

Sivin once made an interesting claim about Chinese science: “Chinese had 

sciences but no science, no single conception or word for the overarching sum of all 

of them” (Sivin 1995a, VII, 48). From his studies of Shen Kua, a Song scientist who 

had wide interests and great abilities, Sivin found that there was no unified theme in 

Shen Kua’s studies. Shen studied not only physics and astronomy but also “pseudo-

sciences” such as divination and astrology, and did not note much difference in their 

scientific status. If something common can be found from such studies, such 

generalizations will be too broad to be of any use. Sivin explains: “Words for the 

level of generalization above that of the individual science were much too broad. 

They referred to everything that people could learn through study, whether of Nature 

or human affairs (hsueh 學), or even more broadly to any pattern that could be 

apprehended through any form of cognition (li and tao)” (Ibid..).  

Two replies can be made to Sivin’s arguments. First, in the above discussions 

Sivin seemed to use modern sciences as the reference point for his judgment about 

what is science. This actually violates his own research spirit which emphasizes the 

historical and contextual approach to science. Such “pseudo-sciences” as astrology 

and divination were actually scientific attempts to gain understanding about the world 

and man. By the broad definition of science, they were scientific. Secondly, Sivin, 

like Lloyd, excludes studies of human world from the realm of scientific studies. Yet 

Chinese scientists endorsed a philosophical tenet that man and nature embody the 

same principle. So there is no essential difference between studies of human affairs 

and studies of natural events. If we look at Chinese sciences with this assumption in 

mind, then there is a unifying theme for Chinese sciences. The same Dao was 

believed to govern all things in the world, including heavenly matters, earthly matters, 

and human affairs. The ultimate goal of scientific inquiry is to understand the Dao. 

                                                                                                                                           
never entirely subsided. It became a strong motivation from the eleventh century on, as 

impulses from philosophy stimulated astronomers, and vice versa” (183).  
13Details may differ on what kind of relations it sets up to discover. It may be a causal relation 

that the heavenly objects exerts on human affairs (in the Western case), or it may be merely a 

sign to indicate human affairs (in the Chinese case), or it may be taken to be a correlation 

explained by other causes (in some modern theories of astrology).  
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Different scientific subjects, whether it is geometry, geomancy, divination, 

astronomy, or astrology, explore different aspects of the Dao in an empirical manner. 

The Chinese framework is more holistic than the modern Western sciences, yet it is 

not significantly different from the approaches we encounter in ancient Greece.  

We should also notice that Chinese sciences have some unique aspects. The 

uniqueness is reflected both at the general level and in the individual sciences. Even 

when Chinese science and Western science were dealing with the same kind of 

questions, the styles of inquiry were often dramatically different. For example, 

Chinese logic is essentially analogical, which is based on inference about kinds. This 

is very different from the deductive Aristotelian logic, and it had a huge impact on the 

direction of Chinese sciences. Chinese mathematics is basically an empirical science. 

It does not aim to prove its statements, but aims at giving algorithmic solutions to 

paradigm examples. Ancient Chinese math books consist mostly of such solutions to 

exemplary questions. For Chinese mathematicians, the need of demonstration is never 

a big concern. If a statement is known to be true, there is no need to further prove its 

truth. The proof itself does not add anything more to its truth. There are many unique 

features present in other Chinese subjects, such as Astronomy, Medicine, and 

Chemistry. One common feature to all Chinese sciences is its lack of theoretical 

structure. Chinese sciences have theories, yet such theories are not well connected to 

the empirical observations. In contrast, theories in Western sciences have a deductive 

structure that connects theory to observations. This is certainly the most prominent 

feature of modern sciences (which is elegantly analyzed by the logical positivists), but 

it is also the case with ancient Greek sciences.
14

  

In conclusion, in this paper I have offered a detailed analysis of the criteria of 

science, and proposed a reasonable definition of science that does justice to different 

styles of scientific inquiries present in ancient cultures. By such a definition, Chinese 

sciences are genuine scientific inquiries with some unique features. This result is 

certainly no surprise to anyone who is familiar with Chinese sciences, and I hope I 

have made it clear why it is the case. Also, I hope this study can be helpful to our 

contemporary dialogues between different cultures in this more and more globalized 

world.  
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ARISTOTELIAN LOGIC IN CHINA—A CASE STUDY OF THE 

CHINESE TRANSLATIONS OF EUCLID’S ELEMENTS 
 

Jinmei Yuan

 

 
Abstract: Chinese logic and Aristotelian logic are very different. The 

communication between these two language games is generally difficult.  But, the 

attempt to understand the unfamiliar and the novel are commonalities of human 

beings.  To understand different ways of thinking, effort must be made from both 

sides.  The evidence that strongly supports this argument is the discourse between 

Jesuit and Chinese mathematicians in 17th century China.  They applied a common 

rule, Pointing Out, which make it possible, while doing geometry, for Aristotelian 

logic to be understood gradually by the Chinese. This dialogue is an excellent 

example of keeping space open for the sense of wonders.  This is the hope for 

human knowledge. 

 

Introduction 

 

THIS PAPER discusses how Aristotelian logic was introduced to China via three 

editions of the translation of Euclid’s Elements, Matteo Ricci and Xu Guangqi, Jihe 

Yuanben Books 1-VI, 1607; Alexander Wylie and Li Shanlan, Jihe Yuanben Books 1-

XV, 1865; and Lan Jizheng and Zhu Enkuan, Jihe Yuanben, 2003.  Making the 

Chinese understand Aristotelian logic is a long and difficult process.  Traditional 

Chinese logic is the logic of the practice; it studies how to distinguish a strong 

argument from a weak one in a changing world instead of a world with the pre-fixed 

order.  The latter is the presumption of Aristotelian logic.  Chinese logic discerns how 

to define a thing in associations instead of the relations of terms, which are 

determined in the order of a hierarchical system of classification of genus and species.  

Again, the latter is a characteristic of Aristotelian logic.  A strong feature in Chinese 

logic is pragmatism. For Chinese scholars, gaining the pragmatic benefits is 

inseparable from doing logical reasoning, including doing mathematics.  Studying the 

relations among particular objects or concrete concepts is much more attractive to 

Chinese logicians and mathematicians than studying how to purify universal terms or 

abstract concepts from particular objects.  These differences are the reason why 

Aristotelian logic was first recognized by the Chinese through the study of the 

geometry book, Jihe yuanben, instead of the study of Aristotle’s work on logic, such 

as Mingli tan (Francisco Furtado and Li Zhizao 1631), a translation of Aristotle’s 

Categories, which was not popular among the Chinese even until last century.   

In this paper, I shall analyze why the Chinese prefer to accept Aristotelian logic 

through learning geometry instead of learning Aristotle’s Categories.  I shall explore 

the bridge that communicates Jesuits’ and Chinese mathematicians’ logical thinking 

in the first Jihe yuanben.  My standpoint is that the logical gap between Aristotelian 
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logic and Chinese logic has existed since Ricci and Xu started their translation.  

However, they applied the rule of “指  zhi, Pointing Out” in Chinese logic or 

“Ostensive Definition” in Aristotelian logic in Jihe yuanben Book I-VI.   They added 

many diagrams to illuminate the basic geometry definitions.  This work was carried 

on by Li Shanlan in doing the entire Jihe yuanben Book I-XV.  Pointing out or 

ostensive teaching of concepts establishes an association between a Chinese 

geometrical term and an object.  It brings the universal or abstract terms (which are 

lacking in Chinese logic) in Euclid’s Elements down to earth.  The Pointing Out rule 

functions as the bridge in continuing the discourse between Aristotelian logic and 

Chinese Logic.  Though the Pointing Out rule has serious limitations, which, in fact, 

has made Aristotelian logic a “Chinese-Aristotelian” logic, applying this rule is the 

starting point of teaching the traditional Western way of thinking in China.  After four 

hundreds years, the third edition of Jihe yuanben carries the mission of representing 

the essence of Euclid’s Elements and reintroducing Aristotelian logic to the Chinese.  

It is also an attempt to overcome the limitations caused by the Pointing Out rule, or 

the influence of traditional Chinese logic. My conclusion is that the discourse 

between two different language games
1
, like children studying basic words, starts 

with pointing out or ostensive teaching.  The Pointing Out rule brings the hope of 

mutual understanding, though not completely. This case study of the Chinese 

translations of Euclid’s Elements represents the path of how Chinese may accept 

Aristotelian logic little by little.  It also shows the potential possibilities of the 

communication between the two language games.  

 

I. A Brief Review of Aristotelian Logic in China 

 

Aristotelian logic was seriously introduced to China via the Chinese translation of 

Euclid’s Elements Books 1-VI, Jihe yuanben 幾何原本 in 1607.   The first edition of 

Jihe yuanben Book I-VI (C. Clavius’1574 edition)
 2
 was a cooperative effort between 

Italian Jesuit, Matteo Ricci (1552-1610), founder of the Chinese mission in the 16th-

17th centuries, and Chinese mathematician, Xu Guangqi 徐光启  (1562-1633), a 

scholar of the prestigious Imperial Hanlin Academy.  Exactly 250 years later, the rest 

of the nine books (Books 7-15) of Elements was translated by Protestant missionary 

Alexander Wylie and Chinese mathematician Li Shanlan 李善兰 (1811-1882) in 1857 

                                                           
1I use this term in a Wittgenstein sense.   Wittgenstein treats language as a co-ordinate system.  

He calls the whole of language, consisting of language and the actions into which it is woven, 

the “language-game” (Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, 5e7).  He thinks that in 

different logical co-ordinate systems, analogous to different geometries, “it is as impossible to 

represent in language anything that ‘contradicts logic’ as it is in geometry to represent by its co-

ordinates a figure that contradicts the laws of space, or to give the co-ordinates of a point that 

does not exist” (Wittgenstein, Tractatus, 3.032, 11). 
2Before Mateo Ricci and Xu Guanggi’s translation, a Chinese mathematician, Qu Taisu 瞿太素 

translated Book I of the Elements, but this work was not preserved.  See Peter M. Engelfriet’s  

Euclid in China, 132, 1998 
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(Playfair’s English version).  The entirety of Euclid’s Elements (15 Book version) 

was published by Zheng Guofan 曾國藩 in 1865.  A new Chinese translation of 

Euclid’s Elements, Jihe yuanben (Thomas Little Heath’s 1956 English version) 

appeared again in 2003, which was completed by Chinese modern mathematicians, 

Lan Jizheng蘭紀正 and Zhu Enkuan 朱恩寬.  In the preface of Lan and Zhu’s, Jihe 

yuanben (2003, Sanxi Science Press), it states, “Years and years, millions of people 

received the training in logic through the study of Euclid’s Elements, and from there 

they walked into the palace of science” (Lan 兰 and Zhu 朱 2003, 1).    

In 1603, before Jihe yuanben Books 1-VI was published, Ricci, in fact, had 

introduced several typical Aristotelian concepts, such as the four types of cause, the 

four elements, being, and the ten categories in his Chinese theological work, the 

Tianzhu shiyi 天主實義 The Full Meaning of the Lord of Heaven （See Engelfriet, 1998, 

70-71） . Not much later after Jihe yuanban Book I-VI was published, the other 

Chinese scholar, Matteo Ricci and Xu Guangqi’s close friend, Li Zhizao 李之藻 also 

worked with the Jesuit Francisco Furtado and translated Aristotle’s Categories into 

Chinese.  The title of the book was Mingli tan 名理探, which was published in 1631.  

But the work that introduced Aristotle to the Chinese was not very successful.  While 

Ricci’ and Xu ’s Jihe yuanben Book I-VI as an important mathematics book later was 

taken up as part of Siku quanshu 四庫全書(compiled between 1773-1781), a huge 

collection of imperial manuscripts, neither Ricci’s Tianzhu shiyi nor Li Zhizao’s 

Mingli tan was included in the collection.  Aside from the public’s reaction towards 

the above books, the two Chinese translators’ responses to each of their works were 

also different.  After finishing the first six books of Jihe yuanben in six months, Xu 

Guangqi was enthusiastic, and wanted to complete the entire book.
3
  By contrast, Li 

Zhizao spent five years working on Mingli tan “with an obvious consequent loss of 

interest” (Wardy 2000, 72）.
4
  In his A History of Chinese Mathematics, Jean-Claude 

Martzloff summarizes, “From the very beginning, Aristotle had no success in China” 

(Martzloff 1987, 116). 

Though no Chinese understood Aristotelian logic at the beginning, Jihe yuanben, 

as a mathematical text and source of logical training, became more and more popular 

in China over the last four hundred years.  Today, the logic system of geometry that 

Jihe yuanben introduced is still the crucial foundation of the high school texts in 

                                                           
3In Ricci’s preface of Jihe yuanben, he said, after the first six books were finished,  Xu 

Guangqi “yi fang rui, yu jing zi.  Yu yue, ‘zhi, xian qing chuanci.’ 大史 意方銳，欲競之。余

曰：止。先請傳此” (“The great scholar was very enthusiastic and wanted to complete the whole 

translation, but I said: ‘No, let us first circulate this in order that those with an interest make 

themselves familiar with it’” (Engelfriet 1998, 460). 
4Li Zizhao said that during the five years, “ Because the language was so rarefied, thorns have 

come into my throat, and several times on account of difficulties I have set aside my pen（履因

苦難擱筆)” (Wardy 2000, 152). 
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China（Lan and Zhu 2003, 650）.  By contrast, studying Aristotelian logic itself is still 

considered as difficult work. If the Chinese were able to accept the logic in Jihe 

yuanben, then why did they ignore Aristotelian logic itself for so many years?  If this 

ignorance was caused by a gap between Chinese logic and Aristotelian logic, then, 

how could it be possible that the gap exists merely between Chinese logic and 

Aristotelian logic, but not the Aristotelian logic in Euclid’s Elements?   

I shall argue that it is a fact that there is a gap between Chinese logic and 

Aristotelian logic, and this gap exists also between the logic in Chinese mathematics 

and that of Euclidean mathematics.  However, in working this book, Jihe yuanben, 

the Jesuit and Chinese mathematicians found a “bridge,” or a common rule, which 

both Chinese and Aristotelian logicians and mathematicians accepted. This rule is 指 

zhi, Pointing Out/Ostensive Definition.  This rule functioned as a bridge that links the 

two different language games and made the discourse possible.  When the language 

games went beyond the mathematical content introduced by Jihe yuanben, such as in 

the field of pure theoretical Aristotelian logic, the rule failed to function.  No bridge 

links the discourse between the language-game players.  In other words, Chinese 

logicians failed to locate the certain kind of the Aristotelian terms, categories, 

propositions and even syllogisms in their own logical system, such as using universal 

terms or universal propositions.  This resulted in the unsuccessful introduction of 

Aristotelian logic to China.  In following, I shall take Ricci and Xu’s Jihe yuanben 

Books I-VI as an example to analyze the gap between Chinese and Aristotelian logic 

and demonstrate how rule, 指 zhi—Pointing Out, functions. 

 

II. The Gap between the Logic in Ricci and Xu’s Jihe yuanben Books I-VI and 

that in Euclid’s Elements. 

 

When Ricci and Xu translated the title of Euclid’s Elements, they put the terms  “jihe, 

幾何”before yuanben (basic elements).   According to Peter Engelfriet, originally,  

“the term jihe was not intended to mean geometry at all, but it referred to the 

Aristotelian category of Quantity, one of the ten categories of Aristotle’s Categories” 

(Engelfriet, 1998, 139).  Quantity (jihe) can be broken down into discrete quantity 

(number, shu 數 ) and continuous quantity (magnitude, du 度 ).   Measures and 

Numbers are, in fact, the content of general mathematics.
5
 In the preface of Jihe 

yuanben, after Xu criticizes that the Chinese in the later Ming dynasty lost their 

“rock-solid traditions” of learning mathematics, Xu Guangqi states: 

                                                           
5In Euclid in China, Peter Engelfriet has a detailed explanation of why Ricci and Xu chose the 

Chinese words “jihe, 几何”to translate “geometry.”  He quotes from the beginning of Jihe 

yuanben, “In all matters pertaining to calendrical methods, geography, music, the crafts and 

arts, there is Measure (du 度) and there is Number (shu數).  This is all subordinated to one of 

the ten categories (shi fu 十府), the category of Quantity (jihe fu 幾何府)”  (Engelfriet 1998, 

138-142). 
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The Jihe yuanben is the Ancestor of Measures and Numbers; it is that by which one 

exhausts all the aspects of the square, the round, the plane and the straight, and by 

which one completely covers the use of compasses, carpenter’s square, water-level 

and measuring rope (Engelfriet 1998, 294). 

 

Xu Guangqi believes that learning Jihe yuanben will lead the Chinese people 

back to de 德, virtue that the ancient sages set up
6
.  In his Jihe yuanben zaji, he 

says: 

 

In dedicating oneself to study, there is theory (li 理) and there is practice (shi 事). 

[For both] this book had much to offer: it can help someone who studies the theory 

to improve his concentration (lit: “drive off floating qi 氣”) and to refine his 

intellect; for someone who applies himself to practice it can provide him with fixed 

methods, and it can bring out his creativity.  Therefore, everybody should study it 

[this book] (Engelfriet 1998, 294) 

 

How Euclidean geometry could be employed to lead the Chinese people back to their 

virtues is a question way beyond any Euclidean scholar’s imagination.  But, Xu 

clearly states in the conclusion of Jihe yuanben zaji, studying Jihe yuanben will 

“bring the people of this world to return to solid practice (shiyong 實用)” (Engelfriet, 

1998, 294).  “Solid practice” is the field that Chinese mathematicians and logicians 

are interested in and working for.  It is the virtue that Chinese ancient sages set up.   

In the “solid practice,” the category of Quantity in Chinese mathematicians’ minds 

refers to the employment of Measures and Numbers in music, calendar, astronomy, 

geography and so on. Unlike the category in Aristotle, Quantity in Chinese 

mathematics was not understood as a genus that could be predicated, but rather as the 

characteristics found in various particulars. Chinese mathematics deals with the logic 

in practice merely.  In the framework of traditional Chinese mathematics and logic, 

what Xu Guangqi describes in the above quote is clearly pragmatic.  Xu hopes that, 

by learning Euclidean geometry, the Chinese could be led back to solid pragmatic 

ground. 

Reaping pragmatic benefits is clearly not the expected consequence of either 

Euclidean geometry or Aristotelian logic. Joannes Stobaeus (around 500 A. D.) 

recorded a story of Euclid and one of his students.  After this student learned the first 

principle, he asked what he would get after he studied geometry.  Euclid said, “Give 

this man three pennies and let him go.  He wants to get the benefits from geometry.”
7
  

This story says that the pre-condition for one to learn geometry is giving up any 

pragmatic purpose. The common belief is that the logic in Elements has a clear 

                                                           
6In regards to the work of ancient sages, Xu refers to He Tu 河图 and Luo Shu洛書, Lu Ban 鲁

般’s and Mozi 墨子’s approaches in the preface. 
7See Lan and Zhu, Jihe yuanben, 2003, 2.  and T. L. Heath, A manual of Greek Mathematics, 

1931, 203.  
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cutting line from the logic in practice.  Based on Aristotelian deductive logic, Euclid’s 

Elements is organized into the form of propositions, derived via deductive chains 

from “first principles.” Using as few “first principles” as possible, Euclid develops 

out a paradigm of scientific reasoning in geometry, which describes an abstract 

paradigm. Mateo Ricci, a Jesuit born at the end of the Middle Ages, received strict 

training in Aristotelian logic and Euclidean geometry at the Roman College, where 

Euclid was studied mainly as an adjunct to the works of Aristotle (Englefriet, 1998, 18-

23).  He knew clearly that to Aristotle, the goal of science was the acquisition of 

certain and infallible knowledge.  The idea of classification of disciplines set an order 

of genus and species for each branch in science.  Geometry was offered as a paradigm 

to meet the order.  It required that demonstrations should be cast in syllogistic form.  

In the preface of Jihe Yuanben, Ricci says:  

 
The principles of nature are subtle and hidden, while human capacities are limited.  

If one is not based on what is already understood to deduce what is not yet known 

how would one be able to extend one’s knowledge? …Number and Measure, in 

abstraction from the physical particularity of objects, lead to the school of 

arithmetic and that of geometry respectively (Engelfriet 1998, 454). 

 

Here, Ricci describes the framework of Aristotelian syllogism.  Knowledge should be 

secured on premises that we have known to be true, since Aristotelian logic is a logic 

of terms with strict classification and rules.  A syllogism is a deductive proof 

implying the order of the hierarchical system of classification.  If all the premises are 

true and the steps of the deduction follow the rules, one can expect to develop a valid 

argument in order to reach a true conclusion.  Ricci continues: 

 
Preceding the propositions and proofs the definition has been laid down.  After that 

the general principles have been formulated on which the propositions and proofs 

rest.  Next, the propositions follow.  They give an explanation of the problem, and a 

manner of construction or proof.  What comes later, is founded upon results that 

have been obtained before …Nowhere can the order be reversed; it is one unbroken 

chain.  The undoubtable principles at the beginning are extremely simple and clear 

(Engelfriet 1998, 458). 

 

Obviously, what Ricci tries to introduce to the Chinese is Aristotelian logic as 

represented in Euclidean geometry.  According to Aristotelian logic, from one 

proposition to the other, a middle term is required.  The key relations with which it is 

concerned are the opposition between contrary terms and the hierarchy of 

classification--from genus down to species, sub-species and so on.  This is clearly not 

the pragmatist virtue set up by ancient Chinese sages.  The gap between Chinese logic 

and Aristotelian logic, similar to the cases in translating other Aristotelian logical 

works, exists in the project of translating Euclid’s Elements as well.   How could this 

gap be bridged?  I think that besides Ricci’s deep understanding of Chinese culture 

and Xu’s enthusiasm to Western mathematics, one of the important reasons is that 

they applied the rule of Pointing Out in their translation, which makes their 

conversations go on.   
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III. The possibility of Pointing out “Measures and Numbers” in the Logic of 

Practice 

 

In Aristotle, “Quantity” is a category abstracted from particulars.  By contrast, for the 

Chinese, “Quantity” as Measures and Numbers cannot be separated from particulars.  

The crucial difference here is that in the Chinese language game, universal categories 

have no positions.  In Aristotle, there are ten categories which are not predictable.  

They are universal.  Quantity is one of the ten, like Time, Relation, and Quality etc.  

In solving the problem, the Jesuit and Chinese mathematicians applied a sufficient 

rule, which both Aristotelian logic and Chinese logic accept—zhi 指, Pointing Out in 

Chinese logic, or Ostensive/Demonstrative Definition in Aristotelian logic. In 

Chinese logic, the rule, zhi 指 was emphasized in the Later Mohist Canons and used 

by many other philosophers in different schools since the pre-Qin and pre-Han 

periods.  The left part of Chinese character 指 zhi is a hand radical; the right part of 指 

zhi is “旨,”means “meaning.” The essence of 指 zhi is “pointing out.” The Later 

Mohist Canons says: 

有指，於二而不可逃。說在以二參…若智之，則當指之。(經下說，39) Pointing out 

something is in two things.  Explained by:  using the two to align. If you know Xs, 

try to point them out (Graham 1978, 405-406).   

 

A. C. Graham summarizes that the word 指 zhi has three main functions: 1) Noun, 

“finger”; 2) Verb, “point out one form another”; 3) Noun, “meaning,” the direction in 

which discourse points, its meaning or drift, the main point in contrast with details or 

side issues (Graham 1978, 458).  He says: 

 
We have plenty of evidence as to how pre-Han philosophers used the word chih 

[zhi], both as a verb (“point out”) and as a noun (“what is being pointed out”); they 

applied it not only to the gesture of pointing but to the meaning of discourse and 

the meanings of word.  To ignore the philosophical evidence and start by asking 

which of the concepts of western philosophy fits the Chinese argument 

(“universal,” “quality,” “logical class”) is wrong-headed in principle (Graham 

1978, 458). 

 

Chinese philosophers used the rule of “Pointing Out” again and again in their 

dialogues and debates
8
.  They used this rule to separate one event from the other and 

                                                           
8In my paper, “The Role of Time in the Structure of Chinese Logic”(Philosophy East and West,  

January, 2006), I list the following examples of the discussion about “zhi, Pointing Out” among  

Chinese scholars: “Gong Sunlong in Name School, Zhuang Zi in Daosim and other Chinese 

philosophers all have discussions on the rule, ‘Pointing Out.’  Gongsun Long says: “且指天下之

所兼。天下無指者，物不可謂無指也。Moreover [the pointed out] meanings are collected 

together by the world.  That nothing within the world is the [pointed out] meaning is in the case 

of things; it being inadmissible to pronounce that nothing is the meaning…” (Graham 1978, 
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one relation from the other.  It is a popular rule in Chinese logical reasoning.  

Engelfriet points out: “A Chinese term for “demonstration”:  The term, zhilun 指論， 

“discussing by pointing out,” was meant in a literal way: arguing something with the 

help of a model or diagram”   (Engelfriet 1998, 150).  

The term is explained as follows (Xu Zongze, 279): “If with the hand you point 

to a thing to exhibit [something] to somebody, he looks at it and gets [the point]: that 

is called demonstration” (如一手指物示人，舉目即得，名為指論) (Engelfriet 1998, 

150 footnote). Ostensive/Demonstrative Definition in Aristotelian logic is an 

acceptable way of defining a term by pointing to its referent.  “An ostensive definition 

refers to the examples by means of pointing, or by some other gesture” (Copi 2002, 

119). “Since the object of pure scientific knowledge cannot be other than it is, the 

truth obtained by demonstrative knowledge will be necessary” (Wittgenstein 1953, 

73a, 20).  For example, if I want to define what is a dian 點 (point),  I can make a dot 

on the paper and then point to the dot and say, “This is a dian.” That would be an 

ostensive definition of dian. “Discussing by pointing out” was exactly what the Jesuit 

and Chinese mathematicians did in Jihe yuanben.  Starting with the first definition of 

a dian 点 (point), all the way until the end of the book (both six and fifteen books 

versions), diagrams company almost every proposition and problem.  In fact, when Li 

Shanlan authored the fifteen books version, he even added more diagrams in Jihe 

yuanben Books I-XV.  With the help of diagrams, Jihe yuanben gives definitions to 

geometrical terms, introduces axioms, proves propositions, adds explanations and 

discusses problems. The following are the first five definitions among 36 definitions 

in Ricci and Xu’s first book of Jihe yuanben Books I-VI.  I use Engelfriet’s translation 

for the definitions.  I italicize the commentaries or explanations, which are clearly not 

from the original text but which Ricci and Xu add in or quote from other sources, and 

include the diagrams that they used to illuminate the definitions.  My comments are in 

the parentheses: 

 

1. A point: it has no part.  

Commentary: It has no length and breath, nor thickness. As the following 

diagram shows (This is the alternate definition which Ricci and Xu give to 

describe “a point”). 

  

甲 (A)   

  

                                                                                                                                           
462).  Sun Zi, a pre-Qin philosopher in the field of the philosophy of war, says: “故知者為之分

別，制名以指 實。Therefore wise men made divisions and distinctions on behalf of them and 

instituted names in order to point out objects” (Graham 1978, 458). Zhuang Zi says: “周，偏，

鹹三者，異名同實，其指一也。These three, zhou, pian, and xian, are different names for the 

same object; their pointed out meaning is one.” Yan Shigu (581-645), a linguist of the Sui 

Dynasty says: “指謂義之所趨，若人以手指物也。Meaning refers to what the sense runs to 

words, like a man pointing out a thing with his hand” (Graham 1978, 459). 
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 2. A line has length; it does not have breadth. 

Commentary:The separation between shadow and light on a surface forms a 

line (This example is not given by Clavius’text). 

 

     甲(A)   乙(B) 

 

  

 3. The extremities of a line are points.  Explain: If a line has boundaries, its 

boundaries at the two ends must be points (This explanation was written in 

smaller font after the definition of “line.” It is a traditional Chinese way to 

explain the sentence.  Ricci and Xu add their explanation after). 

  

 4. A straight line has only two ends [?]; above and below those ends there 

are no other points.  

 Commentary: The shortest way between two points is a straight line; if it is 

slightly curved it is already a deviation and a longer way.  (This is an 

Archimedean definition) 

  

      已(F) 

     戊(E) 

 

                      丁(D) 

                        

              

甲(A)    乙(B)         丙(C) 

 

5. A surface has length and breadth only.   

Commentary: the shadow of a body resembles a surface in the extreme. If 

you imagine a line that moves transversely, the trace that remains forms a 

surface. (This is added by Ricci and Xu) 
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 甲(A)   乙(B) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 丙(C)   丁(D) 

(Ricci and Xu, Jihe yuanben Books I-VI)
9
 

With the comments and diagrams, one can see that the abstract concepts, such as 

“point,” “line,” “surface” are brought down to the concrete figures or particular 

things.  The Chinese character “dian 點, point,” which means “a dot” literally, is 

pointed to a diagram of a “dot.” It becomes a physical mark or an objective dot, but 

no longer a dimensionless and immaterial “point” in the Euclidean sense.  The 

Chinese character “xian 線(line),” which means “a thread made of silk” literally, 

points to a diagram of a piece of “thread” with two ends.  It becomes a particular line 

or a piece of thread, but no longer a line which is breadthless in length, being in the 

same plane and being produced without limit in both directions, and does not meet in 

either direction.  The Chinese character mian 面 (surface), which means “a [flat] 

face/side” literally, points to a diagram of a rectangle with six break lines, which 

represent the image of the moving lines on a surface.   It is no longer a surface which 

has no thickness and spreads in all directions.  By doing so, each of these Euclidean 

geometry terms points to a particular figure, and becomes a term that can be 

understood in Chinese mathematics—the field of a “sold practice.” 

 

                                                           
9The English translation is based on Engelfriet’s discussion in pp. 155-159 (1998).  The 

original Chinese is the following (diagrams are not included in the footnote):  

第一界：點者無分。 

無長短廣狹厚薄。 

第二界：線有長無廣。 

 試如一平面，光照之。有光無光之間，不容一物，是線也。… 

第三界：凡線之界是點。[凡線有界者，兩界比是點。] 

第四界：凡直線止有兩端。兩端之間上下更無點。 

 兩點之間至徑者直線也。稍曲則繞而長矣。… 

第五界：面者，止有長有寬。 

 …凡體之影極似與面，[無厚之極] 

 想一線橫行所留之迹即成面也。 
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IV.  A “Chinese-Aristotelian” Logic after Applying the Rule Pointing Out 

 

The questions are raised. Why did Jesuit mathematicians accept these diagrams or 

changes? Can Aristotelian deductive rules still function?    

For the first question, I think that one has to pay attention to the inconsistency of 

Aristotle’s work.  When Aristotle discussed the problems in the real world, he himself 

did not always use his logic, the hierarchical system of classifications, as guidance.  

Jesuit philosophy, mainly Aristotelian philosophy, was fundamentally realistic. Basic 

mathematical concepts for them were derived from and secondary to natural bodies.
10

   

This means that to represent an abstract/universal term “X” by a particular member 

“a” in the set “X” is not a terrible way of thinking for Jesuit mathematicians to 

accept.
11

  It is true that Greek mathematics tends to separate abstractness from objects.  

But if speaking fairly, as Engelfriet says, “Although, undoubtedly, the Greek made 

exactness and logical rigor into a very important requirement, those concepts are not 

identical with “abstractness” […] in Aristotelian context geometrical objects were at 

most idealizations of real sensible objects, in which they were taken to be present in 

‘potency’” (Engelfriet 1998, 108).  Therefore, even though Euclid wants to use as few 

as possible diagrams because few diagrams might easily refer to particular 

objects/figures in the world of experience, which can never be accurate or perfect, 

Euclid’s Element still involves diagrams. More specifically, Euclid’s Elements used 

the diagrams to demonstrate the steps of solving problems.  These facts opened up the 

possibility for Jesuit and Chinese mathematicians to employ diagrams to point out 

what a definition meant.   

For the second question, I think that one can look at Aristotelian Square of 

Oppositions with a singular predicate.  Aristotelian syllogisms are composed of four 

types of propositions. As I mentioned before, the key relations with which syllogisms 

are the opposition between contrary terms and the hierarchy of classification--from 

genus down to species, sub-species and so on.  The four types of propositions are: 

All S is P (A)--Universal affirmative 

No S is P (E)--Universal negative (denial) 

Some S is P (I)--Particular affirmative 

Some S is not P (O)--Particular negative 

 

In Aristotelian logic, a proposition with a singular predicate, such as “Socrates is 

beautiful”(A) is treated as a universal affirmative and “Socrates is ugly”(E), a 

universal negative, for “Socrates” is a single subject, if “Socrates is beautiful,” it 

would mean that “(All) Socrates is (are) beautiful.” Therefore, the traditional Square 

                                                           
10See Engelfriet 1998, 40, footnote 127: Baldin, Legem imone subactis, p. 10. 
11In the proposition logic, the rule UI (Universal Instantiation) allows this shift.  For example, 

(x) (Dx  Px) can move to the proposition, Da  Pa by UI. The propositions in the example 

read: “Given any x, if x is a dian x then it is a point x.” By the rule UI, it is valid, “if it is a dian 

a, then it is a point a.” But, when a deductive proof ends, by the rule UG (Universal 

Generalization), one has to change the “a” back to “x.” 
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of Oppositions has two kinds
 12

.  One is the Square of Oppositions made by the above 

four types of propositions; the other is the Square of Opposition with singular 

predicates.  The latter is the following: 

 
                     Socrates is ugly                        Contraries                    Socrates is handsome 

 

 

                 

                                       Contradictories   

 

 

 

                                                                         Subcontraries                         

         Socrates is not handsome                                                                Socrates is not ugly 

 

In the above the Square of Oppositions with singular predicates, though Socrates is a 

particular man, the contrary relations of the four types of propositions, which the 

syllogism involves still exist.  Therefore, when a particular dot was pointed out to be 

the replacement of an abstract/universal point, the sentence, “this is ‘dian (point)’” 

becomes a singular predicate proposition.  It can be treated as a universal affirmative 

in the Aristotelian sense, like “Socrates is beautiful.” It is because if “this (the dot that 

I point out) is ‘dian (point)’,” then “(All) this (the dot that I point out) is/are ‘dian 

(point).’” If the relations among the four types of propositions are similarly 

represented by the Square of Oppositions with singular predicates, it follows that 

Aristotelian deductive rules can be performed among the four types of propositions 

with singular predicates as well.  Therefore, after Jesuit and Chinese mathematicians 

refer a definition of a term to a particular diagram, what they discussed in Jihe 

yuanben becomes either the relations of particular propositions (I and O types) or the 

relations in the Square of Oppositions with singular predicates.  In this way, 

Aristotelian deductive proofs turn into “Chinese-Aristotelian” deductive proofs. The 

problems caused by the lack of “universal concepts” and the understanding of the 

classification of genus and species in the Chinese language game are covered at the 

natural language level, thought they still exist at the logical level.  It is the method by 

which assisted by the rule, Pointing Out, Chinese logic was bridged with Aristotelian 

logic.  While Aristotelian readings of “point,” “line” or “surface” are idealistic 

                                                           
12In their paper, “Could Aristotelian Square of Opposition be Translated into Chinese,” Mary 

Tiles and Jinmei Yuan says, in footnote,  “Classical logic did not distinguish these two kinds of 

universals until Frege.  Frege is the first person who distinguishes these two kinds of 

universals.  He thinks that in the proposition ‘All A is B,’ ‘A’ and ‘B’ both are classes.  A is 

included in B (A ≤ B); but in the proposition ‘ a (singular subject) is B’ ‘a’ is a member of ‘B,’ 

where ‘A’ is an individual but ‘B’ is a class.  The second kind of proposition says that ‘a’ 

belongs to B (a ∈B).  The relation of inclusion is transitive.  But the relation of belonging is not 

transitive.  If A ≤ B and B ≤ C, then A ≤ C.  But in a ∈ A, one can treat A class as belonging to 

some other kind of class.  It does not follow that ‘a’ belongs to the other class”  (June 2006, 

Dao, A Journal of Comparative Philosophy). 
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abstract and immaterial, the Chinese understand them as “dian,” “xian,” or “mian” 

which are particular objects in their logic of practice. This is the situation that 

Wittgenstein points out:       

Doubtless the ostensive teaching helped to bring this about; but only together with 

a particular training. With different training the same ostensive teaching of these 

words would have affected a quite different understanding (Wittgenstein 1953, 6. 

4e-5e). 

The above problem of changing Aristotelian logic to “Chinese-Aristotelian” logic 

shows that the rule of Pointing Out or Ostensive Definition has serious limitations.  

For example, one can indicate only what is visible.  When the discussion turns to 

some other “categories,” such as “quality,” “relation” and so on, one can hardly find 

any ostensive way to define them.  That is why Li Zhizao had a difficult time in 

translating Aristotle’s Categories, and his translation of Categories, Mingli tan did 

not receive a warm response in China. Four hundred years have passed since Ricci 

and Xu’s Jihe yuanben Book I-VI was published. Chinese people’s understanding of 

the way of traditional Western thinking has become much deeper now.  The 

limitations of Pointing Out or Ostensive Definition in translating Jihe yuanben, both 

the six volume and the fifteen volume editions are being discovered by contemporary 

mathematicians.  In the preface of Lan and Zhu’s 2003 edition of Jihe yuanben, they 

point out, “The two older versions of Jihe yuanben have huge differences from 

Euclidean original Elements”(Lan and Zhu 2003, 1).  They also say, “In fact, during 

the Ming and Qing dynasties [17
th

-18
th

 centuries], almost no scholar studied the 

approaches of derive propositions from the ‘first principles’ and systems of 

deductions” (Lan and Zhu 2003, 14).  That is why they decided to re-translate 

Euclid’s Elements according to diagrams that were used to illuminate definitions in 

the beginning of the older Jihe yuanben.  In other words, they tried to get rid of the 

inaccurate resulting from the influence of Chinese logic.  This is a good example of 

Chinese scholars starting to discover the real Aristotelian logic in Elements. 

    

Conclusion 

 

For the Chinese, Aristotelian logic is like a foreign language.  From its presupposition 

to its system of deduction, Aristotelian logic is represented as a different co-ordinate 

system to Chinese. When Aristotelian logic met traditional Chinese logic in 17 

century, there were three options involved: 1) Using Aristotelian logic to replace 

Chinese logic.  The unsuccessful consequence of introducing Mingli tan proved that it 

is almost impossible. 2) Using Chinese logic to reject Aristotelian logic.  Some 

Chinese scholars tried to do so; they paid attention only to the methods of solving 

geometry problems instead of the logic in Jihe yuanben
13

.  By doing so, neither did 

                                                           
13Even Mei Wending梅文鼎, a famous Chinese mathematician in Ming dynasty, did not paid 

enough attention to the logic system in Jihe yuanben. 
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Chinese logic make progress, nor did Aristotelian logic disappear. 3) Finding a way to 

continue the discourse between these two language-games. This was the way opened 

by Ricci and Xu by applying the rule Pointing Out. The success of introducing Jihe 

yuanben proved that it was an effective way to develop a mutual understanding 

between these two different language-games. The path of studying Jihe yuanben 

indicates that as long as the discourse continues, the hope of a mutual understanding 

exists.  This hope will sooner or later lead to a deeper inquiry, which could make 

Aristotelian logic be fully understood by the Chinese, as well as enrich the Chinese 

understanding of their logic in the practice.  Therefore, option three could be a model 

of how two different language games communicate.    
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RATIONALITY AND MORAL AGENCY—A STUDY OF 

XUNZI’S PHILOSOPHY
1
 

 

Xinyan Jiang* 

 
Abstract:  "Rationality" is generally regarded as a concept exclusive to Western 

philosophy. In this paper I intend to show that even if in Chinese philosophy there 

is not a term equivalent to “rationality” in Western philosophy, Chinese 

philosophers have discussed rational beings in their own way. More specifically, I 

will argue that in Xunzi’s philosophy humans are rational beings, and their ability 

to think and act rationally is what makes moral agency possible. Although Xunzi 

might not have used the word "rational," his moral agents are perfectly rational. 

Unlike Mengzi's moral agents whose morality is an outgrowth of their innate moral 

sentiments, the morality of Xunzi's moral agents is conditional on their prudence.   

 

“RATIONALITY” IS generally regarded as a concept exclusive to Western 

philosophy. It is commonly believed that in Chinese philosophical traditions there is 

not a concept of rationality.
2
 Although there is a huge body of literature on the 

concept of human beings in Chinese philosophy, it seems that very few have 

attributed rationality to human beings as portrayed by ancient Chinese philosophers. 

In this paper I intend to show that even if there is not an equivalent term for 

“rationality” in Chinese philosophy, Chinese philosophers have discussed rational 

beings in their own way.
3
 More specifically, I will argue that in Xunzi’s philosophy 

                                                           
*Dr. XINYAN JIANG, Professor, Department of Philosophy, University of Redlands, 1200 

East Colton Ave, P.O. Box 3080, Redlands, CA 92373, USA; Guest Professor, Shanghai 

Normal University, China.  Email: xinyan_jiang@redlands.edu.  
1A relatively recent version of this paper was presented under the title “Are Human Being 

Rational”, at the 14th International Conference for Chinese Philosophy in Sydney, Australia, on 

July 14, 2005. Earlier and shorter versions were presented at the University of Michigan at Ann 

Arbor on March 10, 2001, at California State University at Long Beach on October, 16, 2001, 

and at the University of Redlands on March 11, 2004. I would like to express my appreciation 

to my commentator Michael Carroll and many audiences for their valuable comments and 

suggestions. My thanks also go to an anonymous reviewer for his/her helpful comments. 
2For a more detailed discussion, see Chad Hansen 179-207. 
3Whether in Chinese philosophy there is a concept equivalent to that of rationality in Wetsern 

philosophy is not the focus of this paper. I do not intend to get in the debate over the issue. 

What I am trying to argue is that rational agents have been discussed by some Chinese 

philosophers such as Xunzi no matter whether in Chinese philosophy there is a concept of 

rationality as understood in Western philosophy.  Nevertheless, it is worth to mention that in 

Chinese philosophy the widely discussed concept of li (理) is not about the rationality of human 

beings. It is basically connected with certain objects of human knowledge and refers to 

regularity, form, pattern, order, essence, and principle, but not human activity or capacity. For a 

more detailed discussion of li, see Zhang Dainian 51-53, and Cheng Chung-ying 157-159. A. S. 

Cua has argued that “li” in the Xunzi sometimes may be understood as “reason” or “rationale” 

(see Cua 21-22). I agree that “li” in the Xunzi may be interpreted as such, but it seems to me 

that textual evidence shows that for Xunzi li as “reason” still refers to certain objects of human 
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humans are rational beings, and their ability to think and act rationally is what makes 

moral agency possible. Although Xunzi might not have used the word "rational", his 

moral agents are perfectly rational, given the concept of rational agents discussed in 

this paper. Unlike Mengzi's moral agents whose morality is an outgrowth of their 

innate moral sentiments, the morality of Xunzi's moral agents is conditional on their 

prudence.   

 

I 

 

“Rationality” is certainly a concept subject to various interpretations. Even in Western 

philosophy, it is understood differently by different philosophers. For Aristotle it is 

that which differentiates human beings from animals. It is not merely a human 

capacity but also a function (ergon) of human beings or a characteristic activity of 

human beings. Aristotle posits that since a good human is one who functions well, 

therefore a good human being is one who reasons well. Thus, to live a rational life is 

to live a good and happy life. In Kant, moral requirements are those of rationality. 

Therefore, to live a moral life is to live a rational life. In both Aristotle and Kant, 

rationality constitutes the human essence. 

 However, rationality is understood in a more instrumental sense by some 

thinkers such as Thomas Hobbes. For these thinkers, rationality is an instrument to 

maximize self-interest. However, such rationality also presupposes the ability to see 

what is the greatest self-interest and what is really good for an individual. Such 

rationality includes both ability to reason about the means to goals and ability to 

perceive appropriate goals. The “rationality” I will discuss in Xunzi’s moral agents is 

close to this kind. So, in this paper, by "rational beings” I refer to agents who are able 

to deliberate on the ends they want to achieve and the means to their ends, and to act 

to take the means to achieve their ends. They are able to act upon both the 

instrumental principle and the principle of prudence. The former says that if one 

desires an end then one has a reason to take the means to the end, while the latter says 

that one should pursue what is best for him/her as a whole or in the long run or pursue 

his/her overall good over more immediate and local satisfaction.
4
 Clearly, an agent 

who follows Aristotle's practical syllogism is a rational agent who follows the 

instrumental principle. An agent who agrees to control his or her immediate desires 

for the sake of the long term or greater self-interest and to be engaged in a social 

contract, such as one described by Hobbes, is a rational agent who follows both the 

instrumental principle and the principle of prudence, because he or she pursues his or 

her overall good and takes the means to his or her overall good. Xunzi’s rational 

agents are close to those in Hobbes, as far as their practical rationality is concerned. 

                                                                                                                                           
knowledge, but not human activity or capacity.   
4 Christine M. Korsgaard has argued that the instrumental principle and the principle of 

prudence are not the same, since the former says nothing about what ends one should pursue. It 

is the latter that tells that one should prefer his/her overall good to more immediate or local 

satisfaction. See Korsgaard 230-231.   
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Certainly, there is a significant difference between them. I will discuss that at a later 

point. 

To understand how practical rationality plays a role in moral agency in Xunzi’s 

philosophy, we need to discuss briefly his perception of original human nature that is 

where his moral agents start from. Xunzi is best known for his claim that human 

nature is evil. To know what he means by that claim, we need to know what he refers 

to by “evil” (e惡) and “good” (shan 善). According to him, goodness is “that which is 

upright, reasonable, orderly,” and evil is “that which is prejudiced, irresponsible, 

chaos, and conflict” (Xunzi 23.9).
5
  For Xunzi, human beings are born with the 

tendency to immorality in the sense that they are born with some self-regarding 

desires and emotions that will lead to chaos and conflict if not regulated.
6
 That is what 

Xunzi means by “human nature is evil.” Here is his description of human beings in 

the original state:  

 
Human beings' inborn nature is to seek for gain. If this tendency is followed, strife 

and rapacity occur and deference and compliance disappear. By inborn nature one 

is envious and hates others. If these tendencies are followed, injury and frame-up 

occur and loyalty and faithfulness disappear. By inborn nature one possesses the 

desires of ear and eye and likes pleasant sounds and beauty. If these tendencies are 

followed, lewdness and licentiousness occur, and the pattern and order of propriety 

and rightness disappear (Xunzi, 23.3) 

 

Based on such a description, Xunzi's claim that human nature is evil is a much 

stronger statement than "human beings do not have innate moral sentiments or 

tendencies to morality." It seems that Xunzi is saying that human beings tend 

naturally more toward immorality than morality. Unlike Gaozi, who believes that 

human nature is indifferent to good or evil, Xunzi believes that human beings are 

disposed to what he calls evil. Contrary to Mengzi, who believes that our natural 

tendency will lead to morality if it is fully developed, Xunzi believes that our natural 

tendency will lead to immorality if it is followed without restraint. It is commonly 

accepted that Xunzi’s conception of human nature is different from Mengzi’s in the 

sense that the former does not refer to "human nature” as a unique human quality that 

differentiates human beings from animals (see Fung 69 and 145). Unlike Mengzi, 

Xunzi seems to have excluded unique human qualities such as the ability of reflective 

thinking from the realm of human nature when he talks about the badness of human 

                                                           
5All translations of Chinese texts quoted in this paper are mine, but some existing translations 

are consulted. All my translations of the Xunzi are made from Xunzi Yizhu, edited and 

annotated by Zhang Jue (Shanghai Ancient Book Press, 1990). The Zhang’s edition includes 

both Xunzi’s original texts and their modern Chinese versions (translated from the former by 

Zhang). All references to the Xunzi in this paper are by chapter and passage numbers, following 

numbering of passages in the Zhang’s edition. 
6I first got this interpretation from Kwong-loi Shun’s lecture at the University of California-

Berkeley in the spring of 1993 when I was doing research on Chinese philosophy there. After 

my own studies of Xunzi’s philosophy in recent years I still endorse Shun’s interpretation and 

believe that it is the most plausible interpretation.  
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nature,
7
 and regarded them as human efforts (wei偽)—the opposite of what is natural 

(see Xunzi 23.7). Clearly, in this context, for Xunzi, what is included in human nature 

is just what is spontaneous and pre-reflective (see Roetz 220-221). Then, it is easy to 

see why Xunzi's conception of human nature does not have a normative meaning as it 

does in Mengzi’s.
8
 However, the term "nature" (xing 性) used by Xunzi, like the one 

used by Mengzi, refers to a thing's tendency and inclination. The term “xing” in 

Xunzi’s time basically was used to refer to a thing’s natural tendency toward 

development (Graham 1990, 27-28). Xunzi's conception of xing overlaps with 

Mengzi's in the sense that it holds that the xing of a thing is the way the thing will 

develop if there is no interference from outside. Given such an understanding of xing, 

we can see that the differences between Mengzi, Gaozi, and Xunzi's views on human 

nature might be like this: Mengzi believes that human beings are disposed to morality 

or what is called good, Gaozi believes that human beings are not disposed to either 

morality or immorality, and Xunzi believes that human beings are disposed to what 

we call immorality or evil. Their disagreement mainly is mainly not about specific 

elements in human inborn nature but about the general natural tendency of human 

beings.  

For Xunzi, it is because of the bad nature of human beings, that there are needs 

for morality, ritual, and laws so that human natural tendencies are regulated and 

restrained and social life becomes possible. He said: 

 

 How does ritual (li 禮) arise? I reply: human beings are born with desires (yu 欲). 

If their desires are not satisfied, they cannot but seek some means to satisfy them. If 

such seeking is without measures and limits, there can only be conflict. From 

conflict comes chaos and from chaos comes predicament. The ancient kings hated 

chaos, therefore they established ritual and rightness (yi 義) to define different 

positions of people in society, and to train people's desires and provide their 

satisfaction" (Xunzi, 19.1)      

 

Ritual and morality originated from efforts to satisfy human desires. All human 

beings have the same natural tendency to evil. Even the ancient moral sages were 

born with the same bad human nature. But sages are different from other people in the 

sense that they are more intelligent than others. They understood human nature and 

knew how to control and satisfy human desires to the greatest degree. Therefore, they 

created ritual, morality, and laws to correct and transform human beings (see Xunzi 

23.7).   

The sages' initial motivation to invent morality and ritual was to promote their 

overall good or to gain the greatest self-interest. They saw that no one would live a 

                                                           
7In other contexts, Xunzi does not deny that human cognitive capacity is part of human nature. 

For example, he once said: “Generally speaking, what makes human beings able to know things 

is human nature, while what can be known is the li (理) of things (Xunzi 21; Zhang ed. 468). 

For the meaning of “li”, see note 3.  
8See Graham 1989, 125, for both descriptive and prescriptive meaning of xing in Chinese. 
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good life if all people pursue the satisfaction of their desires without regulation. First, 

there would be chaos and conflicts if everyone pursued the satisfaction of his or her 

desires without limitation. Second, social life would be impossible and therefore 

universal poverty would persist if people did not control their natural desires. Xunzi 

explicitly said: without being united, human beings could not defeat beasts and they 

would be always in poverty (Xunzi 10; Fung 146). Sages are wise enough to see these 

things and to create goodness. Common people are intelligent enough to understand 

what sages teach them and follow ritual and rightness. Obviously, morality and ritual 

are invented and followed, because they are beneficial. As Xunzi pointed out, those 

principles given by sages are aimed at promoting people’s long-term interests (Xunzi 

4.13).  For Xunzi, if someone does not follow the way of sages, that is because he/she 

does not know how beneficial it is for him or her to follow it.  

 
All things being equal, nobody wants to trade two items for one, because everyone 

knows clearly about these numbers. Acting according to the Way is like trading one 

for two. What can one lose from that?  Making choices by being apart from the 

Way is like trading two for one. Then, what can one gain from that? The reason 

why some people give up long-term goals for momentary satisfaction is that they 

are not clear that they are trading two for one (Xunzi, 22.15). 

  

For Xunzi, both sages and common people are naturally inclined to seek their long-

term or greatest interests. However, their prudence enables them to know that they 

should choose their long term, greater, or overall good over the more immediate, 

lesser, local satisfaction of their desires. Therefore they had their overall or long-term 

self-interests as their end to pursue and were willing to control or give up some 

satisfaction of their short-term desires.  They both followed the instrumental principle 

so that they were willing to observe ritual and rightness when they saw that ritual and 

rightness are means to satisfy their desire for their overall good. Such agents are 

obviously rational and their choice and action are based on rational calculation. 

Without their practical rationality they would not have invented and observed ritual 

and rightness in the first place. It is people's intellect, not their moral sentiments, that 

is the crucial element in Xunzi's moral agency.  

 Xunzi’s belief in such moral agency is also shown in the way he argues that each 

person can be a sage. When Xunzi answered the question why any person in the street 

can become (sage-king) Yü, he said: 

 
Generally speaking, I say that Yü became sage-king Yü because he practiced 

humanity, rightness, and fair laws. This shows that humanity, rightness, and fair 

laws can be known and practiced. Every person in the street possesses the faculty to 

know them and the capacity to practice them. This being the case, it is clear that 

every person in the street can be Yü (Xunzi, 23.14). 

            

Such an explanation why each person can be a sage is clearly different from the one 

given by Mengzi. For Mengzi, everyone has the four beginnings of virtues inside, i.e., 

the feeling of commiseration, the feeling of shame and dislike, the feeling of 
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deference and compliance, and the feeling of right and wrong;
9
 that is why everyone 

can be sage Yao or sage Shun.  

 
Human beings have these Four Beginnings just as they have their four limbs. 

…When one has them fully developed, one will be able to protect all people within 

the four seas (the world). If one does not develop them, he will not even be able to 

serve his parents" (Mengzi, 2A:6).      

 

As far as the possibility of moral agency is concerned, what Mengzi emphasized was 

innate moral dispositions, while what Xunzi emphasized is practical rationality. As 

Fung Yu-lan (Feng Youlan) put it:  

 
Thus whereas Mencius (Mengzi) says that any man can become a Yao or Shun, 

because he is originally good, Hsün Tzu (Xunzi) argues that any man can became a 

Yü, because he is originally intelligent (Fung, 145). 

 

A. S. Cua’s comprehensive study of the argumentation in the book Xunzi has also 

clearly shown that Xunzi presupposes that moral agents are capable of rational 

thinking. Unlike the Analects and the Mengzi, the Xunzi has offered its readers a 

substantial amount of argumentation or reasonable persuasion. Xunzi must have 

believed that his readers or audience are competent in reasoning. As Cua has 

analyzed: 

 
As an activity of reasonable persuasion, argumentation does involve the use of 

reason, that is, the statement that one makes must be supported by an appropriate 

explanation and/or justification. Since the value-claim is a proposal that has 

practical import, the reasons given in its support can also be regarded as reasons for 

action. If we do not confine the notion of rationality to mere compliance with 

canons of inductive and deductive logic, argumentation as a reason-giving activity 

is properly regarded as a rational activity (Cua, 20) .   

 

II 

 

A further discussion of Xunzi’s view of human intelligence may show more clearly 

that moral agents in Xunzi’s philosophy are rational. From Xunzi's point of view, 

what separates the human race from other beings is not noble emotions like those 

believed in by Mengzi but the capacity to make distinctions. Although this is not the 

same as to say that rationality is the human essence, it asserts that human beings are 

able of being rational. When he discusses the unique human quality, he says: “What 

makes human beings human? It is their ability to distinguish things” (Xunzi 5; Zhang 

ed. 72). Such ability makes rational thinking and action possible. Because of this 

ability, a person is able to distinguish what is best for him or her and what is not, and 

to see what the best means to his or her end is and what is not. Because of such 

                                                           
9Here I have followed Chan Wing-Tsit’s translation of these four terms in his A Source Book in 

Chinese Philosophy (Chan 1963).  
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distinctions, people will be willing to control their immediate desires in order to 

achieve their longer term and greater interests. Because of such rational calculation, 

sages were able to invent rituals and rightness, and common people were willing to 

observe ritual and rightness and get along with others in society. As P. J. Ivanhoe has 

pointed out: 

 
Because we are endowed with the ability to make careful distinctions, weigh and             

evaluate their various advantages and disadvantages, we are able to give shape to             

our social organization. This ability enabled a series of gifted human beings to             

evolve the system of rituals and social norms that led to the ideal Confucian             

society, …  (Ivanhoe, 313).   

 

Given human beings' ability to make distinctions, evaluations and rational calculation, 

human beings are not only willing to control but actually can control their desires 

which are part of their inborn nature. According to Xunzi, we might not be able to 

eliminate our desires, but at least we can choose how to satisfy them and decide 

which desires we are going to satisfy. It is our mind/heart (xin 心), not natural desire, 

which decides how we act. As Xunzi put it:  

 
Those inborn and simple desires are certainly no longer similar to the way they 

were after they are controlled by the complicated thought of the mind/heart. What  

people desire most is life; what people hate most is death. Nevertheless, there are 

those who give up life and choose death. Not because they do not desire life and 

desire death, but because (in their situations) it is not admissible to live but 

admissible to die (according to the heart/mind). Therefore, when desires are 

excessive but actions are not, it is because the mind/heart restrains the actions. If 

that which the mind/heart approves is reasonable, then even if the desires are 

numerous, how can they be harmful to order? If the actions go beyond the desires, 

it is because the mind/heart makes it happen. If that which the mind/heart approves 

is not reasonable, then although the desires are few, what can save us from 

disorder? Hence, order and disorder depend on what the mind/heart approves, not 

on what the emotional nature desires (Xunzi, 22.11)10 

 

From this passage, we can clearly see that for Xunzi, in our inborn nature there are 

different parts: the natural desire and the faculty to make judgments—the mind/heart. 

The latter can control the former and decide the actions of a person. A person follows 

what his or her mind/heart approves. "Every person follows what he/she approves and 

abandons what he/she does not approve" (Xunzi, 22.13). "The mind/heart is the ruler 

of the body and master of its spirit. It gives commands but it is not subject to any 

command" (Xunzi, 21.9). Therefore, as Graham points out, according to Xunzi, "What 

matters is to use the heart, the organ of thought, to judge whether or not action to 

satisfy a desire is admissible (k'o), …. " (A. C. Graham 1989, 252). It is important to 

see the distinction between what one desires and what one approves in Xunzi's moral 

agents. Bryan Van Norden 's "Mengzi and Xunzi: Two Views of Human Agency" has 

                                                           
10My translation here has incorporated some parts of those of Burton Watson, and Bryan Van 

Norden. I also have consulted the commentaries of Zhang Jue (see Zhang, 489-90).  
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provided some arguments for this. Van Norden has made very clear that according to 

Xunzi, people do what is good because they approve of doing what is good, and 

overriding one's desires via "approval" is the first stage along the road of self-

cultivation (Van Norden, 127-28). 

Disagreeing with Van Norden, David Wong argues that the distinction between 

desire and approval in Xunzi’s philosophy might not be as strong as it appears if we 

consider on what ground approval is given by Xunzi's moral agents. Approval can be 

based on either the perception of an irreducible moral property or the long-term self-

interest of the agent. Since Xunzi's moral agents were originally motivated to invent 

or follow ritual and virtues in order to maximize the satisfaction of their desires or 

greatest self-interest, their approval of doing good cannot be totally separate from 

their desires. The mind's approval in this sense can just "cause an agent to act contrary 

to what the agent desires most immediately but what the mind approves is ultimately 

based on what it will take to best satisfy over the long term the total set of the agent's 

desires" (Wong, 140). Thus, the function of the mind is similar to the role of a means-

ends type of practical reason (Ibid., 140). This means that the choice the mind makes 

is the one between one's immediate sensual desires and the desires arriving out of 

reflection on one's long-term interests (Ibid., 141). So, the mind's approval is just a 

rational calculation on how to satisfy one’s desires best.  

Regardless of the disagreement between Wong and Van Norden, they both 

believe that Xunzi's moral agents are able to do rational calculation, and do not 

simply follow those natural desires they have at birth. This indicates that these agents 

are rational. Speaking of the nature of approval in question, it can be identified with 

neither an ordinary desire nor a judgement that has nothing to do with desire. Perhaps, 

we might classify it as a rational wish or desire as defined in Aristotle's ethics, that is 

something like the desire for what on the basis of rational calculation is seen to serve 

one's best interest in the long run (Urmson, 40). A rational wish as such is a product 

of human rationality. In other words, there would be no rational wish without 

rationality. If Xunzi's moral agents have something like a rational wish, they must be 

rational. 

 

III 

 

However, there is a gap between being rational in the sense discussed above and 

being morally good. Purely self-regarding calculation does not make a person moral. 

The relation between being rational and being moral in Xunzi's moral agents needs to 

be discussed further.  To be morally good requires moral motivation. Then, how can 

such moral agency be possible for Xunzi, given his belief that human nature is evil 

and people are self-regarding at the beginning? Even if we assume that human beings 

are able to control their original desires and to follow rational wishes, the question 

remains. Since what their heart approves is just what is best for their interests, they 

are still selfish agents when they follow their hearts. One of the important differences 

between Hobbes and Xunzi is that Hobbes seems not to think that human beings can 

be transformed into truly moral beings from selfish creatures, but Xunzi believes that 

they can. For Xunzi, at the end, after a long-term moral cultivation, a person can be 
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genuinely other-regarding and sincerely care about others. T. C. Kline has 

summarized Xunzi’s position very nicely as follows:  

 
There is no spontaneous love or delight in following ritual as it manifests the way 

for human beings. Following ritual is the means to other ends, ends such as gaining 

powers as a ruler, avoiding harm and conflict, or ordering a chaotic situation. 

However, persistent effort and a skillful teacher will eventually lead to the 

transformation of perceptions and desires such that they are in accord with the Dao. 

At this point one will love ritual for its own sake and not as a means for anything 

else (Kline, 158). 

 

How could such transformation be possible? Does the rationality of moral agency 

play any role in it? Xunzi did not explain this much, but only in one place said 

something like this: when one's thoughts have accumulated sufficiently, and when 

one has repeatedly acted in a certain way, one will form a certain habit or routine (see 

Xunzi, 22.1). Although such a habit is not from human nature but from human 

activity, it can be one’s second nature.  Then one will achieve goodness by human 

activities. It seems that he is saying that moral requirements may be internalized by 

habituation and one can be transformed into a truly moral person in this way. Since 

Xunzi himself does not offer much to directly answer the question we ask here, there 

might be various ways to construe his view on this issue.   

One way to answer this question might be as follows: if observing ritual and 

virtue are the means to maximizing our self- interest, it will be wiser to do it willingly 

and enjoyably than to do it painfully and unwillingly. In other words, it is in our best 

interests to love ritual and virtue and to makes them part of our internal needs and 

objects of our desires. To do so, one must love ritual and virtue for their own sake.
11

 

However, this just shows that human beings should love ritual and virtue for their 

own sake, based on their rational calculation. There is still a problem about whether 

human beings defined by Xunzi could actually do so. If the judgment of what is best 

can have a motivational power for a rational agent's action and the rational agent 

realizes that his or her happiness is partly dependent on his or her loving ritual and 

virtue, he or her would be motivated to make some effort to cultivate his or her desire 

and emotions so that he or she might eventually come to love ritual and virtue for 

their own sake.  Furthermore, there might be some internal ground for his or her 

success in such efforts. David Wong has given an affirmative answer to this by 

pointing out that for Xunzi there is a psychological foundation for human beings to 

enjoy and love ritual and virtue. According to Wong, in Xunzi’s view, there are some 

parts of our psychological make-up or “some raw materials in human nature that are 

amenable to being shaped toward a love of virtue and a delight in ritual” (Wong, 

148).  For example,   

 
Human beings may have a desire for harmony and coherent wholes and may 

therefore delight in the harmony between each other and between the human world 

                                                           
11David Nivison has made a similar point. See Nivison 416. 
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and nature that is established by rites. The virtue filial piety 孝 xiao strengthens, 

refines, and directs the primitive impulse of love of one's parents and the primitive 

impulse to reciprocate for the greatest of benefits—one's life and nurturance. … We 

come to love morality because it allows full expression of natural and deep human 

emotion (Wong, 148-149) 

 

Ritual and virtue not only regulate and control human desires and emotions but also 

satisfy, express, and refine them. Therefore it is possible for people to love them and 

enjoy them, even if they are selfish beings at first. Given this aspect of ritual and 

virtue, we might describe Xunzi's moral agents as such: they are originally motivated 

by their best self-interests to observe ritual and virtue, and are able to enjoy doing so 

later on after a period of practice. At last, they would achieve a harmony between 

external requirements from ritual and virtue and internal requirements from their own 

psychological needs. However, for Xunzi, ideal moral agents should have achieved 

such harmony, but ordinary ones might not able to. After all, dominant natural desires 

and emotions in human nature are against ritual and virtues. Otherwise we would not 

need to have ritual and virtue to prevent chaos and conflict. It is because human 

beings are born with the tendency to immorality, that Xunzi says that human nature is 

evil. Before one's moral and ritual practices bring any enjoyment to an agent, it seems 

that one's rational wish for one’s overall good is the main reason for one to observe 

and continue these practices. It seems that only those who are rational enough to 

always realize that ritual and virtue are best for them can have a chance to eventually 

achieve the state of ideal moral agency. Those who give up in the middle are those 

who do not know well what their best interest is. Just as Socrates believes that no one 

intentionally does evil and that evil comes out of ignorance, Xunzi believes that there 

is no one who knows that the moral way of life is the best for him or her but does not 

follow it (See Xunzi, 22.13).  

Even if the final transformation is possible, rational calculation is the most 

important factor in moral agency in Xunzi’s philosophy. To be moral for the sake of 

self-interest does not sound like genuine moral motivation. But this is not a unique 

problem in Xunzi's philosophy. If we look at Socrates, Plato, even Aristotle's ethics, 

in general, the question of "why be moral" is answered by "rational self-interest." It 

seems that Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle all have tried to convince people that to be 

moral makes one happier than to be immoral. Many others after them did the same. 

As Robert Nozick has observed:  

 
Since the time of Glaucon's challenge to Socrates, moral philosophers have             

attempted to show it is in our rational self-interest to act morally. They have tried to 

show that in pursuing our rational self-interest, rightly understood, we will be 

behaving morally, and that in acting morally our rational self-interest is best served. 

They have tried to show the moral person will be happier (Nozick, 405).      

 

Xunzi is one of many who have tried to justify morality in terms of rational self-

interest or one’s overall good. If moral agents in Socrates’ or Plato’s philosophy can 

be virtuous, so can Xunzi's moral agents. The pursuit of one's true happiness or 
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rational self-interest and the love of ritual and virtue might coincide in a rational 

agent.  
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AL-FĀRĀBĪ’S TRADITION VIS-À-VIS PHILOSOPHICAL 

PLURALISM  
 

Hamid Andishan

 

 

Abstract: Abū Nar al-Fārābī (870-950 A.D.) is referred to as the founding father of 

Islamic philosophy, who influenced the later Muslim thinkers to treat philosophy as 

an “authentic science”. He managed to reconcile Muslim thoughts with Greek 

philosophical traditions. Consequently, his efforts were essential for establishing 

philosophy as a legitimate theoretical practice in the Muslim world. This paper 

offers an analytical explanation as to why al-Fārābī took a combinative approach 

in philosophy and how he combined two seemingly disparate philosophical 

traditions. The paper explains how he harmonized the philosophy of Plato with that 

of Aristotle; it also explores how he combined Islam and Greek philosophy.  The 

paper then shows how his innovative ideas became a “tradition” in the history of 

Muslim philosophy. Finally, the paper relates al-Fārābī’s philosophical tradition 

with the challenge of modern pluralism. It is argued that the Muslim world, by 
following his approach, cannot fully respond to contemporary philosophical 

pluralism. In this regard, “Perennial Philosophy” as an essential characteristic of 

many Muslim philosophies, will be analyzed in relation to philosophical pluralism. 

 

Introduction 

 

I SEE MOST of the people of our time delving into and disputing over whether the 

world is generated or eternal. They claim that there is disagreement between the 

two eminent and distinguished sages, Plato and Aristotle, concerning: the proof [of 

the existence] of the First Innovator; the causes existing due to Him; the issue of 

the soul and the intellect; recompense for good and evil actions; and many political, 

moral, and logical issues (al-Fārābī  2001, 115). 

 

In the above quotation, al-Fārābī uses a reflective verb “to see”; and it is reasonable to 

argue that similar reflections can be applied to our times as well. We too can “see” 

similar repeated disputes in modern times and even throughout the human history. 

Studying the long history of ideas, we face not only a “disagreement between the two 

eminent and distinguished sages”, but also a crowded history of disagreements. In this 

sense, our time is quite similar to al-Fārābī’s although, one may argue, a bit more 

sophisticated. We may ask, then, whether we should embark upon theoretical 
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endeavors aiming at removing these doubts and uncertainties as al-Fārābī did. It is our 

objective here to investigate this question. 

“Islamic philosophy” as a term comprises two notions. The first notion points out 

the Muslim dimension of this tradition of thought and the second expresses the Greek 

roots of this “science” -at least terminologically speaking. Therefore, this branch of 

knowledge has two distinct sources: Greek ancient philosophy and Islam. The 

combination, Islamic or Muslim philosophy, began sometime in the 7th to 8th 

centuries, when, under the Abbasid dynasty, Muslims were translating books from 

Greek into Arabic – either directly or via Syriac ( afā 1967). These translations were 

“covering many crucial texts of Greek cosmology, psychology, metaphysics, and 

theology” (D’Ancona 2007, 21). 

In the beginning of this process, some of the philosophical discussions translated 

from Greek were not organically related to Muslim discourses of the time. The 

ancient Greek philosophers did not always agree with Muslims. Issues such as bodily 

resurrection proved to be highly controversial, for instance. In other cases, Muslims 

could not easily comprehend the philosophers’ arguments. For example, Aristotle’s 

followers suggested that the world was eternal while the Qur’ān claimed that God had 

created the world out of nothingness -which implied that the world was in fact 

temporal (Leaman 1998, 5:4083). In such circumstances, philosophy could not be an 

organic element within the Muslim universe of thought and, as a result, was 

ostracized from conventional discourses. 

In the conventional Muslim discourses of the time, there were different branches, 

such as Kalām -i.e. theology-,  adīth - i.e. the science of preserving the Prophetic 

traditions-, Sufism and  ikmat - i.e. philosophy. The masters of each of these 

scientific branches were trying to establish their legitimate position. Among these 

branches,  ikmat was particularly attacked by its rivals, because it appeared to be a 

strong competitor for mainstream religious thought. Philosophy was accused of 

leaning towards reason at the expense of revelation (Nasr 2006, 38). A symbolic 

dispute took place between the theologian al-Sīrāfī and the philosopher Mattā that 

illustrates the problematic nature of philosophy in the Muslim world (Leaman, 220, 

12). 

The opponents of philosophy, the theologians, criticized it in two ways. They 

argued that it was an alternative perspective to that of religion. Secondly, they argued 

that it was a fundamentally incoherent in system of thought in itself. They argued that 

Aristotle and Plato, as great masters of philosophy, should not have had such major 

disagreements; and that the existence of such disagreements between the two 

indicated that philosophy was not a comprehensive and systematic science. 

Consequently, philosophy had to encounter two charges: internal incoherencies and 

disagreements-among the philosophers- as well as external incoherencies -with 

religion.  

Early philosophers such as al-Fārābī tried to vindicate philosophy in two 

combinative approaches: showing the harmonies in the philosophies of Aristotle and 

Plato-to prove the internal consistency of philosophy-, and synthesizing philosophical 

discussions with Muslim thoughts -to show philosophy as an organic science within 

the Muslim universe of thought. These early philosophers interpreted, for example, 

Aristotle through Muslim conceptual systems (Pāzūkī 2007, 139-150); they instituted 
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a philosophy in which Islamic sources, i.e. the Qur’ān and  adīth, were inherent 

elements and Islamic principals were accommodated (Nasr 2007, 27). 

 

I. The Harmonization of the Philosophies of Plato and Aristotle 

 

As mentioned before, the early opponents of philosophy pointed to its internal 

incoherence. In particular, they referred to the large number of consequential 

disagreements between two great masters of philosophy, namely Plato and Aristotle. 

In response, al-Fārābī wrote a number of books in an effort to prove the internal 

coherency of philosophy and to vindicate it from the accusations  

(al-Fārābī 1890; al-Fārābī 1972, 268-284).  Al-Jam‘ is the culmination of his effort in 

this regard. He writes:   
 

So I want to embark in this treatise of mine upon a harmonization of the two 

opinions of both of them and an explanation of what the tenor of their arguments 

signifies in order to make the agreement between the beliefs of both apparent, to 

remove doubt and suspicion from the hearts of those who look into their books, and 

to explain the places of uncertainty and the sources of doubt in their treatises (Al-

Fārābī 2001, 115). 

 

To al-Fārābī, it was important to lay the foundation of philosophy in a harmonized 

and integrated fashion. “He wished to establish it (philosophy)”, Dimitri Gutas writes, 

“as an independent and possibly even leading intellectual discipline” (Gutas 1999, ΙΧ: 

219). In al-Jam‘, he listed seventeen differences between Aristotle’s and Plato’s 

philosophies and argued that these disparities were apparent, not inherent. He pointed 

out that Plato and Aristotle had the same aim and methodology (al-Fārābī 1995, 99); 

and that even if one considered them to be different, this would be an incorrect 

assessment. He presented Plato as a respected precursor to Aristotle and believed that 

Aristotle began where Plato had left off (Gutas 1999, ΙΧ: 220). In the other words, in 

al-Fārābī’s view, Aristotle was looking for the same objective as Plato had, namely 

the knowledge of the perfection of man. Yet, Aristotle believed that Plato’s efforts 

had not been sufficient and he began “from a position anterior to that from which 

Plato had started” (al-Fārābī 1962, 40). Al-Fārābī believed that the followers of those 

two great philosophers had wrongly interpreted them as opposing thinkers. After 

listing the famous disagreements between the two, al-Fārābī tried hard to resolve 

them one by one.  

From the very beginning, al-Fārābī had a prior intention in writing his book. He 

had felt that harmonizing the two philosophies was a necessity. Consequently, he 

embarked on doing it. It can be argued that his aim was to satisfy a social need as well 

as a philosophical curiosity. He thought his contemporary confusion was the result of 

the alleged disputes between the two sages; and that if he resolved the disputes; his 

contemporaries would not oppose philosophical teachings anymore and would allow 

philosophy to be established. 

How he embarked upon harmonizing Plato’s and Aristotle’s philosophies, and 

the extent of his success are beyond the scope of this paper. What is important here is 

why he tried to consider such a difficult theoretical task and what consequences his 
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efforts have left for us. He was a philosopher, not a theologian, jurist or grammarian, 

and he hoped to nourish philosophy in the Muslim world. He believed that resolving 

the disagreements between the two great philosophers could realize his goal of 

establishing Islamic philosophy. He was helped by Islamic theoretical and theological 

doctrines about the unity of truth and through this, he proved that philosophical truth 

must be single. 

 

II. The Harmony between Greek Philosophy and Islam 

 

Early Muslim philosophers such as al-Fārābī were influenced by the Islamic sources 

based on revelation. In other words, these philosophers approached many 

philosophical subjects through the prism of the Qur’ān. Similar to other Muslims, 

they believe that Allāh -God- is single;
1
 that He is omnipotent and has no participant 

in His Power and Knowledge. He knows “all the mysteries of the world.” In fact, the 

Qur’ān thought that His other name was “ aqq”, which means “truth”. The term 

“ aqq” is particularly significant for understanding of the relation between Greek 

philosophy and Islamic revelation (Nasr 2007, 29). 

Al-Fārābī, the philosopher interested in the “essence of reality,” believed that 

Greek philosophy and Islam were similar in their attention to the question of truth, i.e. 

 aqq. Qua philosopher, he intended to discover the “truth of being,” the “knowledge 

of existing things insofar as they are existent.” Qua Muslim, however, he regarded 

God as the Truth. As a result, he believed that if he wanted to know the truth, he 

should try to know God. This meant that if he wanted to be a perfect philosopher, he 

should be a faithful Muslim. 

At the same time, the above approach meant that Muslim philosophers had two 

sources for knowing the truth/ aqq. As Muslims, they were invited to read and 

reflect upon the “Composed Book”–i.e. the Qur’ān. As philosophers, they were to 

examine the “book of creation”–i.e. the universe.
2
 In other words, Islam led them 

through the teachings of the Qur’ān to the Truth–i.e. Allah–and Greek philosophy led 

them via thinking and reasoning to truth–i.e. the essence of things. In their minds, the 

two ways appeared in parallel and towards the same goal: 

 

God, in Islamic philosophy, is the source of the book of creation (universe) and 

composed book (Qur’ān). The composed book is orchestrated with book of 

creation and its order. The philosopher can deduce the statements of Qur’ān by 

watching the universe (Dāwarī 1998, 121). 

 

                                                           
1Believing in single God is an important principle in revealed religions especially in Islam. 

Confessing to single God is a fundamental condition to becoming Muslim. Everyone who 

wants to become a Muslim should Confess ‘lā ilāha ill-Allāh’ [‘The God is single’]. 
2The “Composed Book” -kitāb-i talīfī- and the “book of creation” -kitāb-i tadvīnī- are two 

famous phrases in Islamic philosophy. It is believed, that the Qur’ān, similar to the universe, 

can lead human beings to the correct way of life. Man has two equal ways to attain happiness. 

The Qur’ān says “believers are indebted to God for he selected messenger who teaches them 

book and ikmat (philosophy)” (3: 164). 
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This projected harmony between Greek philosophy and Islam was the result of the 

efforts by the early Muslim philosophers, and in particular, the writings of al-Fārābī. 

Philosophy could find a respected status in Muslim system of thought due to these 

efforts. In a rather simple world of the time where truth - aqq- appeared single and 

within the reach, the sciences could exist only in harmony with Islam. Al-Fārābī tried 

to project this harmony and, in doing so, he saved philosophy from accusation of 

being anti-religion. Under al-Farabi’ influence, Abū  ayyān al-Tawḥīdī wrote:  

 

Is not philosophy outward form of spirit and is not religion inward form of spirit? 

When Greek philosophy and Arabic religion combine, the perfection becomes 

accessible (Dāwarī 2003, 120). 

 

When Greek philosophy and the Arabic religion of Muslims were combined, a new 

branch emerged in the science of the day, namely the Divine knowledge. Al-Fārābī 

categorized various branches of science in his famous Kitāb I  ā’ al-‘Ulūm –i.e. The 

Book of the Enumeration of the Sciences. General Metaphysics or the Divine 

knowledge includes two smaller sciences, i.e. philosophy and theology–as the science 

of non-bodily beings (al-Fārābī 2001b). Al-Fārābī allocated four pages to describe 

General Metaphysics. Of these, three pages were allocated for the science of non-

bodily beings –i.e. theology- and only one to philosophy. 

In his description of theology, al-Fārābī writes about God, His essence and 

attributes, His unity, as well as the angels and the creation. On philosophy, however, 

he only wrote “in this section, beings and their accidents are discussed insofar as they 

are being” (al-Fārābī 2001b, 75). Al-Fārābī, therefore, attended to theology much 

more extensively than philosophy. He could unite the two different sciences in one 

without being accused of heresy. This is arguably, why he chose the title of “Divine 

knowledge” for General Metaphysics, and this could deflect some of the criticisms.  

Al-Ta  īl al-Sa‘ādat is one of the other writings in which al-Fārābī tried to bring 

Greek philosophy yet closer to Islam. In this work, his combinative approach 

identifies two different concepts, namely Imam–i.e. religious leader– and philosopher. 

He argues that “[t]he philosopher and Imam have the same meanings” (al-Fārābī 

1995, 94). 

The creation of the new branch of science and the very idea of the unity of Greek 

philosophy and Islam were the results of al-Fārābī’s worldview. His perspective was 

generally accepted by all later Muslim philosophers. In his own time, he managed to 

convince many of this unity and to established philosophy as an organic element of 

Muslim thought. Today, one may ask whether his unifying and synthesizing approach 

can be used in dealing with contemporary diversities in philosophical thoughts. 

 

III. When an Innovation Becomes a Tradition 

 

It was explained that al-Fārābī had a combinative approach in reading Plato, Aristotle, 

Greek philosophy and Islam. His brilliant, innovative and powerful approach, 

however, turned into a stagnant and eventually irrelevant tradition in the Muslim 

world. He did make a strong foundation for rigorous philosophical discussions in the 
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Muslim world. Yet, many of the later Muslim philosophers, failed to be as innovative. 

They simply imitated him so that his brilliant approach became generally irrelevant. 

This imitation, i.e. trying to combine several different traditions, became a common 

philosophical practice throughout Muslim history because of an enduring belief: that 

“we are first Muslims and only then philosophers”. From this point of view, al-Fārābī 

was the perfect pioneer whose method should be copied by the next generations of 

philosophers. This is why al-Fārābī has been so significant to most of Muslim 

philosophers; and this is why he was given the title of “the Second Teacher” after 

Aristotle, who was called “the First Teacher” (Nasr 1975, 23). This is also the reason 

why he is considered as the “inaugurator of Muslim philosophy” (Dāwarī 1998). 

His approach towards proving philosophy as an authentic Muslim science and 

establishing a new organic Muslim philosophy gradually became the principle of 

most philosophical traditions throughout the Muslim world. The unity of philosophy 

and Islam became a fixed criterion: “everything approved by religion is approved by 

reason and vice versa”. This was, of course, a famous jurisprudential statement as 

well. Consequently, the duty of each philosopher was perceived to be philosophically 

proving Islamic beliefs. This is why in the history of Muslim philosophy; one can find 

numerous efforts to prove Muslim beliefs such as corporal resurrection, the existence 

of angels, or God’s knowledge about particular affairs of man.  

Avicenna, as one of the first followers of al-Fārābī, was in particular engaged 

with one of the most problematic aspects of relation between Greek philosophy and 

Islam, namely God’s knowledge about all particular affairs. According to the Islamic 

beliefs, God knows everything in the entire universe. Muslim philosophers, such as 

Avicenna, were committed to prove this belief without attributing any flaw to God’s 

knowledge; for one may argue that if God knows every changing particularity, then 

his knowledge must be variable and thus subject to imperfection. In fact, this subject 

has remained a controversial one throughout the history of Muslim philosophy and 

has even caused harmful attacks against a number of philosophers (Abid al-Jābirī 

2010 150-185). 

In contrast, the philosophy of Suhrivardī was concerned with questions such as 

the existence of angels, the world of Imagination, and corporal resurrection. Similar 

to al-Fārābī and Avicenna, Suhrivardī tried to provide a philosophical explanation for 

religious doctrines. Yet, he could not offer comprehensive arguments on all those 

questions. Mullā  adrā eventually completed Suhrivardī’s philosophical project. 

The philosophy of Mullā  adrā is centered, for the most part, around his proof of 

corporal resurrection ( adr al-Dīn Muhhamad Shīrazī 1975). According to the 

Qur’ānic teachings, God will resurrect humanity all with their own bodies–i.e. not 

only in their spirits but also in their bodies of flesh and blood. This interpretation of 

the Qur’ān has caused quite a number of difficulties for Muslim philosophers. They 

made special efforts to prove it that culminated in Mullā  adrā’s sophisticated and 

comprehensive argument. 

It can be argued, therefore, that most of the Muslim philosophers continued al-

Fārābī theory of unification. In fact, some of these philosophers such as Mullā  adrā 

and Mohammad Hussein  abā abā’ī simultaneously wrote commentaries upon the 

Qur’ān and philosophical books. The more they made an effort to rationalize Islamic 

beliefs, the more the border between philosophy and theology became blurred. 
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Looking at the history of Muslim philosophy, one can conclude that al-Fārābī’s 

approach in defense of philosophy through combining it with Islam has become a 

stagnant tradition. The repetition of a novel and original idea, therefore, reduced it to 

an inflexible and rigid tradition that ignored the necessity of philosophical renovation.  

Being helped by the Encyclopedia of Beliefs, Customs, Tales, Music and Art, we 

can define “tradition” as a “Repeated pattern of behaviors, beliefs, or enactment 

passed down from one generation to the next” (McCormick 2011, 1198). 

In this definition of “tradition”, three characteristics can be identified, namely a 

“repeated pattern” that is associated with a “group of people” and it is “coming from 

the past”. In Arabic, the equivalent for “tradition” is Sunnah. In Muslim cultures, the 

term refers to “those actions performed in the past that establish a pattern to be 

followed, or avoided, in the future” (Newby 2004, 197). Given these definitions, al-

Fārābī’s novel approach gradually became a thought tradition, a “repeated pattern” for 

every later philosopher.   

Although al-Fārābī’s followers played an important role in further elaborating 

this tradition, it must be noted that his philosophy had an inner potential to become 

such an enduring tradition. He describes philosopher and Imām as synonymous. 

Consequently, he implies that philosopher is as perfect as an Imām should be. In a 

special part of al-Jam’ in which he discussed about some contradictions between in 

Aristotle’s ideas and Theologia, he believed these statements can entail three 

possibilities: 1) they are contradictory; 2) some are Aristotle's while others are not; 3) 

they have same inner meanings, thus correspond to and agree with each other. He 

surprisingly claimed that because of Aristotle’s proficiency and intense wakefulness, 

it is improbable and reprehensible to say that they are contradictory (al-Fārābī 1996, 

67).  However, we know that they are contradictory. 

The question is why he could ignore obvious philosophical necessities easily. It is 

a consequential assumption to believe that Aristotle was immune to contradiction 

throughout all his life and philosophy. When one thinks that two statements by a 

philosopher are evidently contradictory, it is reasonable to assume that the 

philosopher has changed his mind. Nevertheless, al-Fārābī did not think so about 

Aristotle; and he painfully strived for making his philosophy fully coherent ( alībā 

1995, 146).  One may even argue that al-Fārābī interpreted Plato and Aristotle with 

emotional devotion to their perfection. He saw them as the “masters of the philosophy 

for all times”. As such, it was impossible for them to contradict each other or, even 

worse, themselves: 
They are the founders of philosophy, and the sources of its principles. They are 

responsible for its deficiency or perfection, routing it. Everything they say is the confident 

principle, without suspicion, undoubted. This is asserted by all the tongues and wisdoms (al-

Fārābī 1996, 28). 
One may argue that this rather absolutist judgment might be the yet another result 

of combining philosophy and religion. 

 

IV. Perennial Philosophy and Philosophical Pluralism 

 

Throughout the history of Muslim philosophy, al-Fārābī and many other philosophers 

mistook the identity of the author of Theologia, and tried in vain to show the 
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consistency of this work with the philosophy of  Aristotle, whom he believed to be the 

author.
3

 Yet, the reason behind writing al-Jam‘ went beyond the problem of 

Theologia. It can be argued that even if al-Fārābī had known that Theologia did not 

belong to Aristotle, he still would have written al-Jam‘. He wrote the work for, I 

think, he believed in Perennial Philosophy.  

Al-Fārābī wrote al-Jam‘ needing a new Muslim interpretation of Aristotle’s 

philosophy. He was trying to calm down the fierce attacks against philosophy. He 

emphasized that there existed only one Perennial Philosophy, according to which all 

disputes between philosophy and religion and all disputes among philosophers would 

disappear. In fact, Perennial Philosophy was developed by combination of philosophy 

and religion in the first place. 

Perennial Philosophy has ancient roots in Buddhism and Zoroastrianism. 

According to the Perennial perspective, all beings, lives and minds in the world have 

substance based on Divine Reality. Primitive versions of this school of philosophy 

can be found among primitive people and sophisticated versions in various religions 

and traditions throughout the world (Huxley 1947, 1). 

Perennial Philosophy maintains that there is a universal Truth, based on which 

we can classify various philosophies and sciences. This is possible for “their ultimate 

source is one, namely the divine intellect” (Huxley 1947, 1). This is precisely the 

metaphysical background upon which al-Fārābī wrote al-Jam‘ and I  ā’ al-‘Ulūm 

(Bakar 1998, 44). In one famous statement in al-Ta  īl al-Sa‘ādat he directly points 

out that there has existed a perpetual philosophy in the ancient times among the 

Chaldeans, and later on among the Egyptians, the Greeks, the Syrians and ultimately 

the Arabs (al-Fārābī 1962, 43). Although he did not use the term “Perennial 

Philosophy”, he did have a similar concept in mind when he wrote those lines. 

In the history of Western philosophy, Marsilio Ficino, Giovanni Pico Della 

Mirandola and Leibnitz have been influential in explaining this school of philosophy. 

Ficino believed that Platonic philosophy and Christian theology both led us to a single 

truth about the world, namely love. Pico, who was Ficino’s pupil, expanded the 

sources of this “unity of truth” beyond Plato and Christianity and included in the 

teachings of Averroes, the Qur’ān and Kabala traditions.  

One can observe the potentials in this school of philosophy to emerge as a 

tradition itself. It too combines theological and philosophical views, and then claims 

to be “perennial.” Once one achieves it, in other words, one no longer needs any other 

–new- philosophy. It is not a temporal philosophy depending on time and place; it is 

beyond time and place, and thus changeless. The perspective also implies that if all 

philosophers accept Perennial Philosophy, they would put aside their disagreements. 

The Perennial tradition, however, may cause a number of complications. In particular, 

the unity of all philosophies, or Perennial Philosophy, leads us to two –internal and 

external- problems. 

In terms of the external problem, if “everything approved by religion is approved 

by reason and vice versa”, each non-Islamic subject will become non-philosophical 

too. In the other words, this statement indicates that religion and philosophy are two 

                                                           
3Valentin Rose, the editor of Aristotle's works discovered in 1883 that Theologia is not his. 

Indeed, the work contains some excerpts from Enneads of Plotinus. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marsilio_Ficino
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giovanni_Pico_della_Mirandola
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giovanni_Pico_della_Mirandola
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Averroes
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exactly coincident circles and we cannot find any subject belongs only to one of them. 

Yet, there are so many non-Islamic -to be distinguished from anti-Islamic- topics that 

are of philosophical essence. For instance, discussions regarding the fine arts –e.g. 

aesthetics- are inherently philosophical and yet non-Islamic –i.e. not directly related 

to Islam. From an Islamic-philosophical perspective, however, they may be 

considered as non-philosophical. Yet, philosophy of aesthetics is a major field in 

contemporary philosophical studies. Certain interpretations of Islam oppose some of 

the visual arts such as painting and sculpture making. As a result, one cannot 

elaborate philosophically about these fine arts within current Muslim philosophy. 

Another field of philosophizing that one cannot easily incorporate into Muslim 

philosophical traditions is political philosophy. It may be argued that al-Fārābī did 

have a political philosophy. This is true but only because al-Fārābī was not writing 

within the later “tradition” of Muslim philosophy. He had written his works on power, 

justice and politics before the traditional thoughts dominated Muslim philosophy. 

Although he was one of the chief founders of this tradition, his methodology was 

innovative and creative in his own time. After him, due to the existence of many 

“political judgments” by Muslim thinkers, it became unnecessary to discuss about 

politics from philosophical point of view and in a comprehensive way. This is why 

Javād  abā abā’ī believes that after al-Fārābī, there is no major and comprehensive 

political philosopher in the Muslim world ( abā abā’ī 1996). 

In regards to the internal problem, if “the unity of philosophies by those sages, 

such as Plato and Aristotle” is undeniable, all later philosophies must be the same as 

well. This is indeed a Farabian presupposition. Today, however, we regard diversities 

among great philosophers as completely natural and even beneficial. It seems to be a 

consensus of our time that there could not be a single definition of philosophy. 

Consequently, we no longer feel uncomfortable (as al-Fārābī may have felt) when 

such disagreements arise among major philosophers. In al-Fārābī’s view, a 

philosopher should be the governor and the prophet as well; all sciences should be of 

religious essence and they must have the same objective of knowing reality as the 

mirror of God.  

Accepting Perennial Philosophy, which has its own internal logic and analytic 

methods, may cause rejecting other alien philosophies. For instance, any philosophy 

that arises from of Aristotelian-Islamic logic may be disregarded. Philosophers such 

as Hegel, Nietzsche, Heidegger and many of the existentialists appears so far away 

and thus incomprehensible; for they cannot be understood by Aristotelian-Islamic 

logic. Many Iranian Muslim thinkers, for instance, consider these philosophers as 

poets as they appear to them non-philosophical, self-contradicting, and even illogical. 

They cannot understand, for instance, the Hegelian logic and its basis upon the 

principle of contradiction. In their opinion, there is only one “logic” as there is only 

one single “Truth”. In the view of some of the Muslim philosophers, thoughts outside 

these premises are sophistry.  

Moreover, when one accepts the Perennial Philosophy, he or she accepts that 

there is a Divine ground, and a spiritual essence, for everything. Consequently, one 

could agree with different philosophies only to the extent that they refer to such 

essence. One accepts the multiplicity of philosophies insofar as they would be 

phenomenona manifesting that Divine ground. Now if one philosophy denies such 
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Divine ground altogether or simply does not refer to it, one will not agree with it. 

Therefore, philosophies such as that of Hume or Empiricism or Materialism appear as 

devoid of philosophical value among some of the Muslim philosophers. 

There is a good example for such a situation. Uūl-i Falsafih wa Ravish-i Realism, 

written by Mohammad Hussein  abā abā’ī, is an important encountering between a 

traditional Muslim philosophers and Marxian philosophy. He uses one of the terms of 

the Western philosophy, i.e. Realism, in the title of his books. In the book, he 

encounters several philosophical schools such as materialism to show that they are, in 

his opinion, sophistry.  

In his opinion, Realism means the way to recover the essence of things and 

Idealism means denying such essence. Consequently, every philosophy that does not 

accept the “essence of the external things” is Idealistic or an example of sophistry. He 

strongly opposed the idealistic interpretation of Plato, Pythagoras and Plotinus. 

 abā abā’ī and his pupil, Murti ā Mu aharī who wrote a preface and annotations for 

the book, believed that existence of several contradictory schools in contemporary 

Europe is a sign of philosophical crisis. They believed that had Divine philosophy 

developed in Europe, as it did among Muslims, there would not have been so many 

disperse and diverse philosophies there. In such an environment, sophists could not 

have realized their goals and materialists could not have been a mainstream group of 

thinkers (Mu aharī, ?, 21). In contrast, in the Muslim world, they believed that Mullā 

 adrā had combined different philosophical branches in one single philosophy and 

had managed to end the age-old disputes (Mu aharī, 7). According to this view, 

therefore, philosophical pluralism was a sign of weakness, and equal to sophistry, and 

an adverse condition.  

Interestingly Mu aharī simultaneously believed that one should separate 

philosophy from theology. This seems to contradict the basic tenets of Perennial 

Philosophy. He believed that theology and philosophy were two different sciences 

and had different subject matters. He believed that theology is an independent 

science, for the sake of its focus on the question of the Divine. Yet, pre-Islamic 

philosophers combined those questions with philosophical questions (Mu aharī 2007, 

5:467). Mu aharī defended his proposed separation not in order to make a space for 

new non-Perennial philosophies. Instead, he separated philosophy from theology by 

favoring the latter; for he could not accept any non-Perennial philosophies that would 

oppose the Divine knowledge. 

To summarize, one can conclude that the history of Muslim philosophy has been 

heavily shaped by “al-Fārābī’s Tradition”. Yet, this seems to be no longer sustainable. 

On the one hand, an extreme level of combination, or a perfect Perennial Philosophy, 

has already developed in  adrā’s philosophy, which combines philosophy, theology 

and Sufism. On the other hand, one cannot accommodate several different 

contemporary philosophies in the context of al-Fārābī Tradition. If Muslim 

philosophies are to see a new wave of innovation, they need to move beyond 

Perennial Philosophy. This might be possible by moving towards a fundamentally 

different philosophy, but the question is: how can emerge this new fundamentally 

different philosophy? 
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MYSTICAL SYMBOLISM AND DIALETHEIST 

COGNITIVISM: THE TRANSFORMATION OF TRUTH-

FALSEHOOD (ZHEN-JIA)  

 

John Zijiang Ding 
 

Abstract: One of the central philosophical issues is the problem of Truth-Falsehood 

(Zhen-Jia) in A Dream of Red Mansions. We may find three positions in this book: 

The first is “Truth” (Zhen) which also means “Being,” “Reality,” “Existence,” 

“Physical and Materialistic Substance,” and “Actual Social affairs”; the second is 

“Falsehood” (Jia) which means “Non-Being,” “Emptiness,” “Nothingness,” 

“Nihility,” “Illusory Fiction,” and “Spiritual and Mental Activities;” and the third 

is “Truth-Falsehood” (Zhen-Jia). The third can be considered “Transformation of 

Truth and Falsehood,” which has the following four attributes in this book: 1) 

Unification of truth and falsehood; 2) Interrelation of truth and falsehood; 3) 

Interaction of truth and falsehood; 4) Inter-substitution of truth and falsehood. The 

transformation of Truth-Falsehood (Zhen-Jia) in this book can be considered a sort 

of spiritual transformation which is recognized within the context of an individual 

self-consciousness, or an individual's meaning system, especially in relation to the 

concepts of the sacred or ultimate concern. In this article, the author will discuss 

this theme by explaining and examining the relationship and transformation of 

“Truth” and “falsehood” through the following three perspectives: traditional 

Chinese glyphomancy, dialetheism and fatalism.  

 

A Dream of Red Mansions――HONG LOU MENG 紅樓夢 is one of the four greatest 

Chinese classic novels. 
1
 It may be proper to justify that to understand China, one 

must read this great work because of its tremendous influence on Chinese literary 

history. Importantly, the study of this novel has become as popular and prolific as the 

works of Shakespeare or Goethe. This tale, with over 400 named characters from all 

walks of life, has two main fatalistic threads: one is the tragic love story of young and 

rebellious Jia Baoyu and Lin Daiyu; the other is the rise and fall of the four decadent 

clans of Jia 賈, Shi 史, Wang 王, and Xue 薛. There have been certain common 

                                                           
Dr. JOHN ZIJIANG DING, Professor, Philosophy Department, California State Polytechnic 

University at Pomona, 3801 West Temple Avenue, Pomona CA 91768, USA.  
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1Hong Lou Meng was written in 1754 and titled Shitou Ji 石頭記 (Record of the Stone). This 

fantastic writing, as we know it today, consists of 120 chapters, with a total of 1,075,000 

Chinese characters. Since the first English translation in 1842, it has been translated into twenty 

languages. In fact, the author Cao Xueqin 曹雪芹 (1735 or 36 - 1763 or 64) completed only the 

first eighty chapters of the work because of poverty, illness and family tragedy. In 1791, Gao E

高鄂 added the last forty chapters. Though literarily not better than the first author’s original 

writings, those new parts have been recognized due to their significant continuation of the 

tragic end of the leading roles’ romantic love. (See Yu Pingbo’s Zhiyanzhai Reviews of A 

Dream of Red Mansions) 
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interpretations of this book being an “author’s autobiography,” “romantic love 

tragedy,” “socio-political contradictions,” “women’s positions,” and so on.
2
 More and 

more, its cultural significance has been disclosed; “dream” may be viewed as a kind 

of “total vision” of Chinese culture; “Prospect Garden (Daguanyuan 大觀園)” may be 

considered a sort of cultural metaphor; and the novel itself may be treated as the 

culmination of China's rich literary legacy and also a reflection of Chinese aesthetics 

and world view, including examples of all major types of Chinese poetry. This 

writing indeed sheds light on almost every field and aspect of social life: elite’s as 

well as common people’s family life, social roles, moral values, religious practices, 

thought and behavior patterns, amusements and entertainments, eating and drinking, 

clothing and housing, medicine and transportation. It also profoundly exposes the gap 

between theory and practice in Chinese social life.  

One of the central philosophical issues among the above mentioned is the 

problem of Truth-Falsehood (Zhen-Jia 真假) in A Dream of Red Mansions. In this 

article, the author will discuss this theme by explaining and examining the 

relationship and transformation of “Truth” and “falsehood” through the following 

three perspectives: traditional Chinese glyphomancy, dialetheism and fatalism.  

 

I. The Transformation of Truth-Falsehood: A Perspective of Glyphomancy 

 

So-called Chinese glyphomancy (Cezi, Chaizi, Xizi, Pozi, Xiangzi 測字 拆字 破字 析

字 相字), as it is known in Western sinology, is a type of fortune telling by analyzing, 

dissecting, dismembering, and cracking a Chinese character or some component parts 

of a Chinese character. These techniques of Chinese glyphomancy have been applied 

for two main purposes: divination in one case and educated entertainment in the other. 

Interesting enough, there have been uncountable “riddles” or “puzzles” in Chinese 

characters. This approach has been applied very frequently in this book.  

David K. Jordan says: “I begin by illustrating them with the striking if peripheral 

custom of glyphomancy. I do so not because glyphomancy is at all central to most 

Chinese faith maintenance or conversion, but rather because it illustrates these 

features simultaneously and constitutes a vivid example through which we can keep 

the issue of faith maintenance before us as we think about conversion more generally” 

(Jordan, 1993, 285). According to him, the glyphomancy factor has three distinct 

qualities: 1) glyphomancy asserts theological, philosophical, and sometimes historical 

priority of Chinese characters (or Chinese tradition) over what are perceived as 

“modern,” “latter-day,” or “foreign” doctrines; 2) religious belief or practice to which 

an individual is converted is, in China, added to existing belief, without necessarily 

implying to the believer the subtraction of anything; and 3) glyphomantic logic has a 

tendency to assert the equivalences of religious elements.  

Jordan has given an example as follows: “If Mr. Li visits a fortune-teller to learn 

about his destiny, however, the fortune-teller may choose to look more closely at his 

name and to seek ‘hidden’ characters in it, ones that are not conventionally construed 

as part of its etymology. The fortune-teller may tell him, for example, that Li actually 

                                                           
2Chinese official interpretations concern it as a critique of “feudalism”. 
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includes the (overlapping) elements “ten” 十, “eight” 八, and “son” 子, thus meaning 

“eighteen sons,” or (depending upon other parts of the name) that he is destined to 

have many progenies. (The fortune-teller may then confirm this prediction by 

pointing out how many Lĭs there are in the world, for example.) The art of 

segregating the parts of a Chinese character to discover an esoteric meaning in them is 

referred to by the neogrecism “glyphomancy” (Mandarin: chāizì), and Chinese 

glyphomancy has been well described in a fascinating article by Wolfgang Bauer 

(1979), from whom I have borrowed the example of Mr. Lĭ” (Jordan 1993，285). 

The author in A Dream of Red Mansions mainly used three ways to play 

language games by analyzing Chinese characters.  

The first is to change or split Chinese character shapes or parts of character 

shapes (借形析字 Jie Xing Xi Zi). The name of the main family, “賈 (Jia)” looks 

similar to the author's surname 曹 (Cao). “賈”can be divided into two parts: “西（Xi

）”which means “West”, and “貝 (Bei) which mainly means “treasure”. For instance, 

in Chapter 93, a poem reads:  

 
“Xi Bei Cao Jin”, a young supervisor, 西貝草斤年紀輕, 

To Water Moon Convent came. 水月庵里管尼僧。 

One male among so many females, 一個男人多少女, 

He’s free to drink, whore and game. 窩娼聚賭是陶情。 

This worthless young master set in charge, 不肖子弟來辦事, 

Is giving the Jung Mansion a bad name! (Volume III, 185) 榮國府內出新聞。(第九

十三回)  

 

Here the four Chinese characters “Xi Bei Cao Jin (西貝草斤)” replace Jia Qin (賈芹) 

who is a pampered son of the Jia clan and also a corrupted supervisor for some hired 

Buddhist nuns and female Daoist priests in Jia’s family convent. 

The second is to make full use of Chinese character ambiguities or double 

meanings (借義析字 Jie Yi Xi Zi). The novel is normally called Hong Lou Meng - 

literally “Red Mansion Dream.” We may analyze these three characters according to 

Chinese semantics: 

 
Redness (紅 Hong) + Mansions (樓 Lou) + Dream (夢 Meng) 

 

 “Hong” has many meanings, such as symbols or “nicknames” of color, silk, blood, 

flower, beautiful ladies, celebration and jubilation, prosperity and flourish, profits and 

interests, and so on. In this novel, Hong, namely Redness, symbolizes the pseudo-

true, pseudo-real, pseudo-objective, pseudo-substantive, pseudo-tangible and the 

symbolical. “Red” also suggests the Buddhist idea that the whole world is “red dust (

紅塵 Hongchen)” - merely illusory and to be shunned. Thus the novel fits in perfectly 

with Buddhist and Daoist beliefs that to find enlightenment, one must realize that the 

world is but a dream from which we must awake. “Lou” has three main meanings: 1) 

any architecture that has at least two stories; 2) any significant immovable properties; 

and 3) any commercial, entertainment, or even pornographic places. In this novel, 
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Mansions represent the true, real, objective, physical, substantive and tangible. The 

character “Meng” is formalized by three parts: the top is “Mu” (苜) which means 

“cannot see clearly”; the middle is “Baogaitou” (宀) which means “anything related to 

house or family”; the bottom is “Xi” (夕) which means “evening or night.” For this 

reason, “Meng” has the following meanings: 1) dreamed; 2) unclear; and 3) dazzled 

or muddled. In this novel, “Dream” represents the illusory, fictional, imaged and 

intangible.  “Red Mansions” used to refer to the women's quarters of a traditional 

family compound. Basically, “Red Mansion” was an idiom for the daughters of rich 

men; thus the title can be understood as a “dream of rich young women.” It can also 

be understood as referring to a dream that Jia Baoyu has - in a “Red Mansion” - at the 

beginning of the novel, where the deaths of many of the female characters are 

foreshadowed. 

The third is to apply homophone or homonyms, namely different characters have 

the same sound (借音析字 Jie Yin Xi Zi). It has been very popular for traditional 

Chinese writers to apply “phonetic loan characters,” or adopt characters representing 

homophones. “賈 Jia”, the name of the main family, has the same pronunciation in 

Mandarin as another Chinese character “假 Jia”, which means false or unreal. Thus 

the author suggests that the novel's family is both a reflection of his own family and 

simultaneously a fictional - or a "dream" version of his family. (Confusingly, Baoyu 

occasionally dreams of another Baoyu, whose surname is "Zhen", which puns on 

"real".) The author Cao Xueqin claims: “This is the opening chapter of the novel. In 

writing this story of the Stone the author wanted to record his dreams and illusions, 

but he tried to hide the true facts of his experience by using the allegory of the jade of 

‘Spiritual Understanding.’ Hence his recourse to names like Chen Shih-yin 

(Homophone for “true facts concealed.”)…Though I have little learning or literary 

talent, what does it matter if I tell a tale in rustic language to leave a record of all 

those lovely girls. This should divert readers too and help distract them from their 

cares. That is why I use the other name Jia Yu Cun (Homophone for “falsehood in 

rustic language” ( A Dream of Red Mansions, Volume I, 1-2). 

Jia Baoyu (賈寶玉 ) is the principal character of the whole novel: from his 

previous existence to current life, and finally to his next being. The author applied 

many fictional ways to portray Jia Baoyu such as mystifying, symbolizing, 

fantasizing, and so on. By contrast with Jia Baoyu which is a homophone for “Unreal 

Precious Jade,” the author also provides a reverse character—Zhen Baoyu (甄寶玉) 

which is a homophone for “Real Precious Jade.” In Chinese culture, nomenclature has 

been a significant art, especially as a fortune telling technique. Generally, it 

recognizes the transcending importance of Chinese characters. All figures in A Dream 

of Red Mansions have certain implied meanings. As a Chinese name and as the name 

of the protagonists in this book, the Chinese character “賈”(Jia) has several meanings 

such as “commercial business or business man,” “seeking or searching,” “courting 

disasters or stirring up troubles,” “value or price,” and so on. Similarly as another 

Chinese name, the Chinese character “甄” (Zhen) has also several meanings such as 

“discriminate,” “distinguish,” “examine,” and “select.” The author used 

“homophonic,” character shapes or forms, character meanings, character riddles, 
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character punning, and so on. Chinese people have names that can be rendered either 

through two systems: by sound or by meaning.   

In the Jia family, the names of the characters are rendered by sound: Jia Baoyu, 

Jia Dairu, Jia Huan, Jia Lan, Jia Qiaojie, Jia Qin, Jia Rong, Jia She, Jia Tanchun, Jia 

Xichun, Jia Yingchun, Jia Yucun, Jia YuanChun, Jia Yun, Jia Zheng, and Jia Zhu. All 

the people with the family name “賈” (homophone for “false”) have certain negations 

of positive meanings of their given names. For example, Jia Baoyu’s father is Jia 

Zheng (賈政), his given name originally means “politics or governing,” however, by 

the author’s rhetorical device, the whole name becomes a negative one: “pseudo-

politics or pseudo-governing.” Accordingly, Zhen Shiyin (甄士隱 ,真事隱) means 

“truth or reality”; Jia Hua (賈化) --Jia Yucun （賈雨村，假語存）’s another name 

which is a homophone for “falsehood or lies”; his name is also styled as “Shifei” (時

飛，實非 Time-Flying) which is a homophone for “actually untrue”; his hometown is 

“Huzhou （湖洲，胡謅）” which is a homophone for “nonsense.” The names of the 

family maids are rendered by meaning: Amber, Aroma, Autumn, Candida, Casta, 

Crimson, Ebony, Faithful, Felicity, Musk, Nightingale, Oriole, Patience, Pearl, 

Prosper, Simple, Sky bright, Snow goose, Sun cloud and Sunset, etc.   

Politically speaking, one of the reasons that the author uses “glyphomancy” is to 

avoid “Wenziyu” (文字獄), namely literary inquisition: imprisonment or execution of 

an author for writing something considered offensive by the imperial court.  

 

II. The Transformation of Truth-Falsehood: A Perspective of Dialetheism 

 

In A Dream of Red Mansions, we may divide three statuses: The first is “Truth” (Zhen

真) which also means “Being,” “Reality,” “Existence,” “Physical and Materialistic 

Substance,” and “Actual Social affairs”.  The second is “Falsehood” (Jia 假) which 

means “Non-Being,” “Emptiness,” “Nothingness,” “Nihility,” “Illusory Fiction,” and 

“Spiritual and Mental Activities.”  The third is “Truth-Falsehood” (Zhen-Jia 真假). 

The third can be considered “Transformation of Truth and Falsehood,” which has the 

following four attributes in this book: 1) Unification of truth and falsehood; 2) 

Interrelation of truth and falsehood; 3) Interaction of truth and falsehood; and 4) Inter-

substitution of truth and falsehood. We may examine Truth-Falsehood by certain 

perspectives of “dialetheism” (or more correctly “dialectology”). Dialetheism is the 

view that there are true contradictions, or dialetheias. Dialetheists believe that for 

some sentence or proposition P, both P and P are true. Dialetheism opposes so-

called Law of Non-Contradiction (LNC): for any A, it is impossible for both A and 

A to be true. Since Aristotle's defense of the LNC, the Law has been orthodoxy in 

Western philosophy. Nonetheless, there are some Dialetheists in the history of 

Western Philosophy. Moreover, since the development of paraconsistent logic in the 

second half of the twentieth century, dialetheism has now become a live issue once 

more. Dialetheism appears to be a much more common and recurrent view in Eastern 

Philosophy than in the West.  

In ancient Indian logic/metaphysics, there were four standard possibilities to be 

considered for any statement at: that it is true (only), false (only), neither true nor 
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false, or both. Buddhist logicians sometimes added a fifth possibility: none of these 

(Both positions were called the catushkoti). The Jains went even further and 

advocated the possibility of contradictory values of the kind: true (only) and both true 

and false. Contradictory utterances are a common place in Daoism. For example, 

Zhuangzi says: That which makes things has no boundaries with things, but for things 

to have boundaries is what we mean by saying "the boundaries between things.” The 

boundary less boundary is the boundary without a boundary (Mair 1994，218). When 

Buddhism and Daoism fused to form Chan (or Zen, to give it its Japanese name), a 

philosophy arose in which contradiction plays a central role. The very process for 

reaching enlightenment (Prajna) is a process, “which is at once above and in the 

process of reasoning. This is a contradiction, formally considered, but in truth, this 

contradiction is itself made possible because of Prajna” (Priest, 2004, “Dialetheism”). 

 
Truth and Falsehood are both whatever, and simultaneously NOT so, rather than 

not.” - Alf the Poet (quoted from a post in alt. Buddha. short. fat. guy). According 

to the Kalama Sutta, the Buddha once visited a small town called Kesaputta in the 

kingdom of Kosala. The inhabitants of this town were known by the common name 

Kalama. When they heard that the Buddha was in their town, the Kalamas paid him 

a visit, and told him: “Sir, there are some recluses and brahmanas who visit 

Kesaputta. They explain and illumine only their own doctrines, and despise, 

condemn, and spurn others' doctrines. Then come other recluses and brahmanas, 

and they, too, in their turn, explain and illumine only their own doctrines, and 

despise, condemn, and spurn others' doctrines. But, for us, Sir, we have always 

doubt and perplexity as to whom among these venerable recluses and brahmanas 

spoke the truth, and who spoke falsehood (Warren 1896, 284). 

 

We may find the elements of dialectics in Buddhism. In its early days, Buddhism 

regarded each of the logical alternatives as being either true or false. Transformation 

of truth and falsehood is involved in the very form of the Buddhist Sutras, for they are 

attributed unhesitatingly in all their multitudinous variety and voluminous extent to 

Shakyamuni himself. The dialectical side of Buddhism, the dynamic element, treats 

reality as something eternally changing and impermanent. The Essence of Buddhism 

in its original form possesses a rational core, and most of the elements of dialectics 

were present in it, similar to the early Greek philosophies. This represented the first 

faltering steps of dialectical philosophy.  

Chi-Tsang吉蔵(Jizang 549-623) was one of the key figures in Chinese Buddhism 

who examined dichotomy of truth and falsehood systematically. For him, if we harbor 

the distinction between Buddhist and non-Buddhist and dwell upon the division 

between Mahayana and Hinayana, we fall into the falsehood of one-sidedness and 

lose sight of the true principle. Only the simultaneous allaying of the thoughts of 

Buddhist and non-Buddhist and the concurrent subduing of the ideas of Mahayana 

and Hinayana are known as the true principle. Actually, “Refutation of Falsehoods” is 

equivalent to “Revelation of Truths.” Continuously, falsehoods are innumerable, and 

truths are also of many kinds. For those reasons, those ideas which are with 

acquisitiveness are false and have to be refuted; those ideas which are without 
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acquisitiveness are true and have to be expounded (Liu 1993, 649-673). Chi-Tsang 

has the following key points on truth and falsehood: 1) So-called conventional truth 

and ultimate truth are only two different ways of looking at the "same" things and can 

be found in anything. These two truths are not exhaustive of all truths nor are they 

two fixed sets of truths. If the higher truth is considered to stand for certain 

determinate or absolute essence, it would become a "lower” or "ordinary" truth. So a 

truth can be higher or lower, and whether it is high or low depends upon one's mental 

condition. The denial of dualistic and non-dualistic metaphysics is ultimate truth (Chi-

Tsang, The Meaning of the Twofold Truth, 90-91). 2) So-called truth cannot be a right 

understanding of something real in the world. In fact, no truth is "really true." It is the 

accurate manifestation or description of Being, Nothingness or some other things 

(Chi-Tsang 1854, 97-98). 3) Originally there was “nothing to affirm and there is not 

now anything to negate." So-called "true" and "false" are equally empty; they do not 

stand for any essence or self-existing thing. A right view is called "right" because all 

views are abandoned. If it were accepted as a "view," it would become a "wrong" 

view which ought to be rejected (Chi-Tsang 1852, 6, 7, 11 and 14). 

According to Hsueh-Li Cheng, for Chi-Tsang, the act of knowing, the knower, 

the object to be known, the distinction between the subject and the object, truth, and 

falsity are all empty (Cheng 1981, 380). The metaphysical problem of Being and 

Nothingness is related to the epistemological issue of truth and falsity; for 

metaphysical speculation is concerned with whether ontological assertions about the 

world are true or false. When Chi-Tsang critically examines Being and Nothingness, 

he has an interesting analysis of the nature of truth and the concepts of "right" and 

"wrong." He contends that all things, including Being and Nothingness or "right" and 

"wrong," are empty. “Since all truths and falsities are empty, it makes no sense to 

dispute whether a certain metaphysical assertion ‘is’ or ‘is not’ true. This refutation of 

metaphysics is different from the refutation of metaphysics by contemporary Western 

positivists, for it neither makes a ‘true’ statement about the world nor finds a 

‘meaningful’ assertion about sense experience or anything” (Ibid., 1981, 372). In his 

teaching of Twofold Truth on three levels, Chi-Tsang states whether a truth is high or 

low depends upon one's mental condition (Ibid., 379). 

For Zen Buddhism, there is ultimately no distinction between truth and 

falsehood. Hui Neng 慧能 who was the founder of Zen Buddhism says: “The 

confused pronounce (Prajna) with their mouths; the wise live it in their minds. When 

it is merely pronounced, there is at that very moment a falsehood; when there is a 

falsehood, it is not a reality. When Prajna is lived in every thought of yours, this is 

known as reality. Those who understand this truth understand the truth of Prajna and 

practice the life of Prajna. Those who do not practice it are ordinary people. When 

you practice and live it in one thought of yours, You are equal to the Buddha….He 

who has an insight into this truth is free from thoughts, from recollections, from 

attachments; in him there is no deceit and falsehood”
 
(Hui Neng, Tan Jing I, 26-27). 

For Chinese Buddhism, the character “假 Jia” means all empirical things are 

merely unreal, impermanent, temporal, relative, phenomenal, and fallacious. There 

are the nine views: 1) the three fundamental propositions (三諦 San Di): emptiness or 
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void (空 Kong)，falsehood or unreality (假 Jia) and the mean or middle (中 Zhong); 

2) the empirical combinations without permanent reality (假合 Jia He); 3) the unreal 

names for all things or nothing which has a name of itself (假名 Jia Ming); 4) the 

world of unreal names (假名世間 Jia Ming Shi Jian); 5) the unreal reality (假實 Jia 

Shi); 6) the unreal ego (假我 Jia Wo); 7) the unreal being (假有 Jia You); 8) the unreal 

forms (假色 Jia Se); and 9) the unreal observation (假觀 Jia Guan). All of these 

Buddhist views are applied in A Dream of Red Mansions.      

Yi Zhuan (Commentary on the Book of Changes) tells us: “The Master said: ‘The 

sages make their emblematic symbols to set forth fully their ideas, appointed the 

trigrams and hexagrams to show fully the truth and falsehood (of things), appended 

their explanations to give the full expression of their words, and changed (the various 

lines) and made general the method of doing so, to exhibit fully what was 

advantageous. They (thus) stimulated (the people) as by drums and dances, thereby 

completely developing the spirit-like” (character of Yi) (Section I of Xi Ci of Yi 

Zhuan). 

According to Daoism, Dao is explained as being within all things. In translation, 

Dao literally means “movement above”; when put into the context of Dadejing (Tao 

Te Ching) where everything is explained as being full of contradictions – for life there 

is death, for happiness there is sorrow; when one exists, its opposite also exists – the 

Dao encompasses the contradictions and at the same time supersedes them. In this 

manner Dao can be interpreted as an ancient formulation of the dialectical synthesis. 

Since its widespread introduction into Chinese culture, Dao took on the meaning of 

“the way” and also as the “path” of nature. In relation to Daoism, the action of being 

both encompassing of the contradictions and yet superseding them is called Wu-Wei 

(actionless-action)--the way of water. For Daoism, all is one such as matters of good 

and evil and of true or false, as well as differing opinions. Daoist as well as Buddhist 

relativism emphasize that certain patterns are neither true nor false, and all notions of 

good and evil, true and false are relative. Zhuangzi claims: wherein does the Dao 

contain “truth” and “falsehood”? We may find some examples of Yin-Yang 

complementarity (juxtaposition and alternation of themes, images, personalities, 

situations) as follows: 1. Theme of interpenetration of reality and illusion, daily life 

and dreams (the idea of true and false producing one another)—“Truth becomes 

fiction when the fiction's true”—the Chinese reader takes delight in his/her 

disorientation. 2. Juxtaposition of Confucian and Buddhist (or Daoist) elements and 

themes. 3. Alternation of scenes (situations growing out of one another)—e.g. action 

and stillness (or excitement and boredom); elegance and baseness; sorrow and joy; 

separation and union; prosperity and decline; contrasts often emphasized in chapter 

heads. 4. Characters are often complementary opposites, although some are mirror 

images of one another. 

The following are some determinative antithetical couplets or mystical maxims 

which expose some relationships between Truth (Zhen) and Falsehood (Jia): 

 

When false is taken for true, true becomes false; 假作真時真亦假， 
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if non-being turns into being, being becomes non-being.(Ch. 1) 無為有處有還無。（

第一回） 

 

When false gives way to true, true surpasses false; 假去真來真勝假， 

though nothingness exists, being differs from nothingness.(Ch. 116) 無原有是有非

無。（第一百一十六回） 

 

Joy and sorrow alike are false; 喜笑悲哀都是假, 

desire and longing are folly. (Ch. 116) 貪求思慕總因痴。（第一百一十六回） 

 

It is not false, Jia family has halls of jade and horses of gold. (Ch. 4) 賈不假，白玉

為堂金作馬。（第四回） 

 

Pages full of fantastic talk, 滿紙荒唐言， 

Penned with bitter tears; 一把辛酸淚。 

All men call the author mad, 都雲作者痴， 

None his message hears. (Ch. 1) 誰解其中味？（第一回） 

 

As the Qing Dynasty scholar Wang Xilian（1796-1861）says: “The readers should 

know: truth is falsehood, falsehood is truth; there is falsehood in truth, and also there 

is truth in falsehood; truth is not truth, and falsehood is not falsehood. If one really 

understands those meanings, then he can clearly distinguish who is Zhen (the true) 

Baoyu and who is Jia (the false) Baoyu” (Wang 1963，147). According to Francis 

Bacon, the inquirer should free his mind from certain false notions or tendencies 

which distort the truth. These are called “Idols (idola, it can be translated into 

illusions),” and are of four kinds: “Idols of the Tribe” (idola tribus), which are 

common to the race; “Idols of the Den” (idola specus), which are peculiar to the 

individual; “Idols of the Marketplace” (idola fori), coming from the misuse of 

language; and “Idols of the Theatre” (idola theatri), which results from an abuse of 

authority. For this great philosopher, the end of induction is the discovery of forms, 

the ways in which natural phenomena occur, the causes from which they proceed. 

Perhaps we might add one more: “Idols of the Mansion,” which are reflected as a life 

of rotten and wanton extravagance.   

 

III. Transformation of Truth-Falsehood: A Perspective of Fatalism 

 

The author also uses Truth-Falsehood as a symbol of traditional fatalism. There is a 

sense of fatalism in the language, especially in the poems and maxims. The whole 

story attempts or even pretends to illustrate predestination, transmigration, 

reincarnation, and almost all sorts of Chinese religious or even superstitious views. 

This is natural, because literary works inevitably reflect the beliefs of the age in 

which they are produced. According to David R. Hawkins, the ego and its structure 

are revealed to facilitate the understanding of religious and spiritual truths expressed 

by the mystics and enlightened sages over the centuries. For this reason, the human 

mind has been intrinsically incapable of discerning truth from falsehood (Hawkins, 

2005) . The novel begins with Jia Baoyu's supernatural “origins” as a magical stone, 
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unused by the Goddess Nuwa in repairing the “dome of Heaven,” which wants to 

enjoy the pleasures of the “red dust” (the mundane world); Baoyu was born with a 

piece of jade (the magical stone) in his mouth through the machinations of a Buddhist 

monk and a lame Daoist priest (who make periodic appearances throughout the novel 

to mock or enlighten people).  

So-called fiction itself is an artistic discourse that is both true and false. The 

possibility of interpreting the entire A Dream of Red Mansions can be reduced to a 

false illusion, namely the opposite of the “true” vision of the Buddhist monk and the 

Daoist priest. This novel is about a transcendent and the transformative dream of a 

group of men and women, and it is based on an ontological status of that narrative: 

true or false, illusion or reality. The true mingled with the false and the false mingled 

itself with the true. Many statements are absolutely true because they conform to 

reality, or false because they conflict with reality. A claim is true when it is a mental 

mirror of its object; it is false if it is against that object. Jia Baoyu is the principal 

character in A Dream of Red Mansions, he is the reincarnated Stone of the book's 

alternate title. In the Jiaxu version, textually the most reliable, Baoyu is the Divine 

Attendant-in-Waiting at the Sunset Glow Palace, reborn in the human realm. The 

Stone and Baoyu are separate, though related entities. Interesting enough, a Daoist 

priest known as Void of Void (空空道人) caught sight of the spirited Stone and read 

the story inscribed on it. It was an account of the Stone’s rejection for repairing 

heaven, its transformation and conveyance to the world of men by the Buddhist of 

Infinite Space and the Daoist of Boundless Time, and the joys and sorrows, parting 

and encounters, warms and cold treatment from others it had experienced there. On its 

back was a Buddhist verse: 

 
Unfit to mend the azure sky, 無才可去補蒼天， 

I passed some years on earth to no avail; 枉入紅塵若許年， 

My life in both worlds is recorded here; 此系身前身后事， 

Whom can I ask to pass on this romantic tale? （Ch. 1）倩誰記去作奇傳？(第一回) 

 

There is dialogue between the Daoist and the Stone which provides clues for the 

human drama that unfolds in the novel. There are also some important fatalistic hints 

in Chapter 5 “The Spiritual Stone Is Too Bemused to Grasp the Fairy’s Riddles (太虛

幻境 ); The Goddess of Disenchantment ( 警幻仙子 ) in Her Kindness Secretly 

Expounds on Love.” In his dream, the Goddess guides Jia Baoyu in reading many 

mystical maxims: one of them which appears in Chapter one is: 

 
When false is taken for true, true becomes false, 假作真時真亦假， 

If non-being turns into being, being becomes non-being. 無為有處有還無。 

 

The other is: 

 
Gone with the clouds spring’s dream, 春夢隨云散, 

Flowers drift away on the stream. 飛花逐水流;  

Young lovers all, be warned by me, 寄言眾儿女, 
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Cease courting needless misery. 何必覓閑愁。 

 

The Goddess also guides Jia Baoyu to see the “First Register of Twelve Beauties of 

Jinling (金陵十二釵正冊).” The so called Twelve Beauties are the mystical symbols 

which represent the twelve real girls who are connected to the main character’s life 

fatalistically.    

The plot of A Dream of Red Mansions is innovative and ingenious. The first 

chapter describes how a piece of stone was left over from when the sky was repaired 

by the Goddess Nu Wa. This romantic legend leads to the realistic story of the Red 

Mansions through intricate mists of dreams and illusions – a technique of telling the 

truth through pretended falsehood. This contributes to the difficulty in understanding 

the inner world of the characters, Jia Baoyu and Lin Daiyu in particular. Baoyu is the 

human incarnation of that stone, given a chance to learn the emptiness of human 

existence, and the novel is the story of his life. As a sign of his supernatural origin, he 

was born with a magical jade in his mouth. His given name, which literally means 

“precious jade,” was given him in honor of this. The jade and Baoyu share a mystical 

link, and the story ends after it is lost for good and Baoyu himself disappears. 

On the anniversary of his birth, he was made to go through a future-telling ritual 

of picking one of a collection of symbolic items randomly displayed before him. 

Ignoring an official seal, gold and classic books, he picked up a piece of cosmetic 

used by women, much to his parents dismay. They had hoped that he chose the other 

items so that he could be an official, a man of wealth, or at least a scholar when he 

grew up. Now they feared that he would become a man of debauchery. He might not 

be dissipated, but as he grew up, he began to disdain the imperial examination system 

and oppose the tradition of treating women as inferior to men. In his eyes, women 

were made of pure water while men, contaminated dirt. He often said, “Whenever I 

saw girls, I feel refreshed, but the sight of men really stinks!” 

Jia Baoyu is portrayed as having little interest in learning the Confucian classics, 

much to the despair of his father, Jia Zheng. He would rather spend his time reading 

or writing poetry and playing with his numerous female relations. He is nonetheless 

compassionate and thoughtful (perhaps as juxtaposition to the other male characters 

in the novel). Jia Baoyu's romance with Lin Daiyu forms one of the novel's main plot 

lines. However, there are several women who play an important part in his life. In 

particular, he is a darling of his grandmother, who dotes on him and occasionally 

shields him from his father. His wife Xue Baochai and his principal maid Xi Ren, 

Aroma, are also worthy of note. Lin Daiyu, said to be the incarnation of a divine herb, 

was also dubbed by the author “the goddess of Xiao and Xiang,” wives of Fu Xi who 

was said to be the husband of Nu Wa. Therefore, a scholar of A Dream of Red 

Mansions argues that the author treated Jia Baoyu as the masculine side of the 

Goddess Nu Wa while Lin Daiyu, the feminine side. Their arrival in the Red 

Mansions as an alliance of stone and wood was to continue Nu Wa’s mission of 

ridding the world of flood. In their case, it was the flood of licentiousness. Jia Baoyu 

and Lin Daiyu were two aspects of the same wholeness. When separated, they would 

certainly be doomed. Indeed, one can infer that by presenting the destruction of two 
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innocent young lives along with their beautiful dreams, the author made a cruel 

condemnation against the stifling and debauched feudal society of his time.  

The relationship between Lin Daiyu and Jia Baoyu is by no means one of lust. 

Nor is their love platonic. It is, according to some scholars of A Dream of Red 

Mansions, a bond in the dreamland and of predestination. Every day in the garden of 

the Red Mansions, they “read, write, paint, chant, riddle, embroider, enjoy plants and 

flowers, and play musical instruments, chess, and word puzzles.” By contrast, in the 

real world, other male members of their family such as Jia He, Jia Zhen, Jia Lian, and 

Jia Rong are indulging themselves in unchecked prurient activities. In the Xue family, 

there is a girl named Baochai. She is beautiful and graceful, scrupulously abiding by 

the conventional rules that women are made to obey. Shrewd, diplomatic and 

manipulative, she knows how to make friends and consequently become the favorite 

girl of all the families. She has a necklace of gold lock. Her mother had very early 

spread the word that she would match her daughter with one with a necklace of 

precious stone. Everyone knows whom she is referring to. 

Because of the concept of feudal fatalism, the Jia authorities—represented by 

Lady Dowager, Jia Zheng, Lady Wang, and Wang Xifeng —decide to choose 

Baochai as Baoyu's bride—instead of the lovely, but sickly (and rebellious) Daiyu. In 

their opinion, Baoyu and Baochai are a perfect couple. Their marriage will be a 

symbolic union between a "precious jade" and a “golden locket." Therefore, when 

they become aware of the fact that Baoyu deeply loves Daiyu, they decide to play a 

cruel trick on him. They tell him that he will marry to Lin Daiyu; secretly, though, 

they plan to have him marry the heavily veiled Baochai. Unfortunately, the secret is 

leaked to Daiyu, and she falls unconscious and begins spitting blood. On Jia Baoyu's 

wedding day, Lin Daiyu is left alone—sick in bed, accompanied only by Tzu-chuan. 

She breathes her last in loneliness, grief, and hatred, while Baoyu goes merrily to the 

wedding ceremony, assuming that his bride will be Lin Daiyu. When he finds himself 

married to Baochai, he goes out of his mind.  

Meanwhile, the imperial concubine dies and Jia She is deprived of his rank for 

conspiring with provincial officials to take advantage of the weak. His properties are 

confiscated, and the house of Jia Zheng also gets in trouble. The grandmother dies, 

the nun Miaoyu is kidnapped, and Wang Xifeng loses authority dying in regret with a 

guilty conscience. Jia Baoyu's illness grows worse until he is on the verge of death—

when suddenly a monk appears with Jia Baoyu's lost jade. Momentarily, Jia Baoyu 

seems to be himself again, but suddenly he faints away again at the sight of the monk 

and regains consciousness only after a terrible nightmare. Jia Baoyu then changes his 

ways and determines to restore the reputation of his house. The following day, he 

takes an official examination, and is ranked number seven on the list. Jia Baoyu's 

wife, Xue Baochai, is pregnant, but nonetheless, he suddenly decides to leave her and 

disappears after the examination. Jia Zheng, on his way back to Peking after attending 

his mother's funeral in Nanjing, stays at Piling Station one snowy night, and there he 

sees a man with a shaved head, bare feet, and wearing a red woolen cape. The man 

bows to him and, on a close inspection, he recognizes Jia Baoyu. Before Jia Zheng 

can speak to him, though, a Buddhist monk and a Daoist take Jia Baoyu away. Jia 
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Cheng runs after them, but they have vanished, and all he can see is a stretch of 

snowy waste. That is the main thread of the story.  

The narrative itself is based on the prediction in Jia Baoyu's dream years ago, 

when Baoyu found himself in a fairyland, where he met a goddess and was shown the 

register of the Twelve Beauties of Jinling. He saw pictures and poems which he could 

not understand. The Goddess ordered her maids to sing twelve songs, the last of 

which runs as follows: The high official's fortunes will decline; the rich man's gold 

and silver will melt away; the kind of heart will escape death; the heartless will 

receive their just deserts; he who takes life will pay with his own life; he who causes 

tears will weep till his eyes are dry; one who sees through this world will enter holy 

orders; one enslaved by love will die a fruitless death; when all food is gone, birds 

will fly to the woods, leaving nothing but bare, naked earth behind.  

The story line of the novel roughly parallels these predictions. The outward 

magnificence of the Jia family cannot disguise its decline and deterioration forever. 

The Jia family members are accustomed to living in luxury, and certain parasitic 

landowners (such as Jia She and Jia Zhen) are nothing but dissolute and dissipated 

people. In order to enjoy a life of extravagance, they put increasing pressure on the 

peasants and extract heavy taxes from their tenants. Relying on their wealth and 

political influence, they bully innocent citizens and maids (such as Xue Pan and 

Wang Xifeng) by contemptible and cruel methods. Therefore, tragedy begins to 

overshadow the family's splendor. There are many conflicts undermining the network 

of this enormous household—conflicts between masters and servants, between wives 

and concubines, between lineal descendants and sons and daughters by concubines. 

All these internal struggles lead to plotting against each other and several suicides. 

Qin Keqing hangs herself; Jia Baoyu's good friend Qin Zhong dies young; the maid 

Chin-chuan drowns herself in a well; Second Sister Yu commits suicide by 

swallowing gold; Jia Baoyu's favorite maid, Qingwen, dies soon after being dismissed 

because of Lady Wang's prejudice against her. Even Jia Baoyu himself comes under 

an evil influence and is the target of an assassination plot by Lady Zhao and her son, 

Jia Huan. Granny Liu's visits to the Jia family bear convincing witness to the 

hypocrisy of the landlord class and their extravagance. Her simple and poor lifestyle 

stands in sharp contrast to their luxurious way of life. The Jia family's arbitrariness 

towards ordinary people and servants leads to Ho San's collusion with brigands to rob 

Lady Dowager of her gold and silver so that the Jia family's decline is accelerated. Jia 

She's treachery and Jia Zheng's lechery result in the confiscation of the family 

property. Finally, however, the Emperor's general amnesty pardons Jia She, Jia Zhen 

and Jia Zheng, and they are allowed to return to their original positions, and the 

confiscated property is restored. It is possible to see almost all kinds of spiritual 

operations and philosophical perspectives in terms of the transformation of truth and 

falsehood in A Dream of Red Mansions. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The transformation of Truth-Falsehood (Zhen-Jia) in this novel can be considered a 

sort of spiritual transformation which is recognized within the context of an individual 
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self-consciousness, or an individual's meaning system, especially in relation to 

concepts of the sacred or ultimate concern. According to Friedrich Schleiermacher, “a 

person’s relation to one historical individual and the community founded by him can 

be the occasion for the transformation of the self through the mediation of the divine 

love” (Mariña, 2008, 12). For Kenneth Pargament, “refers to a fundamental change in 

the place of the sacred or the character of the sacred in the life of the individual” 

(Pargament,
 
2006,

 
20). Raymond Paloutzian says: “constitutes a change in the 

meaning system that a person holds as a basis for self-definition, the interpretation of 

life, and overarching purposes and ultimate concerns”  (Paloutzian 2005, 331). 

Ontologically, the transformation of truth (Zhen) and falsehood (Jia) finally 

makes up “Natural Being,” “Human Being,” “Supernatural Being,” “Superhuman 

Being,” or “Final Being.” The final supreme “Truth” as “Ultimate Reality” can be 

considered the elimination of the distinction between truth and falsehood. Even for 

the author, “Non-Being,” “Nothingness,” or “Emptiness,” fills in the space between 

Truth and Falsehood. The whole story was going through “natural being” such as 

Prospect Garden; “human being” such as over 400 named characters from all walks of 

life and the rise and fall of the four decadent clans of Jia, Shi, Wang and Xue; 

“supernatural being or superhuman being” such as the Goddess Nu Wa, the Goddess 

of Disenchantment, the Fairy’s Riddles, the spiritual stone, and so on. As we 

mentioned before, Jia Baoyu's supernatural “origins” as a magical stone, unused by 

the Goddess Nu Wa in repairing the “dome of Heaven,” who wants to enjoy the 

pleasures of the “red dust” (the mundane world); Baoyu was born with a piece of jade 

(the magical stone) in his mouth through the machinations of a Buddhist monk and a 

lame Daoist priest (who make periodic appearances throughout the novel to mock or 

enlighten people).  

Epistemologically, there are not any “objective criteria” of the transformation of 

truth (Zhen) and falsehood (Jia), since in every falsehood there is truth, and in every 

truth, falsehood, the mixture of truth and falsehood is relative to each observer.  

Logically, the separation or dichotomies of truth (Zhen) and falsehood (Jia) must 

be rejected, since they actually become each other; truth is a substitute for falsehood, 

not falsehood itself, and also falsehood is a substitute for truth, not as truth itself. The 

style of this novel seems similar to Zen Buddhist “gongan (koan)”. In ancient China, 

the gongan was a type of literature in order to provide certain verifications and 

judgments of truth and falsehood. For stimulating their students' awareness, Zen 

(Chan) masters always tried to apply all kinds of riddles, dilemmas, paradoxes, 

puzzled stories, unusual problems, and perplexed cases, the more amazing, surprising 

and shocking the better. They just wanted to get some illogical answers from the 

mysterious, irrational, or paradoxical nature of truth.  

Ethically, truth (Zhen) could be “evil and wrong” and falsehood (Jia) could be 

“good and right.” This writing really sheds light on almost every field and aspect of 

social life: elite’s as well as common people’s family life, social roles, moral values, 

religious practices, thought and behavior patterns, amusements and entertainments, 

eating and drinking, clothing and housing, medicine and transportation. It also 

profoundly exposes the gap between theory and practice in Chinese social life.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conceptions_of_God#The_Ultimate
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Aesthetically, truth could be “ugly” and “falsehood” could be “beautiful.” The 

novel itself may be treated as the culmination of China's rich literary legacy, and also 

a reflection of Chinese sense of beauty and world view, including examples of all 

major types of Chinese poetry. The author vividly described many “beautiful things”: 

beautiful ladies, beautiful gardens, beautiful sceneries, beautiful decorations, beautiful 

poems, beautiful music, beautiful loves, and beautiful dreams; however everything 

finally is “ugly”: ugly marriages, ugly families, ugly businesses, ugly relationships, 

ugly rulership, and an entire ugly society. By presenting the destruction of two 

innocent young lives along with their beautiful dreams, the author made a cruel 

condemnation against the stifling and debauched feudal society of his time.  

We may find the following nine transformed  interactions between Truth (Zhen) 

and Falsehood (Jia) in this book: 1) True “illusion” vs. false “reality” (虛真實假); 2) 

True “subjectivity” vs. false “objectivity” (主真客假)；3) True “entirety” vs. false 

“particularity”（宏真微假); 4) True “inwardness” vs. false “outlook”(裡真外假); 5）

True “awareness” vs. false “cognition” (悟真知假)；6) True “emotionality” vs. false 

“rationality” (情真理假)；7）True “popularity” vs. false “elegance” (俗真雅假); 8) 

True “evilness’s. false “goodness” (惡真善假);); and 9）True “ugliness” vs. false 

“beautifulness”（丑真美假）. 
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The Count of Monte Cristo. By Alexandre Dumas. (New York: 

Barnes & Noble, 2011). 513 pp. Paperback, ISBN 0-7607-2574-8. 
 

By all means, The Count of Monte Cristo is a familiar story of revenge and retributive 

justice, and of the battle between good and evil. It is of love, friendship, betray, and 

retribution. The protagonist Edmond Dantès was wronged by three persons whose 

practical interests were joined strangely by fate. He was falsely accused of being “an 

inveterate Bonapartist” by a clerk of his ship in the name of Danglers who envied and 

hated him and the fishman in the name Fernand who wanted to marry Dantès’ fiancée 

Mercédè. He then was sentenced “to be kept in solitary confinement and under strict 

supervision” by the judge Gérard de Villefort who wanted to hide the truth that his 

own father was involved in a political scheme of which Dantès was totally ignorant. 

Accidentally, Dantès got acquaintance with and befriended a fellow prisoner the Abbé 

Faria, who revealed to Dantès the secret of an enormous amount of treasure and 

proposed to Dantès that they should escape the prison together and then find and 

share the treasure. However, the Abbé Faria died unexpectedly and Dantès escaped 

from the prison alone and afterward found the treasure which the Abbé Faria told 

him. Afterward, Dantès who assumed the title “the Count of Monte Cristo” first used 

his new acquired wealth and power to rescue his former employer and benefactor 

Monsieur Morrel from bankruptcy and dishonor. When this was done, Dantès said 

“farewell to kindness, humanity, gratitude”, and set start to revenge and punish the 

wicked three who had already established themselves in the high society of Paris. 

Then, Dantès left all his wealth in Paris to Monsieur Morrel’s son Marximiliam 

Morrel who would be wedded Valentine de Villefort, Gérard de Villefort who was 

almost murdered by Villefort’s wife, Madame de Villefort, and said a Taoist farewell 

to the mundane world. End of the story.  

Thus, the novel deals with some enduring themes of classical literature. The 

aesthetical beauty created by contrasts of opposites, intricacy of the events, well-

crafted narrative structure, and capriciousness of individual protagonists’ fates only 

makes the novel more enchanting. That said, profound philosophical lessons of life, 

fate, and happiness can be learned from the novel. Indeed, it is its philosophical 

insight into human existence that makes the novel profound and a must-read. This is 

not so much because the novel has explored a wide range of philosophical themes 

including humanity, love, hatred, justice, injustice, self, happiness, friendship, good, 

and evil. It is more its philosophical wisdoms of human existence and insights into 

human happiness. 

The concept of fate is repeatedly talked about. But the concept connotes neither 

fatalism nor mysticism. So far as Dantès’ fate is concerned, it is nothing but the 

causality of a set of events. Dantès was wronged by three persons at the outset 

because of their practical interests: one envied what he achieved, another wanted his 

fiancée, and a further another wanted to protect his social status and career. That his 

life path crosses with the three wicked persons’ was a matter of contingency, just as 
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Dantès’ good luck of meeting the Abbé Faria, which led to a pivotal turn of his 

fortune. Dantès’ afterward acts of repaying kindness with kindness and gratitude, and 

revenge against the wicked by visiting them with evils can be best explained by the 

concept of moral causality and retributive justice. There is nothing fatal or mysterious 

here. As for the so-called fates of the wicked three—Dangler, de Villefort, and 

Fernand—and the fates of others such as the senior Marrel and the young Morrel or 

Mercédè, they are the work of moral causality and retributive justice too. They can be 

explained by the traditional Chinese saying: “The good will be rewarded by good, the 

evil will be punished with the visit of evil; it is not that there is no consequence; it is 

that everything has its time; when the time comes, the good and the evil each will 

receive its due.” Thus, when the protagonist Caderiousse complained that “Dame 

Fortune smiled at those who did evil but punished those who were honest, Dantès, 

who disguised himself as a priest visiting Caderiousse to find out the cause of Dantès’ 

imprisonment and the fates of his father and Mercédè, determinately claimed: “You 

are mistaken, my friend”; “There are times when God’s justice tarries for a while and 

it appears to us that we are forgotten by Him, but the time always comes when we 

find it is not so” (132). 

That said, the novel indicates that those protagonist are creators of their own 

fates.  Dantès was thrown into where he was. Yet, he responded to his situation in a 

way that he could successfully turn misfortune into fortune, repaying those who 

deserved his kindness and revenged those who deserved his rage. The wicked three 

created their own fates. Fernand created his life karma by betraying one friend after 

another, and was brought to the end by the karma which he created. Dangler climbed 

up the society by betrays and sucking the life blood of others and was destroyed by 

the karma which he created. De Villefort practiced in justice and was punished by 

justice. Each chose his life path and was led to the destiny which he chose. Other 

protagonist’ stories illustrate the same point. The Young Morel, who made his 

decision to rescue a person on the anniversary day when his father was rescued from 

dishonor, turned himself into a hero and honest man and was rewarded with true love. 

Gérard de Villefort’s daughter Valentine Gérard de Villefort chose true love above 

marriage for wealth and rank and thus was rewarded by true love. By the end of the 

novel, each protagonist chose his or her future destiny. Dame Fortune did not make 

the choice for each protagonist. They were the creator, owner, and maintainer of their 

own fate. Thus, the concept of fate incorporates the notions of responsibility and right 

choice. It warns us of the truth that every choice made with free will has 

consequences. The models of responsibility and right choice increase their stock 

values in the context that there are objective laws of human existence. If one masters 

and makes use of these laws, one will be on the right track to happiness. Otherwise, 

one will be punished by these same laws.  

The novel also illustrates Christian virtues, for example, forgiveness, love, and 

the like. Love and forgiveness are not only Christian virtues. Eastern philosophies 

such as Buddhism also teach love and forgiveness. All the same, in the novel, 

Mercédès’ experience offers a titillating view on love and forgiveness. She made a 

mistake, with understandable reasons and paid for such a mistake. Still, the love and 

forgiveness between her and Dantès shined in the dark night of hatred, revenges, and 
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mutual killing among protagonists. For this love, Dantès spared the life of the son of 

Mercédès and Fernand. For this love, Dantès nurtured no hatred or ill-sentiment 

towards Mercédès. Also for this love, the former fiancé and fiancée said farewell to 

each other in one of the most touching scenes written. Respecting her choice that she 

would not accept anything other than the amount of money which he deposited 

twenty-four years ago for them (Mercédès and Dantès himself) and deeply touched by 

her unhappiness, Dantès said to Mercédès, “Will you not say au revoir to me?” and 

she replied, “On the contrary, I do say au revoir” (502). Both Mercédès and Dantès 

must get out of the shadow of the past to start each’s new life, and they mutually help 

each other in doing so. Love and forgiveness transformed them. Where there is love 

and forgiveness, there will always be stars shining in a dark night.  

 

Dr. BARBARA ENTL, St. George’s University School of Medicine, Great River, NY 

11739, USA.  
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Embodied Cognition.  By Shapiro, Lawrence.  (New York: 

Routledge, 2011).  237 pp.  Paper back, ISBN-10: 0415773423. 
 

In today’s cognitive science nothing is more controversial than the four E-conceptions 

of cognition: embodied cognition, embedded cognition, enacted cognition, and 

extended cognition.  Although it is under debate whether these new conceptions of 

cognition would give rise to a new science of the mind, they suggest a new direction 

for further development of cognitive science.  They reject the Cartesian assumption 

that cognitive processes must exclusively occur inside the head of the organism and 

challenge the authority of computational functionalism as the established model of 

cognitive studies.  For those who are not familiar with this new movement in 

cognitive science, Lawrence Shapiro’s book Embodied Cognition is a comprehensive, 

lucid introduction that exposes the readers to the major issues which define this 

exciting frontier. Those familiar with this new movement will enjoy reading about 

recent developments in these research programs.  

As its title suggests, Lawrence Shapiro’s book focuses on embodied cognition.  

Shapiro evaluates the relationship between embodied cognition and standard 

cognitive science, clarifies the conception of embodiment, and elaborates the central 

themes of embodied cognition.  In this outstanding introduction to a new model of 

cognitive science, Shapiro incorporates the work of some key figures in the field. He 

addresses scientific topics such as dynamical systems theory, ecological psychology, 

robotics, connectionism, as well as relevant philosophical topics such as 

conceptualization, mental representation, and personal identity.  

Prior to the emergence of the four E-conceptions of cognition it had been the 

received and unexamined belief underlying all schools of thoughts in cognitive 

studies that minds are spatially located in the brains. Challenging this tacit assumption 

is one way in which the research program of embodied cognition challenges standard 

cognitive science.  Shapiro critically reviews those representative accounts of 

embodiment.  On one account, cognition is embodied because perception and action 

are fundamentally inseparable in lived cognition in the sense that they ultimately 

determine each other.  On another account, cognition is embodied because it is the 

function of the complex processes of perceiving, acting, and remembering through 

interaction between body and world.  On still another account, embodied cognition 

may be viewed as the accomplishment of cognitive tasks through bodily responses to 

the environmental impact, use of ecological affordances, guidance of ecological 

tuning, learning as information self-structuring, experiential positioning and 

repositioning of sensorimotor.  Each of these accounts is akin to one of three general 

themes underlying the studies of embodied cognition: Conceptualization, 

Replacement, and Constitution. A majority of Shapiro’s book is devoted to the 

elaboration of these three themes. 

Conceptualization is the hypothesis that the properties of an organism’s body 

constrain the concepts the organism can acquire.  It entails that organisms with 

different bodies conceive of the world differently or that in order for A to conceive of 

the world as B does A must have a body like B’s.  Thus, research projects have been 
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conducted to find, for example, how different sensory systems may create different 

phenomenal experiences in the same object, how organisms with different bodies may 

categorize environmental objects differently, and how making sense of the action 

described by a sentence is determined by what actions a body likely takes.  The 

Replacement thesis hypothesizes that those transactions in which an organism’s body 

engages (through interactions with its environment) replace the explanatory need for 

the processes of computing symbolic representations of the world.  It entails that 

cognition is a functional property of a synergistic system between an organism and its 

environment.  This hypothesis receives support from research projects inspired by 

ecological psychology, dynamical system theory, and studies of autonomous robots.  

The Constitution thesis can be viewed as a hypothesis more foundational than the 

other two.  It is a commitment to the idea that bodily properties claimed to be the 

determining factors of conceptualization and synergistic functions claimed to replace 

representational functions are important and genuine constituents of cognitive 

processes.  In general, a theory of embodied cognition is liable to clarify and justify 

the thesis that some embodied activities constitute cognitive process rather than 

merely contribute to cognitive process that occurs exclusively in the brain.  

As Shapiro’s book shows, the studies of embodied cognition have not agreed 

upon a unified conception of cognition.  Proponents of embodied cognition divide 

among themselves in their views on the role that the body plays in the production of 

cognition.  On the one conception of embodied cognition the body and the brain 

collaborate in the accomplishment of cognitive tasks and neither of the partners is 

dispensable.  On the other conception the properly situated body can give rise to 

cognition without employing the resource of the brain.  However, the reader of 

Shapiro’s book will also find noticeable features common to all versions of embodied 

cognition.  First, what makes a research project a study of embodied cognition is the 

commitment that the body, if properly situated, impose constraints on how an 

organism cognizes the world.  This requires that a theory of cognition accommodate 

extra-neural parameters.  Second, all studies of embodied cognition are endeavors to 

extend cognition beyond the boundary of the brain; and hence, the idea of embodied 

cognition may be integrated into the idea of extended cognition. Third, all 

conceptions of embodied cognition depends, at least partly, for their validity on the 

conception of enacted cognition and the latter presupposes the conception of 

embedded cognition—i.e., the idea that cognitive systems are evolved to function in a 

situated environment. Thus, a research model that integrates the four E-conceptions of 

cognition is quite promising. 

A theory of embodied cognition breaks through some of the methodological and 

conceptual assumptions on which traditional cognitive studies rest.  However, 

whether or not it advances cognitive science is still debated.  Shapiro arranges the 

model of embodied cognition and standard cognitive science in a competition layout 

and describes the current status of the competition as follows: Conceptualization loses 

the game it has not established strong enough a conceptual system against the 

paradigm of symbolic representation. Replacement wins in some areas because it can 

at best claim rights to only a portion of standard cognitive science’s domain.  

Constitution is not competing because it may well be part or extension of standard 
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cognitive science.  The reader, however, need not be pessimistic about future 

prospect.  Embodied cognition is only one of the challenges to, and it need not be in 

competition with, standard cognitive science. A proper integration of four E-

conceptions of cognition would have more than it hits the analytical eye.  A holistic 

approach to the relationship between the fledgling four E-conceptions of cognition 

and the traditional anticipates a revolution in cognitive science. 

 

Dr. ZHAOLU LU, Professor of Philosophy, Tiffin University, 155 Miami Street 

Tiffin, OH 44883, USA. Email: luz@tiffin.edu. 
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